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Greetings fellow travelers many thanks for joining me for my annual 

overview of what the planetary orchestra have in store for us as we head 

into the next act of our global evolutionary drama… 

2020 – Say Hello to a New Epoch! 
Yes, my friends it doesn’t get any bigger than this… 

As the 2020 decade opens our beautiful planet and her systems are at 

extreme ‘tipping point’ on every level.  

The ‘unconscious’ material world view that has driven our ‘world order’ 

for the past 500 years, based on the abuse and corruption of financial and 

political systems is now due for reformation when ‘structural Saturn’ 

meets ‘transformer Pluto’ in January 2020 for the first time since 1518. 

During 2019 Jupiter in Sagittarius has brought the extreme 

dysfunctionality of the corrupt and broken systems to a head.  So…what may the massive joint forces of Jupiter + 

Saturn +  Pluto in Capricorn have to say and do about this when ALL THREE then meet in December 2020 for the 

first time since 1284…yes that long ago! 

Personally, I am VERY excited about 2020 as a breath of fresh air is also on the way courtesy of Saturn opening his 

stint in Aquarius mid-year, then Jupiter joining him by December heralding the dawn of the Aquarian Age. We also 

have Venus in Gemini for 4 months enlightening ‘the conversation’, and let’s not forget Mars in Aries for the 

second half of 2020 demanding action stations for reform and change. 

It is imperative we move beyond fear and confusion as old systems are collapsing and align our hearts and minds 

with the NEW CONSCSIOUSNESS that is the destiny of our brand-new world currently emerging, loaded with fresh 

ideas and solutions and leaders that will take us forward! 

I hope you enjoy my small attempt to guide us toward this new era where the spirit of co-operation and cohesion 

may bring us together to give birth to a new world order as the old one is passing away. 
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2020 Overview 
 

Before I head into the in-depth details of the year ahead and the Horoscopes I know you are itching for a quick 

general overview of 2020…right? So, I’ll begin by saying that I am very excited by what I am ‘seeing in the stars’…or 

at least the planets! We are in for an amazing year of uplifting change and forward motion into fresh territory after 

the very tough 2019 now drawing to a close. 

Yes, it’s been really demanding in the outer world…and in our inner worlds also…as we’ve all been trudging 

through the depths of the most challenging year in many a decade…perhaps ever in terms of the collision of so 

many major issues affecting our world at the same time. Saturn in Capricorn has been a very hard task master 

confronting us with the reality check of the abuse and misuse of our damaged economic, social and environmental 

systems. So bring on the 2020 forces that will begin de-constructing our world, in preparation for the re-

constructing process of the new epoch about to dawn.   

So, if you are feeling pooped and dismayed by current global and personal issues please take a breath and get 

ready for the good news I am about to share. The general call is a much fresher brighter 2020 as we have a big 

dose of planets in AIR signs coming into play bringing ideas and movement and stimulation beyond the gloom and 

doom of 2019! Yes, folks the Aquarian revolution is on the way!! 

Meanwhile Saturn has been working his way toward Pluto since 2018 and they 

meet in Capricorn on January 12th for the first time since 1518. Yep this is a rare 

500-year moment in time that will trigger our next great global re-set as it did way 

back then when the Protestant Reformation began, and the new world order of 

that era kicked off after Columbus discovered America. 

So, the general call for January is kind of tense as our global governance systems, 

which are set for some radical revisions, will begin to come to some kind of head.  

As business and political systems are ruled by Capricorn we can expect dramas on the front line...be this the Brexit 

drama or Trump’s impeachment or Hong Kong/China protests or possible US Iran conflict or the lack of leadership 

as ‘Australia is Burning’…or god knows how many other examples of shite hitting the fan. 

OK so best to lie low in January in terms of being out in the world if possible, but it’s also prime timing to put lots 

of effort into growing your ventures courtesy of fortunate Jupiter also now in Capricorn, in preparation for all 

systems go by the New Moon in Aries on March 24th. Got it? If you’ve been a good kid in 2019 taking Saturn’s cue 

to work hard building new foundations then get set for splendid success outcomes in 2020! 

We also have confident Mars in Sagittarius in January charging our spirit with fresh optimism and enthusiasm for 

big picture inspiration. Just be cautious not to strike forward too quickly despite your urge to get moving…be 
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patient a little longer. We can also expect lots of big announcements or propaganda with huge implications at an 

international level from aggressive Mars in extreme Sagittarius in January. (I wrote this in Dec 19 and Jan 2nd USA 

hit Iran with drone strike possible major implications! 

There are  THREE big doozy underpinning planet themes in 2020, starting with Saturn meeting Pluto in January as 

I’ve mentioned. The next is when the super powerful success combo Jupiter meets Pluto for the first of 3 passes in 

late March/early April…starting from that New Aries Moon. The next pass is late June and finally in the 2nd week of 

November. Together they forge new empires personally and globally to expand our old outmoded world 

views…very exciting.  

Also, in late March Saturn arrives into Aquarius for the 

first time since 1991. YAY! This is the beginning of the 

brand-new AIR signature announcing the arrival of a 

massive wave of humanitarian consciousness to enlighten 

our world plus an upscale in social unrest & revolutions 

against the old order. We have had big hints during 2019 

as activism has been accelerating globally about so many 

pressing global issues. Yes, the old dinosaur white people 

in suits are in their decendency as the new ‘enlightenment 

thought’ and ideas will begin to break through very soon! 

Saturn spends April through to late June in Aquarius before popping back into Capricorn to complete his journey. 

But he’s just covering old ground, so yes the dinosaurs will pull out all stops to keep the people under control…but 

not for long.  

He re-enters Aquarius joining Jupiter for their new 20-year AIR phase in December 2020. Quick note here. The 

20-year Jupiter/Saturn cycles that drive the prevailing social Zeitgeist  for the past 240 years have been in EARTH 

signs.  

Hence the whole owning and possessing of money & resources drivers of our Capitalist culture since the late 

1700s. We are now moving into a new 240 cycle of these guys meeting in AIR signs hence the complete refocus of 

the values that will drive our culture from 2021! Lots about this in the main section and once again all very exciting 

as we have the opening salvo for the Aquarian Age just around the corner. 

Activator Mars joins Saturn as he heads into Aquarius in April potentially intensifying the activism forces for 

environmental and humanitarian reform, PLUS we can expect pioneering progressive techno marvels being 

launched for ‘the sustainable new world’. Bottom line is business MUST innovate beyond the old models to 

become and stay sustainable! We are also in a critical stage of the ‘global tipping point’ – time is short. 
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April is such a big month as sociable Venus slides into Gemini for FOUR whole 

months as she does her retrograde here. Literally a ‘breath of fresh air’. This is 

a yummy bright force bringing much happier bright clever inquisitive light into 

our lives. Bring on Venus in Gemini. Fab for writing and sharing ideas with the 

growing like-minded community who are completely fed up with the dinosaurs 

making heaps of bucks on the back of an outdated capitalist system in need of 

radical overhaul. 

The other big news for 2020 is Mars will spend July right through to the end of 

the year in Aries, as he also does his retrograde thing. This is very significant as 

he has not done a retro in Aries since 1988 – 32 years ago. Yes, he was the 

activist guy who along with structural Saturn + revolutionary Uranus + idealistic 

Neptune brought down the Berlin Wall and gave birth to the next phase in 

Capitalism. As we are due for a complete revision of the broken capitalist 

system it is obvious Mars in Aries will have a major part to play in this in the 

second half of 2020.   

So, my friends off we go into our fresh adventure of the 2020s. Please join me in a spirit of excitement as this next 

great wave of human and planetary evolution is about to unfold. I will cover many areas over the following pages 

including in-depth coverage of these ‘Great Planetary Cycles’ about to converge and how we can personally step 

into our power as conscious co-creators of the new Zeitgeist beyond fear and confusion. 

I have been a student of astrological cycles and how they underpin human history for more than 30 years, as the 

grand design of this process is absolutely fascinating when we see the expression of their evolutionary impulse 

reflected in history. I also love the myths that live in our collective unconscious and how these drive this process.  

In 2012 I released my ‘12 System Book’ & Video series where I highlighted the Millennium End of Days stories and 

how these have become quite literal since the turning of the Century in 2000! So, it is with a major tongue in cheek 

that I also discuss the arrival of President Trump as the Savior who will lead us into the second coming, as here in 

Australia our Prime Minister is an evangelical Pentecostalist who also thinks he is! The trouble is that when you 

check in with this story we have to figure out who is the Christ and who is the Anti-Christ.  

And let’s not forget the battle royal between the Chinese & Russian dictators as they vie for ascendancy with the 

so-called Western Democracies in the global chess game. Is Democracy as we have known it dead? How are we 

going to re-invent our world as 2020 opens the door to the Aquarian Age dawning from 2021?  

Such bizarre times we are living through my friends. Never has it been more important to stay cool & objective and 

practice tolerance and love, as we also take responsibility for playing our part in global transformation. 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/members/12-system-offer/
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Some Thoughts About the Swing to Right Wing Nationalism of Recent Years 
 

All energy systems are driven by the polarization principle known as ‘The Law of Rhythm’ – for every swing of the 

pendulum to the left it will be balanced in due course by a swing to the right – which in turn will be balanced by 

the swing to the left…and on it goes. The point of equipoise between the two states contains the goal of achieving 

balance between the two positions where we may work consciously in a spirit of cooperation to use the best 

ingredients from both sides in a bi-partisan partnership to create a ‘unified system’. 

In recent years due to hard line Saturn joining power planet Pluto in conservative Capricorn the predominance of 

political systems globally, have swung to the right. This was also the case in the early 1930s which was also the 

previous visit of Uranus in the money & resources sign of Taurus. This era brought us the fascist dictators who 

would create WWII between 1939 and 1945 after which the world was carved up into new power blocks.  

Traditionally hard line right wing governments favor business profits at the expense of people and planet. We have 

a notable list of ‘hard men’ leaders in power – Putin – Xi – Erdogan – Prince MBS in the totalitarian dictatorships. 

And then there’s the western ‘democracies’ with Trump in USA – Johnson in Britain – Morrison in Australia.  

In the 1930s the Fascism was more blatant, whereas our current version has a more insidious expression with the 

gradual erosion of individual rights during the 2010s all done in the name of ‘protection’ of the people. The truth is 

the whole global system is run by the military industrial complex whose goal is always to protect their own profits. 

I’m including this quote from Aldous Huxley as I believe it is essential that as we step into the 2020’s we ‘awaken’ 

from the unconscious dream we have been living so we can heal and restore our planet and her systems.  

Brave New World 1932 – in this classic Huxley 

propounds that economic chaos and 

unemployment will cause a radical reaction in the 

form of an international scientific empire that 

manufactures its citizens in the laboratory on a 

eugenic basis, without the need for human 

intercourse. 

The thing that hard line messages have in 

common is the propaganda of a ‘simple message’ 

where said leader has quick solutions to incredibly complex problems, which of course they do not.  

Hard line leaders are invariably psychopaths who are devoid of empathy and compassion, but they get things 

done. They appeal to the psychopathic structure in ‘every man & woman’ who feel justified in their separatist 

isolationist views where it’s ok to project blame onto minorities and make them ‘the problem’. 
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So as we step into the first year of our new decade my heart is heavy as I am witnessing my beloved Oz burning 

with unprecedented bushfires, whilst our Prime Minister continues to bow to the coal lobby and right wing 

Murdoch media party line that he serves…”global warming what global warming?” he says!! 

This piece from Richard Flanagan in the New York Times Jan 4th – Australia is Committing Climate Suicide 

But call me a fool or a hopeless optimist as my spirit is still strong as I know how the amazing powerful planetary 

forces on the way this year will initiate a truly ‘epoch changing’ transformational period as the big bosses of the 

Solar System demand that we ‘get our act together’ and begin to unite and take responsibility as the guardians of 

our planet!  

Love more Be kind  Consume less   Respect all living things 

It is time to step beyond two party politics with winners and losers 

who vie for personal power at the expense of our urgent global need 

for radical solutions beyond fossil fuels and unsustainable practices. It 

is up to each of us to take responsibility to speak up and demand 

conscious leadership.   

As a child of the 60’s revolution I have spent my life in service to the 

spirit of the conscious evolution of humanity so we may pass through 

‘the eye of the needle’ between the past and the future. The purpose 

of life is to nurture, protect, uplift and heal. 

 

Interview with Chris Darwin – grandson of Charles Darwin 
 
I wanted to inspire us for a moment before we move on, with these words from Chris Darwin as the theme of the 

‘Global Re-set’ on the way from 2020 has everything to do with accountability & responsibility! 

Conservationist Chris Darwin says we're living in a car crash moment of natural catastrophes - with climate 

disasters meeting mass extinctions and human hunger on an unimaginable scale. 

But Darwin - the great-great-grandson of naturalist Charles Darwin, whose theory of evolution changed human 

history - brims with optimism that humanity "can turn our society around on a dime." "We need a Nelson 

Mandela. We need a Gandhi," said Chris Darwin, in his home near Sydney, Australia. "Somebody who is going to 

go, 'Right, okay, we have a got a serious problem in the next 30 years. Let's turn the ship round.' 

Matthew Ponsford: You say we are, right now, living through a massive moment in human history. 

Chris Darwin: What's happening at the moment in the natural world, on planet Earth, is that we've had five mass 

extinction periods in the last four billion years of life on Earth. The most famous one is the one 65 million years ago 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/03/opinion/australia-fires-climate-change.html?smid=fb-nytimes&smtyp=cur&fbclid=IwAR0hmbSVKQA9QvM5sbENQgrhto6AqEyUh9YeRMSSyu_K3AcgmrJ6eDOvMLI&fbclid=IwAR3jupTsDgqXAZo7l2HHZLTABRFIzA9DM9QXpha2nm-NnYgVSPSXOkHWQk8&fbclid=IwAR1d4ef4z1OYVMlEeiUl_iSznxxeWk0aKeIzBMMkJrcep_NxAlm5PqREiWQ
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when the dinosaurs died out-which is ironic because all the indications are is that we're in the middle of the sixth 

great mass extinction period on planet Earth, now. It's a big event. And you speak to the average person in the 

street, and they have no idea this is going on. 

MP: What is causing this? 

CD: The biggest driver is the destruction of the world's habitat. On land, about 74 percent of all habitat destruction 

on the planet is either caused directly for livestock or to grow feed for livestock.  And in the oceans, it's overfishing. 

Overfishing is caused by the fishing industry, which is providing food for humans but also for other fish because we 

feed a lot of fish to fish in aquaculture.   When you put both of those two things together, the greatest cause of the 

decline of the natural world is the meat industry, providing meat to humans. 

MP: In your work, you try to show the positives and what can be achieved. Should we be approaching this 

question of extinction with optimism about what can be done? 

CD: Absolutely, we could stop this tomorrow. All we need is a great leader. I've studied four great paradigm shifts 

in history - the abolition of the slave trade, the emancipation of women, the Copernicus, Galileo one where people 

realized that the planet wasn't flat and it was round, and the final one was the Charles Darwin one. All four of 

those great paradigm shifts did not occur due to the government, they did not occur due to companies. They 

occurred because visionary people came out and inspired people, inspired the masses actually. Generally, it goes 

the visionary, the masses, corporations, government. 

Governments are always last. Should we be expecting more from the government? No, you shouldn't expect 

anything from a democratic government. Have a look what they've achieved in the last 30 years on climate change 

- it's just completely pathetic. Matthew Ponsford Reposted with permission from AlterNet. 

An Exclusive Interview With Charles Darwin's Great-Great-Grandson 

 

I am excited to invite you to join my Universal Astrology E-learning Course. It contains the sum total of 

my 30+ years of knowledge incorporating Astrology & Soul Centered Emotional Healing Models…with 

webinars & lots of recordings! 

 

https://www.ecowatch.com/chris-darwin-eat-less-meat-2559303786.html
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/learn-astrology.html
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Our Spiritual Revolution   

 
Spiritual teachings from many cultures tell us we are passing 

through an “Initiation” toward a higher level of our human 

potential. The concept of an ‘end of times scenario’ where ‘the 

forces of darkness do battle with the forces of light’ is also a theme 

in epoch shifting times.  

This does not have to be literal but rather a metaphor for the passing of a great 26,000-year cycle as old forms 

become extinct and new ones arise, and we transition from a dark age to the enlightenment of a global shift in 

perception.   

Thus the ‘shift in consciousness’ of our times requires that we completely change the old worldview that was 

based on scarcity, separation and wanton material consumption. As soon as we embrace this, our lives begin to 

step into a completely new magical potential. 

It is no longer ok to be driven by the instinctual urge for survival, with greed and complete disregard for the natural 

world that is our ‘mother’ source. We live in a ‘unified field’ where all the kingdoms of nature are intricately 

interwoven in an etheric web and our own rational brain is unified with our intuitive nature. Ancient and tribal 

people knew this.  

The re-awakening of this reality in the western mindset is an essential feature of our current era and will be more 

important than Galileo’s revelation that the Sun is the center of our solar system and Columbus sailing west and 

not falling off the edge of the world.  

Life is not linear…it is circular and driven by interweaving cycles of creation! For the first time, an entire planet is 

shifting its vibration into a new dimensional frequency. We are re-programming our DNA sequence as we access 

levels of energy systems beyond 3D reality.  

Some call this ‘ascension’ as we can now step up into new levels of 

energy systems in our mind/heart that liberate us beyond fear and 

insecurity. Many souls or groups of souls have experienced a shift like this 

in the past, but never has an entire planet shifted at once. 

This shift in consciousness has demanded from us that we release old 

limiting fears and insecurities. Many of us carrying the seeds of change 

have been working our way through these insecurities over recent years, 

as we also manage the general repressive feature of the current system 

that says NO to conscious change. 
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Well the news is that the old system no longer has the power they used to. Everything is energy right? So when 

enough people combine their conscious energy the ‘critical mass’ begins to swing the pendulum in the opposite 

direction…it is just physics. This is what is beginning to happen as multi-millions of us are now thinking and acting 

the new philosophy of sustainability and conscious co-operation.  

Freedom, invention, liberation & change are the keynote of these years as we transition into a future where we 

must convert unsustainable, destructive systems to sustainable and regenerative ones. After what has felt like a 

harsh and grinding decade of the 2010s, the brilliant news for 2020 is that the combined forces of Jupiter + Saturn 

+ Pluto in Capricorn will begin to turn the massive ship of global governance into a new setting!  

It is time to give up trudging the path and start sprinting my friends. It is time for dreams to come true as we learn 

to master and practice the tools for a conscious life by uniting our hearts and minds to create our lives.  This is the 

gift on offer in the midst of the chaos and confusion that always accompanies the death of old systems my friends. 

Viva La Revolución! 

Thanks to one of my favorite Astrologers Mystic Medusa for this wonderful quote from Capricorn writer John 

O'Donohue. As we stand on the threshold between the past and the future it is so very timely for us all. 

"Ask yourself: At which threshold am I now standing? At this time in my life, what am I leaving? Where am I about 

to enter? What is preventing me from crossing my next threshold? What gift would enable me to do it? A threshold 

is not a simple boundary; it is a frontier that divides two different territories, rhythms, and atmospheres. 

Indeed, it is a lovely testimony to the fullness and integrity of an experience or stage of life that it intensifies toward 

the end into a real frontier that cannot be crossed without the heart being passionately engaged and woken up. At 

this threshold a great complexity of emotion comes alive: confusion, fear, excitement, sadness, hope. 

This is one of the reasons such vital crossings were always clothed in ritual. It is wise in your own life to be able 

to recognize and acknowledge the key thresholds: to take your time; to feel all the varieties of presence that accrue 

there; to listen inward with complete attention until you hear the inner voice calling you forward." 
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The Chinese Metal White Rat Year 
 

The Chinese New Year in 2020 begins Saturday, January 25th and ends 

on February 11th, 2021. The Year of the Metal Rat follows the Year of 

the Earth Pig (2019) and precedes the Year of the Metal Ox (2021) 

Rat years are 1936, 1948, 1960, 1972, 1984, 1996, 2008, 2020 & 2032. 

As Rat is the first animal of the 12-fold Chinese system it equates with ARIES in Western Astrology, the sign of 

new beginnings, totally appropriate for the first year of our brand new 2020 decade. 

2020 = 40, which reduces to number FOUR in numerology, thus equates with the FOURTH sign of Cancer in 

Western Astrology…a water sign associated with nurturing foundations. 

The Year of the Metal Rat 2020 will be a year of new beginnings! The Metal Rat Year is going to be a strong, 

prosperous, and lucky year for all Chinese zodiac signs. Everyone will show determination regarding their goals, 

aspirations, and even their hobbies. This is a great year for founding and evolving. Those who plan to buy real 

estate, to start a business or to invest money in a long-term project have great chances of being satisfied in the 

future. But, beware! This type of initiatives will only be successful if they are carefully planned. 

We’ve received as a gift a new, clean, fresh year, with no mistakes and no regrets. The Year of the Rat is going to 

bring us creative energy, an energy which can manifest by fulfilling plenty of things you wish in your life. You will 

have the surety that everything is possible, that you are the creator of your own life and that yes, you have the 

power to be whoever you want to be. 

The Rat is in the Water group according to the Chinese Five Element theory. The Rat is connected to placid water, 

cold water or rain. Water is related to wisdom and intelligence. So, Rat is a clever, tricky, and tactical animal. The 

Rat has many ideas with a keen vision and can solve problems quickly. The Rat has a strong memory in learning 

and remembers the previous life experiences. The Rat is brilliant, brainy with a sense of creativity. The 

characteristics of Rat are agile, active, resourceful, thoughtful, sharp-sighted, staying alert. 

Downside traits of Rat are gloomy, quiet, introverted, conspiring and scheming. When the Rat is a leader, it owns 

power and can make decisions. It often takes little advantage of others and gives people pressure. 

The sign of Yang Metal Rat is a ship traveling on the ocean. That implies that we need patiently wait for the time to 

arrive at the destination. It's time to well-prepared for the next coming performance. The fully armed Rat is ready 

for battle. The other sign of Yang Metal Rat is strong wind stirring up the water or a potential hurricane. 
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 2020 Eclipses 

 
Destiny calls on these cycles as we release the past and welcome the 

new. These are called ‘Saros Cycles’ and contain imprints of activity 

for better or worse depending on the Saros number. If you have 

planets close to Eclipse degrees you will begin a new 19-year cycle in 

the affairs of this house and sign so check back to the year 2001 for 

clues for this one. 

It’s wise to avoid big decisions or announcements for a few weeks 

before & after eclipses, although events can bring ‘wild card’ shifts 

that propel you forward anyway! They bring big news or sudden 

changes in fortune. Eclipses have a ‘path’ or shadow over earth and it’s clear that historically earthquakes and 

weather events occur in countries under these paths. We saw this very clearly in August/September 2017 when 

the shadow of the “Great American Total Eclipse” in Leo tracked down from North West to South East of the USA 

with three devastating hurricanes and massive wildfires.   

Our first Solar eclipse for 2020 actually happens on DECEMBER 26th, 2019 @ 4 deg Capricorn and we complete 

the 18-month Cancer/Capricorn series in June 2020. We then move into the 18-month phase of Eclipses in 

Gemini/Sagittarius (they move retrograde through the signs). 

As Eclipses are one of the greatest catalysts for influencing ‘the greater collective’ and Capricorn rules the business 

& government systems we are in for major shakeups to current models!  This is a powerful co-incidence with 

Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn! Cancer/Capricorn Eclipses drive us to work toward our goals as we also nurture our 

family and core safety and security until mid-year. Then we head into Gemini/Sagittarius bringing another dose of 

much needed fresh air!   

26th Dec 19  Annular Solar (New Moon) 4 deg Capricorn – trine Uranus in Taurus  

10th January  Annular Lunar (Full Moon)  20 deg Cancer – opposite Saturn & Pluto in Cap  

The first pair is Saros Cycle 3 South “…can bring sudden endings of associations or a relationship - 

transformational shifts arrive through news received.”  

5th June   Annular Lunar (Full Moon)  15 deg Sagittarius 

21st June  Annular Solar (New Moon) 0 deg Cancer 

The Cancer Solar Eclipse on July 7th is from Saros 4 North “…a difficult Saros - can bring restraint that blocks 

activity – may misjudge our strengths or a situation so best to wait till eclipse passes before taking any real action”. 

30th Nov   Annular Lunar (Full Moon)  8 deg Gemini 

14th Dec    Total Solar (New Moon)  23 deg Sagittarius  

The Sag Total Solar Eclipse on Dec 14th is from Saros 4 South “strong feelings concerning relationships and/or 

money – a sense of fatedness & being caught up in events beyond one’s control – avoid action until things settle” 

Bernadette Brady “The Eagle & the Lark” 

We can feel the effect of Eclipses for a month or so proceeding then they are affective for 6 months until the 

second and then third set in June and November/December 2019. 
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 2020 Mercury Retrograde Periods 

 
Mercury retrogrades (apparently goes backward) 

three times each year. He’s the guy whose 

magnetisms affect all forms of communication and 

our thought processes. These periods are when IT 

and gizmos don’t work properly, and messages/ mail 

gets lost…you get the idea.  

 

So, don’t buy new appliances, be aware that travel plans may change, avoid signing contracts etc., as details are 

often incorrect. Mind you some folks don’t experience these problems because of their horoscope makeup, so 

check your chart with me to work with planning your year on all levels…saves so much time and mess!  So book a 

session  

2020 Mercury retro periods are in WATER signs again (as they were in 2019) thus our MENTAL and VERBAL focus 

is driven by feeling and intuition, so here is to a whole new level of compassion in our global dialogue and personal 

interactions. So it would seem our collective needs 2 years’ worth of Mercury retro in water so we can get this 

lesson! 

The retro periods are opportunities to re-do, re-evaluate, re-organize, research, review and plan. 

Pisces 17th Feb to March 10th @ 12 deg Pisces – goes back to 28 deg Aquarius (this is first hint of 2021 when 

retro periods will be in Air Signs) - but not until 30th March for full steam ahead 

On the upside Pisces brings a beautiful opportunity to commune with our higher nature to work with our intuition 

and imagination to incubate further growth…very artistic with a tendency to escapism from worldly concerns. Very 

important to rest and reflect & trust your Soul to guide you even if things are not clear. Downside brings confusion 

and lack of clarity with uncertainty about best next moves! 

Cancer 18th June @ 14 deg Cancer back to 5 deg Cancer on 12th July - then 26th July for full steam ahead 

Cancer brings our thoughts and conversations to family matters over this 6-week period, and it’s great to focus on 

‘anchoring your emotional energy’ so you can work toward your goals for the rest of 2020.   On the upside we can 

open our ability to talk about our feelings and needs in a healthy nurturing way, and on the downside we need to 

resist the impulse to speak when we are driven by deep instinctive feelings that may hurt others. Best to ‘sleep on 

it’ then have the conversation! 

Scorpio   14th October to 3rd Nov @ 11 deg Scorpio  - 20th November for full steam ahead 

In Scorpio Mercury becomes “Mr. deep thinker” offering us the chance to examine our how our unconscious 

thought patterns might be limiting us. This is a great period for research and investigation, and we may hear of 

secrets revealed in our mainstream world. Resist his inclination to thinking dark thoughts and being caught in 

other people’s paranoia lol. Upside offers us a yummy connection with others to share our vulnerability and invite 

loving support.   

  

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Here is the story of our global evolutionary since 2008…  
 

• It started when transformer Pluto entered Capricorn in 2008 for the first time in 250 years to bring about 

a massive regeneration of models and systems that run our world, and we experienced the first global 

financial meltdown. Since then global debt has increased x 5, as our financial system is being kept alive 

with false stimulus so the rich can keep getting richer and the poor poorer. 

• Then revolutionary Uranus entered Aries in 2011 for the first time since 1927, and brought us the Arab 

Spring, Occupy Movement, Fukoshima meltdown, and the biological & genetic and techno innovations 

that are the theme of the 7-year period he spends in Aries. (He enters Taurus in 2018, which is when the 

financial systems will be up for revolution.) 

• From 2011, Uranus & Pluto began to form a square or challenging aspect in their 127-year cycle, which 

began in the mid-1960s as the revolution in consciousness to take us toward the Age of Aquarius.  

Historically these boys have brought us the French Revolution and Great Depression… just so you get the 

idea of the massive social implications of their interaction. 

• Next comes Saturn entering Scorpio for 2 years in 2012. Saturn rules Capricorn, and Scorpio is ruled by 

Pluto and during 2012-14, the current corporate/government control systems went into overdrive to 

prevent the liberation movement attempting to break through via Uranus/Pluto. This also brought us the 

rise of the surveillance state on every level – ‘The Drone State’.  

• Also in 2012 we had the 2012 Mayan Calendar completing a 26,000-year cycle as our Solar System aligned 

with the plane of our Galaxy. Yes, it was a big deal at the time and still is, as this process actually takes 72 

years. More info on this in the appendix as we need to keep this knowledge fresh as it is so important!  

• 2012 also ushered in a brilliant new ingredient in this great planetary symphony as Neptune entered the 

sign of Pisces for the first time in 165 years. Is last timing here was in 1840/50/60s. We are in a ‘Spiritual 

Revolution’ as the separative religions are in crisis, plus the mind/body emotional connection is now 

becoming mainstream knowledge. 

• During 2012/3/4/5/6/7 Uranus and Pluto have danced past each other 6 times bringing progress and 

turbulence in equal measure. It takes many years for the longer-term outcomes to emerge from these big 

boys, so we need to remember that the chaotic and dramatic events of our times are actually giving birth 

to a whole new age and it is up to each of us to be the midwives!  

• In 2015 Saturn stepped into Sagittarius where he resided until late 2017 amping up global terrorism and 

religious extremism and expanding international business systems.  

• In 2016 Saturn in Sagittarius spent the year dancing in hard aspect with Neptune in Pisces bringing us the 

themes of propaganda/truth/lies/what and whom do we believe anymore?  

• In 2017 Jupiter in Libra opposed Uranus in Aries creating extreme geo-political and weather events and 

revealing polarization and division in all levels of society. Our new ‘Cold War’ between USA, Russia and 

China provides major action for 2018! 

• In 2018 Saturn stepped into Capricorn on his way to meet Pluto in Jan 2020 & Jupiter took us deep into 

Scorpio for a death/rebirth phase 

• In 2019 Saturn moves closer to Pluto for their meeting in January 2020. Jupiter spends the year in 

Sagittarius opening fresh vitality  to motivate our progress and bringing environmental, political, religious 

& freedom of speech issues into extreme focus.  

• In 2020 Saturn joins Pluto in Capricorn for first time since 1518. Jupiter joins them in December for a 

‘triple conjunction’ for first time since 1286.  

• In 2021 Jupiter & Saturn enter Aquarius to begin new 240 year cycle 
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Venus Comes Calling for Her Once in 8 Year Retrograde Phase… 
 

This year beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase 

and this time it is in the clever quick busy intellectual sign of Gemini 

bringing a yummy light breath of fresh air into our evolution.  

The last time she was retrograde here was mid 2012 so check your 

memory for clues for possible outcomes this time.  

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 

7th August. Collectively this offers much needed  conversations 

containing the ideas that will re-invigorate and inspire the global reform from 2020.  

She brings another splendid ingredient into our unfolding evolution via her connections with fabulous ideas and 

people to help grow our story. Venus in Gemini is quick and adaptable and loves movement and travel so take note 

of those words as this is what we need to be between April and August…clever quick and adaptable. 

Gemini is also associated with commerce, and Venus brings us partners and others with whom we can build co-

operative projects. The question from Venus in Gemini is “what do you need to say or share and how may you use 

partnerships plus IT & technology to do this?” Very exciting.  

This 4-month window is also fab for teaching or podcasting or generally sharing knowledge, or attending seminars 

and so on, or just being social. Generally, lots of fun on offer from Venus during this period.  

She also loves trips and outings when in Gemini so if you’ve been thinking about a journey start making bookings 

for a new adventure. Just be aware of the period when Gemini’s ruling planet Mercury is retrograde from 18th June 

to 12th July as plans can change so stay adaptable!   

Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time we are 

working to develop and organize what we have set in motion from 4th April.   

As she begins to move forward after June 25th, we will feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward 

until August 7th when she exits Gemini and heads on into Cancer.  

In terms of collective outer world events Venus in Gemini connecting with Saturn in Aquarius opens a burst of new 

techno connectivity involving Artificial Intelligence systems. We can also expect a huge amount of ‘messages’ flying 

through social and all manner of media outlets, and as Venus meets Neptune in Pisces in this period themes of 

truth & lies and propaganda will demand we check facts before sharing. Issues of privacy and IT surveillance will 

also begin to demand greater regulation and compliance from Saturn in Capricorn. 
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Mars will Retrograde in Aries in 2020 from July until January 2021… 
 

This is a big deal for us all as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years ago! When 

the Lord of his own sign is home in that sign, he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to 

initiate and pioneer new frontiers. At best he is a proactive force who drives us 

individually and collectively as a brave and confident ingredient for the second 

half of 2020. And yes, his downside isn’t so great as he unleashes anger and 

aggression so we can expect a bit of both when he gets involved in the fresh wave 

of ‘activism’ on the way. 

We are challenged to master our Mars by creating ‘healthy assertiveness’ and if you’re still using your anger to 

control people then give it up! Our whole world is angry right now… justifiably as the system stinks…but allowing 

anger and thoughtless impulsiveness to drive us is dangerous both psychically and emotionally. 

He makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in Capricorn team, and these are very 

significant as they will be trigger points for the major government & business restructures on the way in 2020. 

• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an 

optimistic expansive drive toward the future goals  The caution as ever with Mars and especially in Aries 

to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected with unjustified 

optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn still requires we 

keep out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a tad selfish, so 

keep the balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to help take you 

forward. 

• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 

few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 

softly on these timings as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid dangerous people 

and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness!  
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Jupiter in Capricorn  - Time for a New Global Philosophy  

      

When Saturn joins Pluto in Capricorn in January 2020 for the first 

time since 1518 the stage is set for the next major renaissance in 

human affairs!  

Then in December Jupiter joins them for the first time since 1284.  

Needless to say, this is big stuff…Jupiter’s favorite word! 

So…let’s have a look at the implications of this remarkable year on 

the way at a socio-economic level, and of course what does it 

mean for us personally?  

Despite the fear & confusion permeating the airwaves right now it’s so important to see the fantastic 

opportunity on the way as the big guy heads into the sign of achievement & success! 

My work as an Astrologer over these many decades is always with the intention to uplift and empower us all to be 

a positive part of the shift in consciousness unfolding during this massive evolutionary threshold between the past 

and the future.  

Thus, as Jupiter entered Capricorn on December 2nd 2019 I’m keen to share the upside possibilities on offer as the 

big guy in our Solar System team heads towards his momentous meeting with his mates Saturn & Pluto during 

2020. And yes, we also need to explore the reality check of quite how this story is also fraught with major tensions 

as the old system is falling apart and how this may be accelerated by Jupiter as 2020 unfolds.  

In a nutshell we have not experienced this level of epoch changing times since 1284 when the financial systems 

and English Parliamentary systems of the Medieval world were born…yes get set for the birth of a brand-new 

system from 2020!  

Global Implications of Jupiter in Capricorn R J 

• Extreme right-wing nationalist agendas escalating – fight for Democracy 

• Extreme antisocial activity e.g. Hong Kong resisting China as metaphor – continuing breakdown of social 

order as more people angry at government & political systems 

•  Climate Kids – Greta Thunberg & global movement of youth activists escalating – “Extinction Rebellion” – 

fast tracking laws to prosecute peaceful protests 

• Possible financial crisis as Jupiter in Sagittarius in 2019 has driven markets to extreme highs 
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• Major government & political moves – Brexit – Mid-East - US elections Nov 3rd 2020 

• Possible President Trump impeachment 

• Major infrastructure projects to stimulate economies and create work 

• Increased accountability & regulation for Mega businesses like FB & Google & Amazon – or they just keep 

getting bigger & gobble up other entities? 

• Big new business opportunities supporting sustainable solutions – recycling etc. 

• ‘Corporate Consciousness’ begins at last? 

First, a Quick review of his process during 2019 in Sagittarius 

Here’s what I wrote late 2018 with a few notes of what has come to pass. “My sense of our Jupiter in Sag year 

ahead is of many different areas ‘coming to a head’ as he does his ‘extremist’ thing hence my call for objectivity.  

As Jupiter & Sagittarius rule international affairs & trade, we can expect fresh trading alliances plus a heightening 

of the tariff & trade & currency ‘wars’ with far reaching outcomes. Since his previous visit back in 2007 brought us 

the beginning of the GFC as banks & mortgage companies began to default, we must consider these echoes as very 

pertinent!  And let’s not forget the dot-com bubble in 1995 – 12 years before! As I write this in Sept 2019 the trade 

war between the USA & China is running hot as President Trump does battle with Xi to ‘protect’ home industries & 

call out China for theft of intellectual property & unfair business practice.  

Stock markets have been riding high based on the reality of unsustainable debt & despite previous unlearnt 

lessons from 2008. Some financial analysts are already calling ‘the top of the market’ is eminent and warning of a 

‘retracement’ into 2019 and certainly by 2020. As Jupiter rules gambling & speculation I’m wondering if the 

extreme theme on the way may play out as huge up & down swings in the stock market into 2019. The obvious 

advice here is to pay down debt & buy some gold! Indeed, we have seen extreme swings in stock & currency 

markets to date in 2019, as we did in 2007 leading up to the GFC of 2008. Recently the Gold price has risen in 

response to the nervousness of bank & share investors, with a call that the Bull run has just begun. (It’s still a good 

idea to buy some Gold.) 

The very nature of democracy is in crisis globally as millions are disenchanted with mainstream party politics as 

they experience their voices not being heard or represented. So here’s to Jupiter in Sag opening the space for 

people to be heard, as they demand responsible policies reflecting ‘the will of the people’ NOT big business profits! 

There are so many examples here including the Hong Kong protests against China’s increasing threat to their 

democratic process. And let’s not forget the Brexit crisis as Britain gets set to leave the E.U. on October 31st. This 

would open the floodgates for other nations to step beyond E.U. control…a potential for 2020. And then we have 

the youth campaign demanding action of climate change spearheaded by Greta Thunberg! 
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When we consider the religious implications of Sagittarius and the word extreme springs to mind yet again.  Once 

again, the right-wing agenda is driving an ever-greater wedge of division in our multi-racial societies, so it is up to 

each of us to practice TOLERANCE in the face of ‘extremism’ and seek co-operative solutions at a bi-partisan level. 

It was the Republican Bush Govt who started the ‘war on terror’ & the Iraq invasion, and we have been living with 

the on-going disaster ever since. Our power brokers…both left & right wing…love war as they make lots of money! 

Conservative agendas have created great division in so many areas including abortion laws and many hideous 

terror attacks on Jewish, Muslim and Christian congregations to name a few. On the upside there has been a 

uniting of individuals to support racial & religious tolerance globally. Here in Oz the conviction of Cardinal Pell, 

third highest ranking member of the ‘Catholic See’ finally brings justice as a symbol of accountability at last! 

The power of the Media & Social Media will also be front and center for discussion as the symbiosis of the 

relationship with big business control of independent media becomes ever more unsavory. We can also anticipate 

a new wave of alternative media sources attracting people from all walks-of-life who seek freedom from 

surveillance, censorship of free speech & hostility!  If I hear the term ‘fake news’ once more I shall scream lol. But 

here lies the point…what do we believe any more? The blatant escalation of ‘propaganda wars’ between left and 

right-wing Media outlets combined with clear evidence of the power of Face Book & Twitter using algorithms to 

target people to influence political outcomes. Very challenging to stay objective isn’t it? The upside is that it’s all so 

damn obvious now so perhaps this is the gift from Jupiter in Sag so we can finally say NO!   

In the midst of all the turmoil 2019 can be a VERY FORTUNATE year!!!!  As Jupiter is ‘The King of The Gods’ he has 

the power to bestow great bounty if we adhere to the moral codes that underpin ‘right human relations’ and use 

his urge for positive growth with wisdom and good sense. Here’s the full article if you have time as there’s lots of 

important info… 

Typically, Jupiter is considered a ‘good guy’ (or The Lord of Positive Karma) as he opens and expands new territory 

for growth in our lives. But he also has a tricky feature as his expansion urge highlights extreme positions and 

amplifies issues. So hang onto your hats people we’re in for some big global shifts between Dec 19 & Dec 20. 

So… what’s next as he heads into the powerful earth sign of Capricorn? 

Before I get into things just need to point out that planet influences happen both ‘functionally’ or in a positive 

sense, and also ‘dysfunctionally’ or in a limiting way ok? 

      Here are the many associations ruled by Jupiter 

Luck, opportunity, expansion, growth, generosity, abundance, exploration, seeking, big picture, 

visionary, higher learning, meaning, purpose, philosophy, beliefs, ethics, law, morals, wisdom, religions, ideals, 

truth,  international affairs & trade, gambling & speculation, writing, publishing, teaching, the media, 

dissemination of knowledge & information, foreign travel and cultures, extreme activity, makes things BIG.  

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Jupiter-in-Sagittarius-Nov-2018-to-Dec-2019-1.pdf?mc_cid=fcfd0b6cd9&mc_eid=3df4b9922c
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Jupiter-in-Sagittarius-Nov-2018-to-Dec-2019-1.pdf?mc_cid=fcfd0b6cd9&mc_eid=3df4b9922c
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      Here are the many associations ruled by Capricorn 

The physical and material world and the government & business systems that run it. Building & 

construction, authority, rules, serious, heavy, responsibility, duty, ambition, goals, results, success, achievement, 

hard work, endurance, strong, tough, hard, practical, down to earth, conservative, status quo, likes to control, 

constriction, resistant to change. Downside Capricorn doesn’t allow softness or vulnerable feelings & needs. 

Archetypes  The Boss The Commander The King     

12-year cycle means so previous visits were 2008 – 1996 – 1984 – 1972 – 1960 – 1949 – 1937 - 1925 

Quick Overview of Jupiter in Capricorn 

Jupiter arises within our collective as the prevailing philosophy & moral codes that 

underpin our culture or the “Zeitgeist of The Times” and Capricorn governs the 

physical world and the systems that run it hence governments & business.  

My sense of the best gift on the way from Jupiter is the arising of a fresh narrative 

quickly exploding onto the scene as politicians and business leaders are finally 

forced to begin to ‘think holistically’ in the face of clear evidence from science that 

we humans and our planet are a single organism, and the only way through the rising crisis of our times is to begin 

to think and operate co-operatively beyond the need for profit at the expense of planet! 

Jupiter in Capricorn asks us to restore integrity and ethical standards and to confront the abuse of power and 

greed, or abuse of ideologies. This is why we’ve had such a huge kick in the bum whilst Jupiter has powered 

through Sagittarius in 2019 to highlight the extremes in all areas of human and Gaia experience. Masses of people 

are finally waking up from the dream where there is no consequence for our decisions and actions and have 

decided to step out of ‘we are the victims of it all’ and empower ourselves through innovative thought and action.  

So, get set for heaps of conversations during 2020 featuring the reality that ‘sustainability accountability 

responsibility’ are the key to business profits in the new era on the way…very soon.  The whole principle of 

‘Natural Capital’ has been gaining momentum as a concept in recent years whereby business models are beginning 

to recognize the financial implications of our natural world. We need to move $ investments into ‘ethical funds’ 

and services. This is Jupiter in Capricorn’s new global philosophy!  

In traditional astrology Jupiter is said to be ‘in fall’ in this sign as his positive ‘happy go lucky’ nature is at odds with 

the down to earth practical sign of Capricorn. However, Jupiter’s lucky star can shine brightly in Cap if we have 

done the work to set things up to reap Jupiter’s rewards.  

Capricorn’s ruling planet is Saturn who has also been travelling through Capricorn since January 2018. This is why 

things have been so damn serious and heavy over the past few years, and why we have experienced the swing to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_capital
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the conservative hard line agendas, with strong-man leaders and tactics. It’s also why the global geo-political and 

business systems are experiencing ‘restriction’…and consequently us along with them!  

Indeed, these systems have been breaking down since 2008 when Pluto (the planet of death & rebirth) entered 

Capricorn and the wheels started falling off the bus. Despite the ‘everything is fine’ party line as big business bailed 

itself out of the GFC and didn’t correct the fundamentally corrupt system, the reality check from Saturn in 

Capricorn is becoming blatantly obvious. 

So as big hitting Jupiter joins the party meeting with Pluto during 2020 and then Saturn by Dec 2020 the chickens 

are about to well and truly come home to roost! As I have mentioned these primary drivers of our social systems 

and collective evolution have not danced this dance since 1284…and before that 3838BCE…yes 5000 years ago.  

As my dear Dad used to say “I wouldn’t be dead for quids” right now as 

wow how cool is it that we are here on this planet at this epoch changing 

time? And before you start getting all depressed and ‘oh my god this is 

frightening & what the hell is about to unfold’ I’m here to tell you that it 

is completely exciting and fabulous we have this amazing opportunity to 

be part of the 2020 next great renaissance as we give birth to a conscious 

co-operative sustainable global system! 

Needless to say, it all depends on our ‘consciousness’ and whether we believe we deserve Jupiter’s ‘success’ in 

whatever form this takes for us…plus our ability to stay positive regardless of what’s going on ‘out there’. Got it? 

Saturn has been teaching us to come back down to earth, to get real, to learn to ‘conserve’ and get out of the 

‘greed machine’ of our material world programming, that life is challenging, and happiness does not arrive on a 

silver credit card platter. Have you noticed how simple pleasures, friends and family are so nourishing in these 

complex times? This is the upside of the big reality check of late right? 

Generally, this is great! And yet the way the system works the rich have been getting hugely richer as they know 

how to play the greed casino system. SO not fair!! This is where the tricky feature of Jupiter may come into play 

during 2020 as lots of big heads may be about to roll as the greed machine gobbles them up lol.  

Jupiter enhances or exaggerates the territory and issues of the sign he moves through over a 12-month period. So, 

get set for BIG business moves…indeed MEGA business and infrastructures will feature during 2020 as the system 

may also go into overdrive to resist the urgent need for a complete overhaul of who and what runs our planet! 

And get set for BIG re-shuffles & re-structuring of political and businesspeople & models as ‘accountability’ 

becomes the catch cry. The highest & best potential for Jupiter in Capricorn will be his attempt to restore a moral 

compass where integrity and sustainability outweighs short term profit margins! 
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Heads Up for How to Get the Best Out of Jupiter in Capricorn 

Personally, we can reap wonderful outcomes and results from Jupiter in Capricorn if we’ve done Saturn’s hard 

yards over the past 2 years working to build or construct our career and daily lives at a very practical level. 

 Typically, Jupiter is considered a ‘good guy’ (or The Lord of Positive Karma) as he 

opens and expands growth in our lives so during 2020 our attention will turn 

toward our profession, career, social standing and reputation…Capricorn 

territory! So yes, think big about your goals, purpose and direction and dare to be 

positive and confident that you deserve success!  

You may receive opportunities to expand your horizons in your chosen field or 

you may decide to expand them yourself. Jupiter can bring international connections and travel or perhaps the 

opportunity to teach or share your knowledge in your chosen field. As long as you keep things pragmatic and your 

feet on the ground then he can bring the big results from your work over the past 9 years since Jupiter started his 

new cycle in Aries back in 2011. Everything you have worked toward since then is about to pay off. 

Ask the right questions, do the research, be savvy about money & investments, be efficient ordered & structured 

and then the God of Good Fortune will be your mate. And if you find you aren’t satisfied with your current work or 

career path, then Jupiter in Cap offers the chance to re-orientate your whole gig and make some fresh choices. If 

this is the case, then go for it with the provision you must accept that results won’t happen overnight as you’re at 

the beginning of a new path.  

The tricky part with Jupiter is learning not to say yes to everything and biting off more than you can chew… 

carefully & thoroughly when he is in Capricorn. His ‘over the top’ feature can also have us working way too hard to 

achieve results or simply keep things together, so R & R time is essential and maybe giving up the belief that you 

have to keep everything under control! ‘Trust & Flow’ is the antidote here and being kind to yourself when 

pressure builds, and things feel too big or overwhelming! 

And for Goddess sake don’t buy into the get rich quick, jump on the band 

wagon stock market hype, because Jupiter can seduce you with the belief that 

‘nothing can go wrong’ and ‘I better be in it to win it’. He is the Lord of 

gambling and speculation after all! Yes, he urges us to strike forward and we 

love him for this. Just take it easy and use his wisdom rather than his hype.  

Ah there’s a good meme – the wise mountain goat climbing carefully up to the 

top of the Capricorn mountain as we enjoy the journey. Wise goats also know 

that we need mates and colleagues to help us up the path hence the need for co-operative co-creation.  
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Jupiter amplifies the features of the sign he is traversing so the Capricorn themes of duty and responsibility may be 

writ large for you in some way, so just make sure you are not buying into being strong for others who refuse to 

take responsibility for their own lives and outcomes. Indeed, Jupiter’s opportunity may involve connecting with 

your softer nature when things feel too big or overwhelming and learning to ask for support.   

Another caution here is that as Jupiter loves to big note himself and suffers from the problem of self-

aggrandizement, we just could get a bit too big for our boots, which of course is an open invitation to the karma 

gods to take us down a peg or two. Humility is the antidote for this one, so you don’t attract resentment from 

others. 

Generally, this is an excellent time to increase your confidence and really 

get in touch with what you can do to increase your impact in the world as a 

responsible being in alignment with our planet.  The more you consciously 

choose a feel-good attitude to life and the more you believe anything’s 

possible, then Jupiter delivers the goods to enhance your chances!  

This is a heady combination that’s encouraging you to take a big leap, follow 

your dreams or find your calling. This might be linked to Jupiter’s 

association with publishing, the media or the Law. It’s the time to have hope and faith in what you’re involved in, 

whether this is to do with your work and career or a project that helps your community in some way.  

Just don’t take on too much, don’t get overly carried away and keep your feet on the ground. Deal with the 

practicalities at the same time as nurturing your dreams. Ensure you can deliver what you promise so you don’t get 

egg on your face by taking on too many things and going into overwhelm. 

Heads Up the Fear Machine is About to go into Overdrive! 

An alarming but not surprising feature of recent years is the growing FEAR that permeates our daily life arriving via 

media hype and everyday conversations, as just about every subject ends up with ‘oh God how can they’…the 

powers that be…be so blind to our disenchantment with their ability to manage our world. 

So, it’s a no brainer that as Jupiter makes things BIG and all manner of economic and political systems are crashing 

our everyday FEAR meter will amp right up during 2020. Fear creates anxiety & anxiety creates more fear & then 

more anxiety and so it goes. And let’s not forget DEPRESSION as fear feeds into a sense of powerlessness and 

immobilization is the result. Needless to say, we need insight and tools to manage this, as well as a healthy dose of 

faith in ourselves as our own co-creators! 

The old adage “feel the fear and do it anyway” is point ONE when it comes to daring to expand and grow your 

aspirations as we’ve already seen that Jupiter in Cap can bring major success if you’ve lined up the balls.  
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Point TWO is simply to engage with the fear and totally accept it and just say “hey this is my fear, but it is not me it 

is just my fear”. By yielding to difficult feelings they are free to just pass through us and not get stuck in the self-

perpetuating system previously outlined.  

Point THREE requires we tap into our body’s ability to manage our “fight or flight” reflexes contained in our 

nervous system. We do this through our para-sympathetic nervous system or right brain, the seat of emotional 

intelligence and connection to our higher nature. So, any time fear or anxiety pops into your body/mind just place 

your right hand on your belly and say, “I am safe – all is well – I am calm – I am nurtured by my Soul”. Here’s a link 

to My User Guide to Being a Human Being showing how our human system works.  

              

She said she wanted to wake up the world and no wonder huge numbers of people are depressed. They’ve lost their 

connection, so they bounce from one random event to the next. Disconnected from what? The great central truth of 

what human life is.  You could call it the divine but it’s not a matter of belief. It’s the deep-down operating system 

of life. Something sacred. The defining factor of evil is it first seeks to crush the human spirit – the need for freedom. 

It turns human beings into submissive robots. Then it destroys at leisure. 

              

 

Now Let’s Check in with the Big Picture Potential 

Historically the 12-year Jupiter in Capricorn cycles offer great insight for incoming action during 2020. The first 

and obvious cycle from 2008 brought us the Global Financial Crisis quickly unfolding from January 2008 when 

Pluto also stepped into Capricorn for the first time in 246 years and joined Jupiter in Capricorn.  

‘Black Monday’ on Jan 21st was the first ‘crash’ as the sub-prime mortgage crisis 

triggered a domino effect that became a ‘contagion’ culminating in the Lehmann 

Bros bankruptcy & the Dow Jones experiencing the largest one day drop on 

October 3rd. On March 13th Gold hit US$1000 for the first time. By the way Saturn 

was in early degrees of Virgo then (systems), and as we head into 2020 change 

agent Uranus is moving through early degrees of Taurus (money) creating an 

alignment also between then and now. 

Remember I don’t know what is about to unfold. I just have the history as a reference point. As I said previously 

the lessons of letting ‘Mr. Market’ to do its thing and adjust when necessary were not allowed to happen as the 

meltdown would have just been too huge (Jupiter). On Oct 3rd President Bush approved a US$700 BILLION bailout 

of the US financial system, which exacerbated the problem rather than solved it.  

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/User-Guide-to-the-Human-Being.gif
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/User-Guide-to-the-Human-Being.gif
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During a previous cycle from 1972 Britain joined the European Union - interesting in light of the current Brexit 

chaos as the very nature of the United Kingdom is up for grabs as the ‘leave camp’ does battle with the ‘remain 

camp’. If Britain does leave then other member nations may also jump ship throwing the whole EU experiment 

into disarray, along with the end of the United Kingdom if Scotland & Ireland return to their native title. 

This connects in with the whole big picture story of Jupiter joining Saturn & Pluto in Capricorn during 2020 as the 

current global order is morphing into a new world order. Politics of individual nations aside we are now on the 

knife edge between personal freedom and complete control from the global surveillance and control via 5G 

technology and the goal of a cashless society. Yes, folks this is BIG and why we need to speak up!! 

“After December 2nd 2019 Jupiter will join Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn creating what is known as the “Capricorn 

Stellium.  ”History shows a correlation with markets rising to a  long-term cycle crest when Jupiter is in Sagittarius 

(November 2018-December2019), and then falling to a long-term cycle low when it transits Capricorn through 

Pisces (2020-2022). The correlation is not 100%, but the frequency of this occurring is well above the norm, and we 

pay attention to probabilities like this.” Ray Merriman www.mmacycles.com  

We have another rather chilling reference point back in 1937 when Hitler & Mussolini became good mates, Stalin 

murdered millions in his ‘purge’, the Japanese invaded China and the Spanish Civil war began with Hitler’s support, 

giving rise to the Franco era…which interestingly ended in 1972! So, history shows us we are in a high tensile 

environment on many fronts as we head into Jupiter in Capricorn this time. 

On the upside and yes there is a big upside courtesy of history also showing us remarkable new business 

opportunities that arise on his cycle here.  1937 gave us the first jet engine to power aircraft – first commercial 

Pan Am flight across the Pacific Ocean - the opening of the Golden Gate Bridge…such a big physical Capricorn 

metaphor, and the patenting of nylon by Du Pont. 1949 events included the declaration of the People’s Republic 

of China as South Africa implemented the Apartheid regime - NATO was ratified & Israel first voted in their first 

Prime Minister. 

Then there’s Apple unveiling the first Macintosh computer 

in 1984. So, we can expect some MEGA business projects 

on the way involving new inventions and systems from 

Uranus in Taurus, this time of a sustainable nature. Also 

1984 was the Iran Iraq war, the Aids virus was identified & 

UK agreed to hand back Hong Kong to China in 1997, the 

next time Jupiter was in Capricorn! Once again interesting 

in light of current protests in Hong Kong so things could 

well intensify there as 2020 unfolds. 

http://www.mmacycles.com/
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Another major correlation of interest is the 1972 Watergate Scandal that toppled Richard Nixon (also born with 

Jupiter in Capricorn!). As I write this in late Sept 2019 moves are afoot for the impeachment of Donald Trump as 

election season is about to begin in the USA. Fascinating timing as by early December when Jupiter steps into 

Capricorn things could become very tense as this process unfolds. 

By March 2020 Jupiter + Pluto + Mars in Capricorn (on the outer wheel in house 5 ruling leadership) oppose 

Trump’s Saturn & Venus in Cancer (on inner wheel in house 11 ruling politics). This is not an easy combo in any 

sense and suggests big (Jupiter) power (Pluto) action (Mars) opposing his Venus alliances and Saturn structures. 

Once again, I don’t know what will happen, and I’m not playing politics here just being the astrologer observer 

working with cycle correlations.    

 

Jupiter’s transits during 2020 

Just after Jupiter leaps into Cap on Dec 3rd 2019 he forms a positive trine connection with change agent Uranus in 

Taurus on Dec 15th for the first time since January 1937! He then joins the Solar Eclipse @ 4 degrees Cap on Dec 26 

– the previous cycle here was Dec 2000.   This will trigger major economic and business activity opening the door to 

2020 with quite a flourish!   

Then we have some pretty dramatic connections on the way from the galaxy king as he joins power planet Pluto 

in April, July and November amplifying extreme power plays in business & government over control of financial 

and physical resources (Pluto).  
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This is his main aspect until he joins Saturn and Pluto in December triggering the ‘triple conjunction’ previously 

mentioned with echoes back to 1284…and before that 3838BCE.  This was the time when the Gods took over from 

the ancient Goddesses and patriarchal culture was born and we’ve been driven by the unconscious ARIES warrior 

programming ever since.  

SO yes we are ready for a new ‘program’ my friends and perhaps it is necessary for Jupiter to set up the ‘extreme 

machine’ to come to a head so that Pluto can break it down and Saturn can begin the re-structuring process 

supported by Uranus in Taurus providing the revolutionary people, ideas and models required to do this!  

Capricorn demands accountability & responsibility in business and government so here’s to this beginning to come 

to pass in the midst of the hardline nationalist political systems that have grown in prominence in recent years. 

Other notable dates arise then Mars in Aries triggers the 3 big dudes in August and October as he will be in Aries 

from July right through to the end of December in 2020 as he does his retrograde process. Wowsie this is really 

dynamic force as Mars in his own sign of Aries is at his pioneering best initializing and opening activity. At worst he 

triggers volatile angry aggressive energy as the God of War and conflict. Read on for in-depth coverage of how to 

make the best of Mars in Aries during the second half of 2020.  

So it’s really important we all keep our heads as events unfold from firstly late March and then again in August as 

we remember that things have to break down before we can break through into the new paradigm shift beyond 

the old broken system based on greed and corruption in our current business systems! 

The very good news is that this indeed is on the way as Jupiter then joins Saturn as they both enter Aquarius to 

begin their new 20-year cycle just a few days after the ‘triple conjunction’ in Capricorn on December 20th 2020! 

This is also major as it begins a new 240 cycle for them in AIR signs.  

SO yep everything is about to change people as the values that have been driving our industrial material culture 

for the past 240 years has been EARTH i.e. money & resources and owning and possessing and controlling 

things! The AIR impulse is driven by people and ideas and freedom beyond ownership. 

 

AND then Pluto heads into Aquarius in 2024 for the first time since the 1780s! 

I mean we are talking major cycles here right?  

So, keep the faith my friends the Aquarian revolution is on the way! 

Hang in there!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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Saturn in Capricorn – Restructuring our Global Systems 

  
Taskmaster Saturn has now 

been in his own sign of Capricorn for two years as we head into 

2020, as he moves through his once in 29-year cycle, setting the 

stage for the next great wave of global re-structuring, with echoes 

back to 1988/91, 1959/62 & 1930/33.   

He has been gradually heading toward his fated meeting with 

transformer Pluto who has also been in Cap since 2008, so we 

have a MAJOR set of players lining up for the ‘game of thrones’ 

global re-set on the way from January 12th 2020 when they meet.  

Yes these pivotal dates in 20C history carry a common theme of financial and business re-sets, and as Astrological 

cycles offer us the heads up for historical precedents we can assume that the 3 years between 2018 and 2021 will 

also contain major reformation of government and corporate systems, with a high possibility of some kind of 

global recession or period of austerity. I’ve been saying for a few years now that the high times of endless credit 

expansion will eventually have a reckoning, and the age of conspicuous consumption is about to become very 

passé as we learn to live once more within the reality of healthy production underpinning a true market economy. 

Personally, we’re also set to reap rewards for what we have sewn as the Lord of Karma comes calling, and much 

can be achieved under his auspices if we’re up for some concerted effort toward our goals. Yes, doesn’t sound like 

heaps of fun and indeed Saturn is not a cheery guy BUT he’s super productive and has his own wry sense of humor 

as he goes about the business of getting results. 

A planet in his own sign is ‘dignified’ thus at its most potent force, so Saturn in Capricorn is at his practical strategic 

best on the one hand, and on the other can bring us the harshest measure of his restrictive controlling influence! 

He’s a complex archetype so let’s explore him a little better to gain insight into what he 

offers over the next 3 years.  To the ancient Greeks he was Kronos an agricultural deity, 

hence the sickle to reap the harvest, and his title Lord of Time emerged as the reality 

that every cycle has it’s time! Birth – youth – maturity - old age. His original essence is 

one of a benevolent wise ruler or king who in due course is usurped by the next king 

and so on. (He was overthrown by his son Jupiter)  

He got caught up in the Christian symbolism as the dark angel Satan because God 

appointed him to run the world and he got a bit carried away and sought to rule the 

world in his own right! Hence he was cast out of heaven and became the fallen angel 

bad guy, hence his ongoing reputation as a hard & controlling dude who makes us sing for our supper.  
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He’s also known as the Lord of Karma who bestows judgement for our actions morally and physically. All in all, he’s 

quite a guy! The Boss – The King. 

Until the discovery of Uranus in 1781, he reigned supreme, as his placement as the 6th planet from the Sun with his 

rings represented the edge of the known system, hence his association as “The Ring Pass Not”…the boundary 

between the known and the unknown worlds. The worldview until this time was indeed limited as were the 

options for those who lived in it.  

Once we ‘discovered’ Uranus a whole new set of possibilities brought us technology and a new enlightened world 

view, hence Uranus associations with all these matters. We were also free to transcend the fears that keep us in 

our limited lower nature and aspire to the higher aspirations of the Aquarian Age currently dawning…ruled by 

Uranus AND Saturn…where the possibility exists for cohesive unified outcomes for everyone…not just the Saturn 

guys that run the show up until now. 

Saturn didn’t go anywhere once Uranus entered the unfolding scenario and continues to do his job managing the 

practical systems and regulating the affairs of men. Images for Saturn bring us “The Wall” representing boundaries 

once again, and he has a wide range of defenses in place when under threat, as we shall see. I wonder if Donald’s 

‘wall of separation’ will be built, or perhaps it becomes the symbol for what we don’t need if we are ever to build a 

cohesive unified co-operative society.  

Saturn and his father Uranus have been at loggerheads ever since, as Saturn resists the Uranian impulse to 

innovate and stimulate our evolution toward higher conscious outcomes for the serfs who till the fields! Here we 

see the never-ending cycle as the old order must give way to the new, and in due course, this also becomes rigid, 

outlives its purpose, and in comes Uranus once more with his revolutionary goodies. It’s cool to remember that 

over the centuries since the 1780s the Uranian vibration has been increasing as we head closer to the Age of 

Aquarius, so each time Saturn returns to Capricorn the ‘impulse’ to revolutionize government/corporate systems 

becomes more intense! 

As with all things Saturnine, we have an impressive list of keywords from which to draw as we contemplate his 

passage over these 3 years. Limit, structure, contraction, constraint, concentration, defeat, failure, loss, 

achievement, goals, success, ambition,  necessity, hard work, responsibility, duty, strict authority, conventions, 

rules, regulations, taxes, consensus reality, control, order, form, regulation, security, stability, rational 

organization, law, right & wrong, dark, cold, heavy, lead stern, repressive, dense, guilt, punishment, isolation, 

depression, sadness, loss, pessimism, testing karmas, wisdom from lessons learnt,  harvest, reaping, fate!  

As I said all the fun stuff, but without him we would never manifest anything and learn and grow from our 

experiences. They say that once we stop resisting him and make him our friend, he becomes much easier to work 

with.  Once we no longer see his hard lessons and process coming ‘at us from outside’ thus feel like his victim, 
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we can recognize his interior process within our own psyche as the periodic need to take responsibility for 

building structure and form in our lives.  

Read on for insights into using Saturn in Cap for your personal evolution and check your horoscopes as well. 

Whatever house in your Horoscope he is transiting becomes focalized as you either reap rewards if you’ve been a 

good kid and already mastered lessons here or are confronted by your fear of success in this area. If you’re up for a 

good review of this then why not book in for a session with me?  

Here is his Temple in the Roman Forum, the largest and most impressive relic 

remaining from this time. Interesting with the Catholic Church in the pic behind as 

this is another classic Saturn motif.  At the height of the power of this Church in 

mediaeval times were practiced the most hideous and repressive of punishments to 

those who dared to step beyond the doctrine. All done in the name of Saturn keeping 

everything under control and indeed the Roman Empire was a tad controlling also! 

He comes to us as extreme right-wing movements who use orthodoxy and religious fundamentalism as their 

keynote excuse for repressing Uranian enlightenment thought and action. Thus, is perpetrated the belief that 

actions taken are fair and justified no matter how hideous, in the pursuit of order. Classic stuff…sounding familiar? 

It’s very insightful to look back on the history of a cycle so let’s check the action from when Saturn 

began his 29/30 year new cycle in Aries. He can spend 2.5 or 3 years in a sign depending upon his 

closeness (perihelion) or distance (aphelion) from the Sun. 

• Aries 1996 – Asian Credit Crisis & lead up to dot.com crisis of 1997 

• Taurus 1999 – joined by Jupiter to start a new 20 year cycle driven by money and resources 

• Gemini 2001 – when he opposed Pluto in Sagittarius  9/11 gave rise to current terror war 

• Cancer 2003 – invasion of Iraq by coalition forces for control of oil 

• Leo 2005 – Saddam Hussein killed as mid-east tensions intensify – Pres. Bush unpopular 

• Virgo Sept 2007  - increased control by big pharma & GFC begins 

• Libra Nov 2009 – rise of on-line social networking  

• Scorpio Oct 2012 – increased surveillance industry 

• Sagittarius Jan 2015 – spread of international terrorism – propaganda ‘fake news’ 

• Capricorn Dec 2017 – This is the ¾ point in his cycle known as ‘the crisis of re-orientation’ 

• Aquarius Dec 2020 

• Pisces March 2023 

• Aries Feb 2026 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Between January 2015 & December 2017 Saturn was in the fire sign of Sagittarius, doing his thing confronting us 

with the beliefs that drive fear and separation in our world. Fake news has always been with us but now it has 

reached epic and farcical proportions as Saturn has brought us the best and worst of information technology.  

Terrorism and holy wars have shocked the international community as refugee populations and extreme weather 

events have created seemingly insoluble problems. Yikes, it is enough to make you lose the faith isn’t it. Gotta love 

Saturn because believe it or not (pun intended) he has actually brought the REALITY of our broken system front 

and center.  

So, the question becomes is there enough conscious intelligence and will power to use these three years to 

activate radical changes in our government/economic systems. What will it take for the massive reality check we 

need…another recession/depression such as we have had in previous cycles?  

I’m writing this in November 2019, as global stock markets are riding high, which is usually a ‘bubble’ stage in 

economic cycles. But I’m happy to admit that as ‘economic fundamentals’ have been highly manipulated since the 

GFC of 2008 it will be fascinating to see if “they” manage to keep kicking the bucket down the road with ever 

increasing levels of debt…? 

In 2018 Uranus entered Taurus for the first time since the 

1930s to revolutionize our economic systems as Saturn in 

Capricorn brings a reality check.  

More on this in the Uranus section next! Remember Astrology 

does not tell us what’s going to happen, rather provides many 

clues through historical research.  

So how can you use Saturn in Capricorn for your growth and evolution? 

The simple call is we all need to get very pragmatic about our responsibilities in every aspect of life. Ask yourself 

“What is outmoded and no longer serves me? How is my budget and am I wasting money on things I don’t really 

need because I’m caught up in the consumption bubble? How can I re-structure and conserve rather than waste 

and over-spend? Leave your credit card at home and carry cash and when that’s gone for the day you can’t spend 

any more…right?  Simple stuff that can make a big difference. 

As I previously mentioned this can be a remarkable period of achievement and realization of goals if you are willing 

to really apply yourself. However, we are not all meant to be a CEO or mega-magnate right? Depending on our 

horoscope makeup, we are either into the big world achievement thing, or we are not…and that is perfectly OK. 

So, don’t buy into having to go for it over these years if this is not in your natural makeup. Just apply yourself 

steadily to whatever goal you like to set. 
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Saturn in Cap reminds us that the ‘top of the mountain’ is the goal…whatever our mountain is meant to be for 

us…and that we must be nice to others on the way up in case we meet them on the way down lol. If we keep the 

mountaineering expedition metaphor going then we need others to help us reach the summit. It’s a team thing so 

we need to believe that we can ask for support and that this is strength and not a weakness. We also need to relax 

and enjoy the view along the way and share it with a friend! 

Yes, the trick is to be ambitious and dream big without setting up “oh my God this is so hard”. Saturn has a few 

classic core beliefs and they are classic -  ‘fear of success’ and’ life being hard’! 

The ‘fear of success fear of failure’ tape goes something like this: If I make it that’s a problem because I have to 

keep it up, and if I don’t make it that’s a problem because I’m a failure. In therapy, I recommend if a big goal makes 

you uncomfortable then set a small goal and achieve that before you move onto larger things. This way you build 

confidence and self-esteem and can grow bit by bit rather than setting yourself up to fail with an un-realistic 

dream/goal. 

Saturn is by nature a pessimist and will drive us to exhaustion if we let him. So, tell him to take a hike if you are 

feeling his weight on your shoulder pushing you beyond a reasonable level of work. Remind him he will get more 

out of you when you take time to have a rest to allow inspiration and emotional wellness. He is also a rigid guy and 

way too serious and over-responsible for people who won’t take responsibility for their own outcomes. So, watch 

out for this as you encourage those around you, without controlling or limiting them with messages that they are 

not competent or capable of creating their own success. 

On that note, serious Saturn in Capricorn can be hard and unfeeling and hates to seem helpless or weak or see 

weakness in others for that matter! So, the opposite sign brings us the ‘shadow’ of Cancer where we must feel our 

vulnerabilities and nurture them! Your mantra is “It’s safe for me to create success without struggle and to enjoy 

the ride”. 

Previous Saturn in Capricorn Cycles 

1988/92 Fall of the Berlin Wall ends USSR & births new Russian 

era - Protests in Peking heavily repressed – global recession  

1959/62 Height of Cold War – Kennedy defeated Nixon to become 

President – global recession followed by new era 

1929/32 Great Depression and rise of Fascist dictators in Europe 

and Japan  

1898/98 Global depression and arrival of the inventions that 

would drive the 21stC 
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Saturn in Capricorn and the Changing Face of Geopolitical Power 
 

As we see from previous Saturn in Cap periods, they bring recession or depression followed by periods of major 

economic growth. In previous cycles before 1989/92 Britain and the USA were the global powers whose economies 

drove the business cycles, and whose leaders set policies for ‘global carve-ups’ after WWI and WWII for better or 

worse depending on your point of view.  

But all that is about to change. To gain a true insight into the unfolding drama of the global shake-up on the way 

we need to understand the history of the USA and the Petro$ system. Here goes… 

After the 1959/62 period, the USA became pre-eminent as the power of the British Empire declined after losing 

the Pound as the global reserve currency in 1944, and the 1960’s became the most productive decade in American 

history as the Cold War with Russia intensified. The ‘American Dream’ was in full swing with industrial might and 

increasing involvement in global politics, leading to the disastrous Vietnam/Cambodian War as the ‘Peace 

Movement’ was born. And the USA was in debt! 

The 1944 Bretton Woods Agreement decided that the USA$ would become the global reserve currency backed by 

a Gold Standard of $35per ounce.  So, when the USA overspent and didn’t have the Gold reserves to pay other 

countries when they asked for it, Nixon & Kissinger made the fateful decision for the whole world in 1971 of 

removing the US$ from the Gold standard. So now, they could just print money to simulate their economy. 

Then in 1973, middle eastern oil producers 

formed OPEC and they imposed the Oil 

Embargo on the west. So, The Bilderberg 

Group, Dutch Royals, Kissinger, Rothschild’s 

and other big movers and shakers, got 

together and created the Petro$ system. The 

deal was simple.  

In exchange for military protection from their neighbors plus arms/munitions and technology, Saudi Arabia just 

had to accept payment for their oil in US$...from everyone! It didn’t take long for the other oil producing nations to 

get in on the deal, and so was born a massive earning system for the USA as oil production was vital to global 

industry and became big business! Dollars for Gold became Dollars for Oil. 

As the demand for oil grew so did the demand for the US$ which the Fed happily kept printing, subsequently 

increasing the value of US assets. Understanding the petrodollar system helps make sense of the 700 U.S. military 

bases stationed in over 130 countries!  
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When Saddam Hussein announced his intention to switch from Petro$ to PetroEuro the US led invasion of Iraq 

soon put an end to this, and yes 9/11 was a terrific excuse, plus created a whole new oil supply for the USA. 

France, Russia and China have not been happy ever since as they had large contracts for Iraqi oil.  

In 2017, the Chinese opened the Shanghai Gold Exchange and created ‘Crude Oil 

Futures’ for their markets. They also struck a deal with Saudi Arabia for $65Billion 

for trade/energy and technology as part of their New Silk Road scheme and 

purchased a major share in Saudi Aramco. BTW this is one of the new alliances 

formed in 2017 when Jupiter was in Libra!  

And over the last few years, Russia & China have been building a new political reality for the whole region based 

on the fact that the Arabian countries are closer to the shared values of Asia and along the way they are forging 

new alliances that threaten the old Petro$ system.  

This starts making sense of the recent shake-up in Saudi Arabia as a battle between the old Saudi petro$ faction 

and the new Crown Prince Mohammed and his desire to align with the ‘resistance block’ as it has been named 

(resistant to USA/Saudi/Israel/allies block). 

Trouble is despite the positive spin on the Crown Prince MBS modernizing his country and cleaning up corruption, 

his recent Coup to depose his uncle who is C.I.A friendly is actually a factional battle, which has yet to be 

completed! BTW, his Coup and ousting of 11 princes (cousins) and many high-ranking officials and taking their 

billions of wealth happened only days after an unannounced unofficial visit of Trump son-in-law Jared Kushner! 

Prince MBS is also not winning popularity as his war in Yemen is causing a humanitarian crisis & is accused of the 

assignation of Jamal Khashoggi, Saudi dissident & journalist for The Washington Post. It is all very complicated… 

OK so stay with me here for one more vital ingredient in this unfolding game 

of thrones.  Since the drop in the price of oil plus glut in supply, Saudi has been 

struggling to maintain their social services and been borrowing heavily. Hence 

their deal with China. Ah no surprise that the US admin will pull out all stops to 

avoid this as once Russia and China start trading in their new PetroYuan then 

it’s curtains for large earnings for the USA from the Petro$. Get it? Some background from New Yorker article 

This is where things get tricky. If the USA is in open rivalry for Saudi Petro$ earnings with China/Russia this can 

escalate into conflict, giving rise to the call by a number of observers that not just a currency war but heavier 

outcomes may by on the way over this next Saturn in Capricorn period. 

Then there’s the theory that these escalating tensions are being deliberately orchestrated to create the removal of 

the Petro$ system and conflict between USA & China/Russia to bring about the next great economic meltdown. Ye 

gads we know the whole system is controlled and orchestrated but wow!! 

https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-saudi-royal-purge-with-trumps-consent
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In the 1997 crisis, the banks bailed out the insolvent funds. In the 2008 crisis, the government bailed out the banks. 

In the next crisis, the only body that will have the funds to bail out the governments is the World Bank SDR (Special 

Drawing Rights) or world-currency. Ah so is this the One World Government plot finally being hatched? If things 

become too unstable and financially dire, the people will say yes please! Are we about to enter the End Game?  

The Elite banksters are very clever and have been at work since 1954 when the Bilderberg Group was formed to 

create a One World Government. Quite how we as individuals are going to respond to this complex unfolding story 

is the question, especially since most people haven’t got a clue how the chess board works let alone what moves 

the Kings and Bishops are about to make. 

It’s also interesting to reflect here on the previous Saturn Cap period 1989/92 when the ‘Berlin Wall’ came down 

issuing in a new phase of business activity as China and Russia joined the global game. If we get pragmatic about 

this, it was simply an opening up of both these markets to a fresh wave of Capitalist growth agendas.  

Then came the mid-90s dot.com revolution as Uranus in his own sign of Aquarius activated the www igniting a 

completely new phase in global connectivity…and market trading. So, the global corporate capitalist/communist 

system had a fabulous new mechanism for wealth creation for those who were smart enough…at the top of the 

food chain…to take advantage of. Since then it has all been out of control. It is all about money…with lip service to 

humanistic outcomes. Meanwhile governments around the world are in disarray and meltdowns for various 

reasons, with clear messages from the electorates of widespread disillusionment of current policies and leaders.   

In 2019 President Trump began his ‘Trade War’ between the USA and China in his attempt to reign in the growing 

economic and political power of China as part of his ‘make America great again’ program. Global markets have 

been riding high courtesy of Jupiter in Sagittarius during 2019 as he does his ‘irrational exuberance’ thing, whilst 

also being very ‘shaky’ as the world waits for the US China Trade Deal.   Between the Trump impeachment and 

Brexit and the uncertainty of the Trade War resolution we are in very interesting territory as 2020 begins! As you 

may have noticed I am fascinated by global history and this is indeed history in the making!! I’m holding on to my 

seat for the next act!  

And let’s not forget the growing unfolding drama as revelations of sexual and financial 

misconduct by stars and politicians and financial institutions bring these long term 

‘secrets’ up onto the front burner at last. Yes, the 2020 show is about to get very 

interesting as our society begins to demand the return of moral integrity in every aspect 

of our world.  

Between the #metoo  #blacklivesmatter #humanityfirst movements (to mention just a 

few of many) we are at last seeing the turning the tide of the old patriarchal ways of operating!   
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Saturn in Capricorn and Regulations… 

Saturn loves nothing better than regulations and when he is in 

Capricorn, he has a field day! The upside of ‘regulation’ offers healthy 

constraints to better manage conduct in every aspect of worldly 

activity, hence Saturn’s role as ‘lawmaker’ and judge. The downside 

brings us totalitarian control or repressive regulation that 

disempowers individuals and groups of people, especially when he is 

hanging out with Pluto! 

We have already experienced lots of this since Pluto entered Capricorn in 2008 and the corrupt systems began to 

collapse, but rather than punish or ‘regulate’ the people who brought about the GFC not a SINGLE authority figure 

has ever been prosecuted. The ‘regulatory authorities’ actually decided to make things worse (telling us they are 

making it better) with endless ‘fiscal stimulus’ that has made the top 1% wealthier than ever as the middle and 

lower classes have paid the bills through taxation…without any say in the matter. 

The trouble for the ‘regulatory authorities’ is that huge numbers of people are wising up to this and forgive me if I 

repeat myself, but these are the same conditions that were around before the American and French 

revolutions…one whole 250-year Pluto cycle ago! As everyday people become more and more disillusioned with 

our governments and corporate systems, we are heading toward an ‘accounting’…another one of Saturn’s favorite 

words. At best, these next 3 years offer a fantastic opportunity to right the wrongs of a vast trove of horrible 

inequities.   

The publication of the “Paradise Papers” in November 2017 revealed that trillions are still being siphoned off by 

wealthy individuals (including the Queen) to dodge tax in the most shadowy places in the global economy. Here’s 

the link to our ABC Four Corners Report Ex British PM Gordon Brown, “It’s one of today’s greatest injustices, 

allowing the richest to stand aside while the rest of us pay for health, education, 

and protecting the most vulnerable. This has all been set up and normalized for 

so long, so the question becomes will anything be done to regulate or 

prosecute? To date the answer is NO. It is time for we the people to demand that 

the noble classes are held to account in our society! 

Then there is the matter of the biggest companies in the world not paying their 

fair share of tax. I am using this illustration that applies to the USA; however, 

this is a global phenomenon. Why are ‘corporations’ governed by a separate set 

of laws from the rest of us?  And are we not complicit if we hold shares in the 

companies that do this?  

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-06/what-are-the-paradise-papers-and-what-is-the-firm-appleby/9075640
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-11-06/what-are-the-paradise-papers-and-what-is-the-firm-appleby/9075640
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The expectation of ‘transparency’ is now arising as the obvious outcome of ever-wider exposure of so many old 

‘normal’ secret deals and back-stage manipulations. As we head into 2020 we have seen little action on this one 

either.  

BTW, not just governments and corporations are up for major 

overhauls. Religious institutions are also in the firing line as 

Saturn confronts the inbuilt protective systems that allow them 

to operate with impunity regardless of their misdemeanors.  

Here in Oz we have had the trial and guilty verdict for 

Archbishop Cardinal Pell during 2019 for pedophilia! His friends 

in high places in Australian politics continue to visit him in 

prison! 

Reports are emerging of a ‘split’ in the Catholic Church during 2019 between the ultra-conservative cardinals and 

the more progressive wing of the Church, so it will be interesting to see how this plays out during 2020 as we head 

into the next ‘reformation’. Indeed from 1518 the last time Saturn met Pluto in Capricorn Henry VIII was king of 

England the Protestant Church was born leading to The Reformation one of the bloodiest periods in history!  

The Banking Sector is also up for grabs as Banks scramble to assure their clients that they are squeaky clean once 

more after revelations of money laundering and dangerous financial advice and why you should put your money 

there when interest rates are non-existent. Also, here in Oz the banking royal commission during 2018 has led to 

some reforms although no prosecutions have occurred. Meanwhile, the biggest elephant in the room is still the 

gazillion$ debts they carry from shonky derivatives trading.  

In recent decades, it seems we have begun to allow the lunatics to run the asylum, as both political and financial 

leaders seem intent on destroying true wealth creation. Wealth is now generated in thin air along fiber optic 

cables (based on algorithms) in massive transactions traded between all the nations on earth regardless of their 

political persuasion. During the 1990’s the new economic product known as ‘derivatives’ entered the money- 

making system. 

“A derivative is a legal bet (contract) that derives its value from another asset, such as the future or current value of oil, 

government bonds or anything else.  A derivative, buys you the option (but not obligation) to buy oil in 6 months for 

today's price/any agreed price, hoping that oil will cost more in future. (I'll bet you it'll cost more in 6 months). 

Derivative can also be used as insurance, betting that a loan will or won't default before a given date. So, it’s a big 

betting system, like a Casino, but instead of betting on cards and roulette, you bet on future values and performance of 

practically anything that holds value. The system is not regulated what-so-ever, and you can buy a derivative on an 

existing derivative.  
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Most large banks try to prevent smaller investors from gaining access to the derivative market on the basis of there 

being too much risk. The Derivative market has blown a galactic bubble, just like the real estate bubble or stock market 

bubble (that's going on right now). Since there is literally no economist in the world that knows exactly how the 

derivative money flows or how the system works, while derivatives are traded in microseconds by computers, we really 

don't know what will trigger the crash or when it will happen, but considering the global financial crisis this system is in 

for tough times that will be catastrophic for the world financial system, since the 9 largest banks hold a total of $500 

trillion in Derivatives - Approximately 3 times the entire world economy. No government in the world has money for 

this bailout.” http://www.businessinsider.com/new-york-fed-derivatives-500-trillion-market-2017-5?IR=T  

The losses incurred through this trading system are responsible for the 2008 Global Financial Crisis. Governments, 

thus tax-payers then ‘bailed out’ these banks (by printing money - known as Quantative Easing or QE) as they were 

‘too big to fail’. The banks then used the bailouts to further fund their employee bonuses and invest in more 

derivatives trading, which have grown massively since the 2008 crisis. Once again, this is bizarre stuff as the bubble 

continues to grow, no one is made accountable and the media says nothing!  

The Saturn in Cap factor has led to increasing concern over the global financial system during 2019 with many 

analysts expressing concern that we are heading toward a major retracement in the near future – perhaps another 

global crash. We shall see what Saturn conjunct Pluto has to say and do about this possibility as we head into 

January 2020 when they meet.   

Trump originally expressed interest in re-instating the “Glass Steagall” 

policy that separates personal and global banking, but this is one 

promise we are still waiting for. The Glass-Steagall Act was passed by 

Congress in 1933 to prohibit commercial banks from engaging in the 

investment business. It was enacted as an emergency response to the 

failure of nearly 5,000 banks during the Great Depression. It was 

repealed in 1999 by the Clinton administration and since then we 

have seen the global debt system soar! 

What we need is legislation to contain and begin dismantling the ‘derivatives market’ AND re-instating the Glass 

Steagall policy to separate private and commercial banking! This is logical, sensible and begins to make the banking 

sector accountable for incurring massive debt through speculative gambling with OUR money, and then expecting 

US to BAIL them out! 

Taxation Reform in the USA & Australia  Trump’s ‘largest taxation reform since the late 1980s’ bill was passed 

on THE DAY that Saturn entered Capricorn! The previous reform was enacted the last time Saturn was in 

Capricorn! Gotta luv Astrology! The only people popping corks in Washington were the 1% at the top who are 

delighted. Despite claims that this stimulates the economy for everyone, the reality is that “trickle-down 

economics” has been shown to be a failed model since the 1990s! 

http://www.businessinsider.com/new-york-fed-derivatives-500-trillion-market-2017-5?IR=T
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Our Conservative Aussie Govt has enacted the same process here during 2019 …yep time to give the people at the 

top here a break too, while our ‘homeless count’ continues to grow at an alarming rate. If this is the signature of 

Saturn in Cap thus far, there is a good chance this will be the case in all conservative systems globally. I wonder 

how long the peasants will continue to be happy ‘eating cake’ when they can’t afford to feed themselves while the 

boys at the top are playing in their Lear jets? 

Another biggie or course is Brexit and whether the EU Elite will let Britain leave. In these times of radical 

polarization, events are either heading towards curtains for the EU over coming years, or Saturn & Pluto will 

‘regulate’ it into greater central control than ever with the SDR World Currency…maybe? 

Other Major Players Over Coming Years 

This next cycle from Saturn in Cap also brings revolutionary Uranus into the money and 

resources game, as he moved into the financial sign of Taurus in 2019 for the first time in 84 

years. Bells and whistles on this one!  

Uranus has done his maverick progressive wildcard thing from 2011 to 2018 happily disrupting and innovating our 

world through the sign of Aries, as he gave birth to a whole new 84-year cycle since 1927.  We now have ‘artificial 

intelligence’ and robots, ‘metadata’, plans for rockets to Mars and ‘block chain technology’… fabulous…but we also 

have complexity and superficiality as never before as he manifested the ingredients for our future world straight 

out of science fiction.   

So, as Uranus travels through Taurus until July 2025 he brings his ‘awakening change agent’ force into earthy 

practical bull territory so it is all about security and resources, and the values that drive our personal and global 

systems. Uranian technology has brought us the ‘blockchain’ technology that will host the cryptocurrency 

revolution on the way over coming years. This will receive a big kick forward from March 2020 when Saturn steps 

into Aquarius for a brief foray to give us a taste of the Aquarian revolution on the way from 2021!  And as Taurus 

literally rules the earth, we are also set for a fresh enlightenment of our collective attitude to nature and the 

ecosystems that drive her.   

Uranus in Taurus brings us the first taste of the fabulous shifts in store from late 2020 when Saturn moves into 

Aquarius to stay until March 2023 (with Jupiter as they begin a new 20-year cycle), and the Aquarian ideals will 

begin to be realized i.e. major humanitarian reformation! And then this is followed by transformer Pluto also 

entering Aquarius in 2024. Yes, folks ever more amazing and startling revolutionary and technological advances are 

on the way.   

But first we have to complete this Saturn in Capricorn period 2017-2020, which has to date been fraught with 

tension as the old-world view is finally brought to account for the misuse and abuse of people and our planet. 

Nullify Government Tyranny: In 2020, Harness the Power of Your Discontent 

https://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=55b2441257&e=5046ef2ace
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A Little Touch of Saturn in Aquarius 

 
One of the really exciting features for 2020 is when Saturn makes a brief visit into Aquarius to give us a taste of 

what he has in store from 2021 when he moves in to stay.  

He enters on 23rd March right on the Equinox when our new natural year begins, so this becomes a feature that 

will underpin collective activity. He heads up to 2 degrees and stops then retrogrades back into Capricorn on July 

2nd to complete his run through Capricorn until December, when he heads into Aquarius WITH Jupiter as they 

begin their new 20-year cycle. SO we have a 13 weeks window.  

Aquarius is the AIR sign containing the impulse to innovation & original ideas that dare to be different from the 

conventional as they stimulate fresh change. 

Aquarius also governs the ‘universal consciousness’ that ‘we are all one’ 

amidst an interconnected system of creation. Spot on right?! Hence 

Aquarius is the sign of humanitarianism where Leo must send its’ creative 

impulse to uplift and improve community and society. Lovely. This meant 

to be the true purpose of our leaders of society. This is why Aquarius is 

associated with ‘Politics’ and Leo the political leaders, and why we will see 

a whole new type of leader emerge over coming years. 

So, Saturn heading into Aquarius will launch a new phase of reform and 

change collectively, with an increase in ‘civil disobedience’ and activism in 

response to the growing right-wing nationalism and authoritarianism. We 

have already seen the beginning of this during 2019 in Hong Kong and 

Lebanon and so many other countries as people are fed up with the 

greedy corrupt systems. 

So we get a little taste of Saturn in Aquarius between March 23rd at the Equinox and beginning of our new Natural 

year, and July 2nd.  Thus Saturn in Aquarius is embedded in the 2020 Equinox chart governing the themes of the 

year until March 21st 2021.  He heads back into Capricorn from July right through until December 18th when he 

then steps into Aquarius to stay for three years, accompanied by new horizons planet Jupiter. 

Before then he still has some business to complete with his fellow Gods of Reformation as he dances with Jupiter 

and Pluto in Capricorn to bring us Act 1 of humanities momentous new play!   

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

  

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Saturn & Pluto in Capricorn for first time since 1518 
 

     

The, other hugely important ingredient in the mix over the next few 

years is good old transformer Pluto who has also been in Capricorn 

since 2008.  

So, before he moves into Aquarius, Saturn will catch up with Pluto 

and they meet together on January 12th 2020.  

This will be one of the most significant conjunctions of our era and sets 

the stage until 2053! Saturn/Pluto share a 38-year cycle together and 

their combined archetypes bring us “the Plutonic empowering and intensifying of the Saturn impulse towards 

conservative reaction or repression.” 

The previous Saturn/Pluto conjunction in Libra period 1981-84 brought us the conservative Reagan & Thatcher 

admins with their agenda for ‘Globalization’ and ‘free market economy’ to reward industry at the expense of 

sovereign and humanitarian rights, and the waning period of the old USSR system as the Polish regime repressed 

the Solidarity Movement.  Major repressive figures of this era include Philippines Ferdinand Marcos, Pinochet in 

Chile and Saddam Hussein in Iraq. 

A recession in the United States began in July 1981 and ended in November 1982. One cause was the Federal 

Reserve's contractionary monetary policy, which sought to rein in the high inflation. In the wake of the 1973 oil 

crisis and the 1979 energy crisis, stagflation began to afflict the economy.  (Read on for the charts of USA & UK & 

Australia & China who are about to be triggered by Saturn + Jupiter + Pluto in Cap). 

And let us not forget the massive global re-arrangement when Saturn & Pluto met in 1947-8 when they were in 

Leo, as Israel and Palestine AND India and Pakistan AND North & South Korea were created! Is it any wonder with 

this archetypal signature these countries have endured such tremendous stress to this day! For goodness sake 

when are global policy makers going to consult a good astrologer to set a horoscope for positive outcomes? 

Then there’s the September 1914/15 Saturn Pluto conjunction in Cancer which brought us WW1 and the Russian 

Revolution, after which the empires of Europe were re-shaped, giving birth to the excessive times of the ‘Roaring 

Twenties’ in the West leading up to the Great Depression of 1929/32 when Saturn was yes…you guessed it…in 

Capricorn!  
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So, as Saturn joins Pluto in Capricorn in Jan 2020 get set for the beginning of our next global re-configuring of geo-

political and economic systems, and the clash between right-wing nationalists & those they seek to repress . The 

1929/32 cycle brought us German, Italian & Japanese Fascism, and the 1959/62 cycle the height of the Cold War.  

We have not had a meeting of Saturn with Pluto in Capricorn since 1518! 

So even though these two meet every 35-37 years there is a larger cycle when they meet in a particular sign…in 

this case Capricorn 500 years ago. This is one quarter of a 2000 year double millennium so always delivers a 

renaissance period where society begins to morph beyond the past toward fresh territory.  

1518 was the year when the German Monk Martin Luther nailed his list of grievances about corruption in the 

Catholic Church on a church door in Nuremburg and the fires of the Protestant Reformation were lit. Henry VIII 

was the young inspirational King in England (before he lost the plot and became a tyrant) and his divorce from wife 

Catherine of Aragon caused his split with the Pope and he formed the protestant Church of England! The Auto de 

Fey or burnings of heretics by the Catholic Church also contributed to the Protestant breakaway. 

The famous Medici Family were at the zenith of their power in Florence, sponsors to Leonardo Da Vinci & the great 

Renaissance movement, and ‘bankers’ to the European Kings.  

Portugal began to build its trading empire by establishing a base in Goa India. The Turkish Ottoman empire 

continued to expand as Sultan Suleiman captured Belgrade on his march into Europe. Spaniard Hernán Cortés 

attacked the Aztecs at Tenochtitlan (Mexico City). They were killed by the thousands and defeated. By 1526 the 

printing press was introduced in Sweden paving the way for the mass production & distribution of knowledge.  

So even with this quick rundown of the historical goodies from this period it is clear to see the Renaissance and 

Reformation unleashed on the last conjunction changed the very fabric of the world for centuries to come…until 

now. The keynote of Capricorn involves commercial activity and this era birthed the exploitation principle!   

I have read reports from a number of Astrologers expressing concern for a major 

war as a possibility, and indeed Currency and Trade Wars have a history or 

turning into Shooting Wars.  

Meanwhile the other Cyber War of our times is already well under way as both 

foreign Dictatorships and our own so called Democracies do battle with everyday 

citizens for complete control of their DATA, to enable their propaganda to be 

directed via Face Book & Twitter to influence free elections.  

BTW they haven’t been free for a few news now kids and this factor is a truly scary outcome from the Saturn Pluto 

forces in recent years!  It is so easy to influence elections in one’s own plus foreign countries by buying enough 

advertising space on Face Book, who is happy to make the $ no matter the ethics of the situation!  
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And as ever, it is all about the military/industrial complex continuing to drive our poor world under the auspices of 

protecting us from the very threats they create. Oh, pleeeze when are people going to wake up and say NO to this 

hideous system? Well here’s to 2020 being the year of awakening and speaking up!! 

In his 2006 book Cosmos and Psyche, Richard Tarnas characterizes the Saturn-Pluto cycle as one of crisis and 

contraction. It tends to bring out the dark sides of both Saturn and Pluto. This cycle was active at the outset of 

World War I (the conjunction, in 1914), and the outset of World War II (the square in 1940 presaging United States 

involvement). The conjunction of 1947 describes the Cold War. 

There was an opposition at the peak of the 1960s, which is partly why that era had the feeling of a crackdown as 

much as an uprising. The conjunction was back in 1982 with the Reagan Revolution and the birth of neo-

conservatism, and then the next opposition came within a month of the Sept. 11 incident. 

Tarnas writes that Saturn-Pluto aspects come with a "widespread sense that one's life was determined and 

constrained by large impersonal forces of many kinds — historical, political, military, social, economic, judicial, 

biological, elemental, instinctual — too powerful and dominant to be affected by the individual self. This sense of 

vulnerability was in turn regularly matched by a drive for power, control and domination." 

Further, "Experiences of deep humiliation caused by violence, violation and defeat were thus often accompanied 

by a compensatory need to prove one's steely strength, invulnerability and capacity to retaliate with lethal 

potency." 

And somewhat more reassuringly, he adds: "Saturn-Pluto alignment periods are also characterized by displays of 

personal and collective determination, unbending will, courage and sacrifice, by intensely focused, silent, 

strenuous effort in the face of danger and death; by a deepening capacity for moral discernment born from 

experience and suffering; and by the transformation and forging of enduring structures, whether material, political 

or psychological." 

How do we confront this dual problem of premeditated decay of society, and the inner issue of needing the 

strength to take some meaningful action? Where do we start? As in few other times, this calls for a response from 

a spiritual place: of deep caring and responsibility; the quest for honest connection above all else. 

We’re entering a critical window for humanity's future, and the time is NOW for conscious visionaries 

to rise up to offer a whole new possibility for humanity. Transformation is a process, and to accelerate 

this powerful movement we need change-makers who are willing to roll up their sleeves and work 

together across multiple domains for the greater good. Join us! Bring your WHOLE SELF through our 

doors, because changing the world will take nothing less! 
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A Rare Triple Conjunction of Jupiter & Saturn & Pluto in Capricorn 

 
Now let’s bring Jupiter into the story as he’s becomes a major 

player by 2020 when he also joins with Saturn and Pluto to begin 

major new cycles. 

Indeed, when Saturn and Pluto meet in November & December 2020, they are joined by Jupiter. 

So, that’s a triple conjunction triggering a new 20 year Jupiter/Saturn AND a new 38 year Saturn/Pluto AND a new 

12 year Jupiter/Pluto cycle.  But the three planets meeting all together at the same time is much rarer!  

The last time was in 1284 – 730 odd years ago - and before that way back in 2866BCE. Whoosh! 

Needless to say, this will have a profound effect on the global economy & governments due to the extreme 

concentration of planets in earth signs, as Uranus is also in Taurus. I’ll have a brief look at these two previous 

periods on the following page… 

This quote from esteemed Astrologer & Historian Rick Tarnas is very powerful and to me encapsulates the process 

humanity is currently passing through. 
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Here’s the chart set for Greenwich UK for November 

2020 although they will be hanging out together 

right through December. We see the three of them 

in the 6th House of everyday systems and 

organization. 

They form a challenging square to Moon & Venus in 

Libra right at the base of the chart, ruling 

foundations and core safety. Moon rules the 

‘collective’ or general public and Libra rules society 

and personal and business alliances/partnerships. 

Venus is strong as she is in ‘dignity’ and ruling the 

Moon…so double dosing the situation so to speak! 

Then there’s Mars in Aries up the top on the mid-

heaven – opposing Moon Venus AND squaring the 

Capricorn stellium. All together a very stressful picture, but we know ‘stress’ contains a call to action for releasing 

old conditions so new ones can arise! BIG STUFF! 

 

Over the decades prior to & following this one was 

when the Feudal times gave way to the Nation 

States of Europe who invented Capitalism as a 

continuation of trade, arising when people's natural 

entrepreneurialism was freed from the constraints 

of feudalism, partly by urbanization. 

The first gold ducats originated in Venice, first 

minted in 1285 following the edict of 1284. Venice 

was at this time a leader in international trade & 

the Ducat  gained wide international acceptance. 

The first sitting of Westminster Parliament on Jan 

20th 1265, 20 years previously laid the foundations 

for western democratic institutions & King Edward I 

created the basis of ‘common law’. 
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This super rare conjunction has not happened in 

Capricorn  WITH Uranus in Taurus since 1st Dec 

2866BCE…nearly 5000 years ago! 

This was the period of the 4th Dynasty in Egypt with 

the Great Pyramids of Giza, use of Gold as currency 

AND the beginning of civilization in the Indus 

Valley…seminal periods to say the least!  

The genesis of Egyptian culture is driven by their 

Father God Osiris & Mother Goddess Isis both names 

derived  from the binary Star Sirius, considered the 

emanating force that drives our Solar System.  

In turn the Greeks & Romans & Christians absorbed 

this primary Male/Female deity system. 

So as we head toward the next meeting of the Lords of Evolution paving the way for this momentous ‘shift’ in 

human consciousness it is time to re-connect our individual nature back into a collective awareness that ‘we are all 

one’ – planet & people & nature are interconnected. This is the essence of the Spiritual Revolution of our time. We 

are NOT separate from God. We are God. We are all part of the Quantum Consciousness where our higher spiritual 

nature must be the source & inspiration for our goals and words and actions. We are LOVE. 

In the sacred 7 Ray model our Solar System is driven by the 2nd Ray of “Love Wisdom” emanating from Sirius. And 

our beautiful blue planet is the 2nd Ray planet of the system. So yes my friends we incarnate here on earth to learn 

the lessons needed so we can manage our ego & mind and bring them under the influence of our higher 

spiritualized nature or our Soul.  

As the cosmic clock turned 2000 years ago giving birth to the Piscean Age a teacher arrived to open this journey to 

our individual God self. Over this 2000 years the ‘great world religions’ and belief systems all have in common 

moral codes to guide us to live with compassion & tolerance and kindness toward people and planet.  SO now as 

we stand between the end of Pisces and beginning of the Aquarian Age we must live the Piscean ideal so we can 

take it forward into this new age where LOVE must be the currency of the Universe! 

This is beyond exciting my friends as it offers our world a massive opportunity to deal with our material world 

issues to begin to create a whole NEW PARADIGM in human affairs. This initiates a truly ‘epoch changing’ 

transformational period when the big bosses of the Solar System demand that we ‘get our act together’ and begin 

to unite and take responsibility as the guardians of our planet!  
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Welcome to the Age of Aquarius! 
 

Five days after Jupiter& Saturn meet in Capricorn with Pluto, both Jupiter 

and Saturn change sign into Aquarius…together.  

So, this is another brand new 20-year Jupiter/Saturn cycle, but in the 

revolutionary sign of Aquarius!  

So, it’s like the zeitgeist may ‘bring us to the brink’ as it triggers this massive 

new stimulus to get our earth stuff together  - environment - economy -  

Governments etc., and then a fresh impulse of innovative change arrives to stimulate progressive evolution via 

Jupiter & Saturn meeting right at the beginning of the sign of Aquarius on December 20th 2020.  

Jupiter spends 2021 in Aquarius and Saturn between 2021 & 2023. Then Pluto arrives into Aquarius in 2024 where 

he stays until 2043! The 12 Great Ages are an unfolding evolutionary sequence over 26,000 years known as The 

Great Year – the period it takes our Sun from earth’s view to complete a circuit of our Milky Way galaxy. When we 

divide this by 12 then each Great Age is approx. 2160 years. Around two 1000 years Millenniums to each Age. 

It takes several hundred years to transition from one ‘age’ to the next, so since the discovery of Uranus in 1780, 

the planet now associated with the inventive, progressive, inclusive Aquarian impulse we have been ‘on the cusp’ 

of this new age…as the old Pisces Age is drawing to a close. We have another 100 years or so to go before we are 

fully immersed in this new cohesive magnetic field.    

As we head into 2021 the combined force of Jupiter and Saturn in Aquarius - the two primary drivers of societal 

activity , PLUS transformer Pluto in Aquarius driving the deeper evolutionary impulse will bring us the first pre-

dawn glow of the true dawning of the Age of Aquarius! 

Long Term 960-year Jupiter/Saturn Cycles are Amazing…Now here’s another fabulous piece of astro cycle 

data  revealing the longer-term cycles of these two “social planets” over a 960-year cycle! This is broken up into 

FOUR periods of 240 years in each element. These “Grand Mutation” cycles underpin the very nature of society’s 

focus during these 240-year periods.  

We are now completing 240 years in Earth signs beginning in 1802 in Virgo continuing through Earth signs 

every 20 years in the even numbered decades, hence the primary focus on money/resources/wealth/ controlling/ 

owning/security feature of the past 240 years!  We had a big hint of the Air cycle now on the way with the 

conjunction of Jupiter/Saturn in Libra in 1980, setting the tone for social and human rights over the next 20 years, 

but then we had a final blast of the earth cycle with the May 2000 conjunction in Taurus. This is how planet cycles 

operate, as they step into a new sign/element and then retrograde back one more time to complete the old cycle, 

before full arrival into the new cycle…kind of like the retrograde motion principle. 
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For the first time since 1226 we are about to begin a 

new 240-year cycle of these conjunctions in Air Signs.  

That’s the Cosmic story line. The storyline that correlates to 

current cycles in human activity is that this portends a 

monumental “new era.” Jupiter and Saturn leaving Capricorn, 

sign of the “past,” and moving into Aquarius, sign of the 

“future,” inspires a new, revolutionary approach to all major 

areas of the human experience, from collective psychology to politics, economics, and relationships. 

Back in 1226 there was an enlightened King by the name of Alfonso of Castile who revolutionized his time by 

bringing together the ‘books’ or teachings of the Christians & Jews & Muslims to create one Universal Law and 

judicial system.  

He was known as ‘the wise one’ whose central tenant was ‘one world people language’, and the creation of the 

Castilian language went on to become Spanish. His ‘seeding’ of universal principles’ is totally Aquarian right! I find 

it fascinating that current unrest in Spain comes from the Catalan group/culture and their resentment of unjust 

Spanish legislation. The activism for Catalan independence does indeed contain the spirit of our time. 

From 2021, the very nature of our primary collective focus will begin to shift to a completely new set of values, 

urges and drives. Whereas we’ve been driven by insecurity and ownership and defense of resources over the past 

240 years, the Air principles of sharing knowledge and ideas, inventiveness, people’s rights, originality, fairness and 

equality take us to a whole new level of human evolution…and not before time! 

Physically our energies move from the dense earth magnetisms that are attracted to meat and sugar, to the air 

magnetism which is not very ‘foodie’ at all and may have trouble remembering to eat! As Aquarius rules the 

central nervous system, our challenge will be to actually eat well and stay calm and focused! 

Aquarian objectivity and detachment will replace the emotional 

insecurities of our current era passing away, as whereas it’s been 

all about owning things/houses/people I suspect it will be a great 

relief to not want to own anything!!! The progressive humanistic ideals of Aquarius first released in the 1780s 

when Uranus was discovered giving us Age of Enlightenment & The French Revolution against the ruling elite are 

now finally set to be anchored into our collective. Yay!   

I also suspect we’re in for further desire for breaking away from centralized government and failed banking 

systems as Uranus in Taurus forms a challenging square to Jupiter/Saturn in Aqua in 2021. Bye bye old economic 

and political models and hello return to individual groups and communities taking responsibility for their own 

innovation into healthy economies and outcomes. 
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Yes, folks we finally get to become ‘The Jetsons’…the much-loved family 

from the iconic cartoons released in September 1962 right at the 

beginning of the revolutionary 145 year Uranus/Pluto conjunction and 

with Saturn in Aquarius…gotta luv Astrology!  

There’s lots of fear these days that the robot economy will displace 

millions of workers in the near future. But what about the new 

industries that will spring up to produce sustainable goods and services?  

Echoes here of fears of ‘the machines’ in the early industrial era in Britain…also from the time of Uranus discovery 

bringing us the technologies like electricity that would drive it. But this fear quickly gave way to a new era that 

changed the fabric of society at that time! This is why we must get in early and start innovating our possibilities 

beyond our current ‘box’. Will discuss this more in the Uranus in Taurus section to follow. 

Architecture and engineering are in for a fabulous period of innovation with cities in the sky, high-speed air and 

land travel, and yes robots becoming part of everyday life. Both Saudi Arabia and Japan have just given citizenship 

to a robot in 2018 for goodness sake!  

Apparently, by 2028 or so we’ll be able to upload our brain to a cloud file and download features we’d like to have! 

If you want to learn French you just check in and have it downloaded…cool. However of course it is not cool in the 

sense that we’re going to need a great deal of responsibility to use and manage all this stuff. The rate of change 

will accelerate so quickly that artificial intelligence AI, genetic engineering and robotics will amalgamate into a 

completely new revolutionary phase of human possibilities! 

The technology for brain implants has been gathering pace over the last few years and can indeed have wonderful 

outcomes for treatment of epilepsy and electrical brain disorders, and the ability to attach prosthetic limbs to 

motor neuron processes. As ever there’s an upside and a potential downside to all the amazing new techno 

goodies. Here’s a piece about Elon Musk making microchips to link your brain to your smartphone!  

 And this about the ethical concerns of implanting brain chips 

And here’s a few paras I wrote way back in 2011 in my 12 System Book that is beginning to come to pass… 

“The other feature that may be introduced into widespread use is the ‘V Chip’ or ‘radio-frequency identification 

(RFID) - an automatic identification method, relying on storing and remotely retrieving data using devices called 

RFID tags or transponders. An RFID tag is an object that can be applied to or incorporated into a product, animal, 

or person for the purpose of identification using radio waves. These are already being introduced in the US so 

people can transact in the credit system without physical cards.   

It is like having your bank account on a microchip inside your arm! Back in the 70’s we first heard the term 

‘cashless society’ and the ‘powers that be’ have been working toward this goal ever since.  It looks like we aren’t 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/nicolemartin1/2019/07/17/elon-musk-is-making-microchips-to-link-your-brain-to-your-smartphone/#647c65542412
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2019/june/implanting-brain-chips-brings-ethical-concerns-do-they-violate-gods-design
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far away from this as an outcome.  So in the future will we need money at all? And what are the implications for us 

personally?  Can it be that we will not be able to buy bread and milk at the local store if we don’t have a 

transponder in our arm?” Author   

Beam me up Scottie… 

I was just 8 years old when ‘Star Trek’ arrived in my world in 1963 and little Aquarian me instantly fell in love with 

Captain Kirk and his fabulous band of ‘galactics’. Yes, both The Jetsons and Star Trek were a response from the 

collective psyche from Saturn in Aquarius in 1962/3/4 to light the visionary fires of the future. His next visit in 

1991/2/3 brought us the www and accompanying technologies that morphed us into a whole new collective 

‘interconnectivity’.  

As we head into the next cycle between 2021/2/3 the four 

Space superpowers USA China Russia & India are gearing up to 

exploit resources from our Moon & the Asteroids, they are 

joined by the Space Cowboy Entrepreneurs in what is already 

becoming a “Space Race Extraordinaire”! We are talking space 

profits from commercial mining in the TRILLIONS of $ over the 

next 2 decades so yes money inspires and rockets fly! 

I have done some research and written an article on these “Aquarian Frontiers”. It includes the chart for First 

Space Flight in 1961 with Jupiter in Aquarius, PLUS charts for Jeff Bezos and his Blue Origin rocket company PLUS 

Elon Musk and his SpaceX company…and lots more.  You can find it here Astro Vision 2020 - US$10      

Personally, I’m loving that Astrology will finally become accepted once more after nearly a thousand years doing its 

thing in the background, while we passed through the big dark age of the 1000s stumbling around in the dark!  

I’m also thinking of the great 5,000-year cycle from early Egyptian times when the study of the heavens gave birth 

to Astrology as the greatest Science of all. As Above So Below.  

On that note, I am excited to invite you to join my Universal Astrology E-learning Course. It contains the sum 

total of my 30+ years of knowledge & experience incorporating Astrology & Soul Centered Emotional Healing 

Models…with webinars & lots of recordings! 

 

https://cosmicintelligenceagency.com/product/astrovisonebookpart1/?fbclid=IwAR1_QsQNiNJTVaggD2CohBIwvW3ZpQFzRe4W_t-gPKdrqGILRb5i4ekQ74Q
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/learn-astrology.html
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Country Charts – Australia – UK – China & Hong Kong – USA & Trump 

 
Oz has SIX planets in ‘she’ll be right Mate’ 

optimistic Sagittarius, which have just had Jupiter 

pass over them during 2019. We are experiencing 

the worst draught in modern history & that’s 

saying something as ‘drought & flooding rains’ are 

a regular feature of life in ‘the wide brown land’. 

Since Jupiter in Sag joined his natal position 

(known as a Jupiter return & happens every 12 

years) we have experienced an unprecedented 

conflagration of wild bush fires, fanned by a 

weather pattern of strong winds & an absence of 

winter & spring rains, with no sign of summer 

monsoon rain.  

Meanwhile Saturn in Cap made 28 year return to 

natal Saturn & Sun in Capricorn in 2018.  

This signature reflects the hard convict origins and ‘the Aussie battler’ mentality that underpins the essence of our 

Zeitgeist, and things sure are tough right now. During 2019 Saturn in Cap has been connecting with the Moon in 

Taurus, heightening the ‘tough dry earth’ theme. Elections in May 2019 returned the conservative party (known as 

the Liberal Party, so our Tories or Republicans)  &  new leader Scott Morrison after a ‘spill’ dumping the previously 

elected Malcolm Turnbull. Morrison is an evangelical Christian who is committed to an authoritarian regime and 

also believes in the ‘end of days’ prophecies so it’s all God’s will and therefore he is quite justified in allowing 

Australia to be rated 57th out of 57 nations on climate renewal policies.     

State of Emergency Declared in Australia as Deadly Bushfires Rage  NY Times – Australian Fires Intensify 

As at Jan 5th as I complete this report the unprecedented fires have consumed 14M hectares of forest with massive 

loss of stock & animals and many deaths. There is HUGE discontent here right now at the mismanagement of 

current government who continues to allow foreign ownership and export of our precious water as masses of 

country towns are out of water and fires are raging. They continue to support the Indian coal miner Adani’s plans 

for new coal mines and local billionaire Clive Palmer’s coal mines. Palmer spent $60M on his political campaign to 

ensure the right wing mob were returned to power. The degree of corruption in this country is beyond belief!!! 

My hope lies in the main aspect for 2020 to Oz chart is the ARRIVAL OF Saturn in Aquarius to the Mid-Heaven or 

top of the chart, signaling major activism leading to innovation and change in direction this year and during 2021.   

http://theconversation.com/five-aspects-of-pentecostalism-that-shed-light-on-scott-morrisons-politics-117511
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/01/state-of-emergency-declared-in-nsw-australia-as-deadly-bushfires-rage-military-deployed.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=6336b7dad7-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-6336b7dad7-387836513
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/02/world/australia/fires.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage
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The UK chart with Moon in Cancer at 19 degrees at the top 

of the chart. The Dec 12th 2019 election had Saturn in 

Capricorn EXACTLY opposite by degree in the 4th house of 

foundations. Saturn has been here throughout the Brexit 

delays & completed exactly on the election…amazing!  

SO no surprise the Tory conservatives gained a majority, as 

the traditional UK with Sun in Capricorn tends that way & 

Saturn amped up the hard right story. 

Saturn moves into Aquarius in April/May and then Jan 2021 

& opposes Jupiter in Leo up the top PLUS trines Uranus in 

Libra near the Ascendant on the left.  

This suggests initializing the Brexit process - new trade deals  

& major shift in leadership systems. This could be the beginning of Scotland & Ireland pushing to leave the UK! 

 

 

The first Parliament was convened by Henry III in 1265. 

Within 2 decades Jupiter/Saturn/Pluto met in Capricorn 

initializing the era now ending as they will meet for the 

first time since then in December 2020! 

Note Mercury Sun Venus & Moon in Aquarius a very 

egalitarian force & the principle of gathering the knights 

& leaders in a ‘commune’ gave rise to the ‘House of 

Commons’.  Saturn + Mars in Taurus challenge the 

Aquarian story suggesting the strong war like Empire 

force that would eventually conquer other cultures for 

profit and control of resources.   

I’m interested to see what transpires when Jupiter 

travels through Aquarius in 2021 triggering the urge for significant ‘freedom & revolution’ or at least big changes. 

Then Saturn in Aquarius joins them in 2022 to re-structure existing systems. 
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China has FOUR planets in Libra  @ 1 o’clock including the Sun 

connected to an Aquarian Moon & Aquarian Ascendant or Rising 

sign on the left – a classic signature for a communist collective 

society.  

We also see Mars & Pluto in Leo signaling an aggressive 

controlling force with leaders to match.  

The Jupiter/Saturn/Pluto in Capricorn story in 2020 falls EXACTLY 

on their Jupiter in Cap, hiding out in the zone renowned for big 

time secrecy and behind the scenes authoritarian control. They 

have taken advantage of the Aquarian technology…also in a big 

way…via implementing complete surveillance of their 

population. China unveils digital courts with AI judges and verdicts via apps  

Wow how much more controlling may China become as the big ‘Global Re-set’ planets come into play from 

January 2020? China does not play well in the sand pit of international affairs and has been strengthening its 

influence in the South Pacific & Africa & the Middle East over recent years and has been involved in a nasty Trade 

War with the USA during 2019 as Pluto in Cap has been stationing on their Jupiter! There is talk of signing the trade 

deal with the USA in January 2020 (when Saturn meets Pluto).    

Since 2014 they have created ‘Educational Centers’ where it is estimated upwards of a million of  Uighurs, Kazakhs, 

Kyrgyz, Hui (Muslims) are forcibly interned. This is an amazing echo of Saturn in Capricorn in the early 1930s when 

the Fascist leaders Hitler, Stalin, Franco & Mussolini came to power culminating in WWII when Nazi Germany 

decimated European Jews. By 2021 Saturn and Jupiter will be in Aquarius on the Moon & Ascendant triggering a 

major re-orientation of their system.  

HK Uranus in Aquarius sits on China Moon & Ascendant – 

classic freedom revolution disruption expression against 

‘Mother China’. Also HK Venus in Leo opposes China Moon & 

Ascendant – suggests social cohesion of individuals leading 

the resistance & use of social media. 

Saturn & Pluto in Capricorn have been squaring HK Saturn in 

Aries during 2019 and trine Moon in Taurus.  

Hong Kong has become a symbol of the many groups & 

populations globally who are fighting for individual rights 

and against corrupt iniquitous systems!   

http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/adorraeli/tsEq/~3/LN2SBsVL7ds/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/25/world/asia/china-xinjiang-muslim-camps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/09/25/world/asia/china-xinjiang-muslim-camps.html
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USA has just had Saturn in Capricorn oppose Sun in 

Cancer & square Saturn in Libra during 2019 bringing 

us the US China Trade war and tensions between 

Trump admin & Democrats, leading to the 

impeachment process beginning in December 2019. 

The previous cycle here produced the First Gulf War 

under George Bush Snr.  

During 2020 Saturn in Cap will firstly oppose Mercury 

in Cancer @ 24 deg and then conjunct Pluto in 

Capricorn @ 27 deg  three times from late January 

through to November 2020. This suggests the re-

shaping or re- organization of primary power 

structures AND money & resources.  

As Trump’s Venus & Saturn sit on US Mercury in Cancer and oppose US Pluto this Saturn transit directly involves 

him in some way, as Trump receives the hard aspects (see below for report on his chart.) As all three planets 

Jupiter & Saturn & Pluto meet for their ‘triple conjunction’ in November & December (for first time since 1284) 

right on the USA Mercury & Pluto PLUS Trumps Venus & Saturn the election will be oh so interesting! As this is 

another very conservative signature could it be that he will win re-election.  

As we head into 2021 the USA enters the beginning of a whole new era as Pluto will return to his natal position 

from April through to the end of 2022. This is known as a Pluto return and only happens every 246 years, so begins 

a brand new cycle. Pluto rules power and the Pluto process creates a death and re-birth process.  

Even if Trump wins again it’s hard to imagine the status quo remaining the same from 2021 as along with the Pluto 

return we also have expansive Jupiter sweeping into Aquarius and onto the USA Moon. This augurs a fresh 

awakening of the original impulse that inspired the foundation of this nation as a place of freedom from 

repression, where the rights of individuals are honored beyond race or creed! 

However of immediate concern right now war drums are beating as Trump threatens Iran with retaliation if they 

retaliate the US drone strike on Jan 2nd when Mars entered Sagittarius! My concern is when Mars reaches 21 

degrees Sag and triggers the USA Mars in Gemini AND Trump’s Moon in Sag and Sun Uranus in Gemini. This is on 

3rd & 4th of February. On the same day Jupiter in Capricorn opposes  USA Sun in Cancer and square Saturn in Libra. 

Last time this cycle brought us the beginning of the Global Financial Crisis, so be prepared and shine your light 

brightly as we head into this massive year containing the ‘Global Reset’.     
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Donald Trump – Maverick Change Agent 
Love him or hate him…and indeed he polarizes people 

one way or the other…he is, indeed the ‘man of the 

moment’ so I’m going to spend a minute checking out 

who is this man and what may be in his future. 

With his Sun conjunct wildcard Uranus in ideas & 

communication sign Gemini we meet his quick mind 

and mouth, accompanied by the restless and 

unpredictable twitter dude.  

He is a Full Moon Lunar Eclipse baby thus his Moon in 

Sagittarius opposite Sun Gemini. Lunar Eclipse people 

are highly active & polarizing and carry significant Soul 

force to stimulate the affairs of the signs…in this case 

Gemini and Sagittarius…for better or worse.  

So here we meet the Sagittarian Soul with a history of being a social maverick who uses words & ideas to influence 

large social outcomes as his Gemini Sun is in the 10th House of business, ambition and success. This is because the 

Moon contains the old Soul story, thus what is familiar and instinctive, and aspects to the Moon tell us what issues 

this Soul is meant to heal and make functional in this lifetime. 

He has a very ‘fortunate chart’ with his Moon’s ruler Jupiter in the PR, sales & marketing sign of Libra in his 2nd 

house of ‘money’. This makes a great positive aspect to his ‘successful Sun’. Libra is the sign of glamour, beauty & 

style hence his long ‘Miss Universe’ gig…and glamorous wives, and ‘The Apprentice’ TV series. He is also a 

notorious womanizer and friend of convicted underage call girl king Jeffrey Epstein. 

His Jupiter in Libra is challenged by a hard square from Saturn with Mercury in Cancer in his 11th house of society 

and community. Thus, his evolved outcome involves taking responsibility for nurturing the community from which 

he makes his money, along with supporting others to increase their prosperity.  

This is interesting in light of his ‘make America great’ thing, as at a core level he is tapping into his Soul power as he 

really believes he is ‘doing it for them’.  However, there seems to be a disconnect between this more altruistic 

function, and on the other hand  the ‘social responsibility’ bit, as ultimately he is still preaching the capitalist party 

line of profit over right human relations outcomes,  which is meant to be ultimately the highest expression of Libra.   

Another feature of Libra brings us ‘The Law’ and legal matters and Trump always has several lawsuits on the go. It 

is also classic timing as Saturn has been moving through Capricorn in 2019 making a hard or challenging aspect 

with his Jupiter in Libra that the impeachment proceedings began. I mean you can’t make this stuff up!!  
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This challenging connection between legal Jupiter in Libra & accountable Saturn also explains why he resists his 

revelation of his Tax statements!   

The highest karmic growth for Trump will occur when he begins to use his capacity for creating enormous wealth 

for the highest good of his community. The last time Saturn did his cycle here in Capricorn he lost the lot (business 

& marriage) but very cleverly sprinted forward into a new cycle of unconscious expression as he called his 

bankruptcy defeat his greatest success. His capacity for Sagittarian spin is truly breathtaking!  

I can only wonder what this cycle is about to bring him for his Karmic growth. I mean last time he just dusted off 

his image and carried on, never dealing with the human cost of his actions.  This time he is the holder of the 

highest office in the western democratic system. I mean who wrote this  reality TV show we are living through? 

Providence…some higher power with a good sense of humor and pathos? 

Meanwhile not to forget his fiery Mars in Leo ‘rising’ in the East on the left of his chart at his birth. The Rising Sign 

is said to be the Soul’s vehicle for expressing its potential into the world so here is the fiery ‘leader’ who motivates 

the world into fresh creative potential.   So far I have seen him do the fiery Aries aggressive impulsive thing that 

actually creates conflict, which completely contradicts the higher Libran ‘make peace not war’ essence.  

So, he came to power when success planet Saturn was in Sagittarius down at the bottom of his chart (base and 

foundations) joining his Moon and opposite his Sun. During 2019 Jupiter took up this position hence the highs and 

lows and huge international impact of his Presidency as he goes about the ‘unconscious business’…i.e. his Soul 

urge…to upset existing systems to create space for them to re-invent themselves…in due course. 

This is why this man interests me. As a student & practitioner of evolutionary Astrology I am alert for characters 

who carry or express ‘archetypes’ that are needed as our global story is ‘evolving’. So, it is beyond fascinating that 

at this time of global upheaval as we begin to transition between an old and new epoch up pops Trump. What is 

his higher purpose that he may not have any awareness he is actually serving?  

He is ‘upsetting’ the current global order. I mean he is upsetting everyone right? Except those who see him as 

some kind of savior leader i.e. the fundamental religious right (even though he doesn’t have a religious bone in his 

body), and those who don’t give a damn how they stay in power regardless of social conscience.   

During 2020 the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto team in Capricorn will be hanging out down @ 4 o-clock down in his 5th 

House OPPOSITE his natal Saturn and Venus in Cancer. Very significant. Here’s a reminder from the Jupiter section.   

By March 2020 Jupiter + Pluto + Mars in Capricorn (on the outer wheel in house 5 ruling leadership) oppose 

Trump’s Saturn & Venus in Cancer (on inner wheel in house 11 ruling politics). This is not an easy combo in any 

sense and suggests big (Jupiter) power (Pluto) action (Mars) opposing his Venus alliances and Saturn structures. 

Once again, I don’t know what will happen, and I’m not playing politics here just being the astrologer observer 

working with cycle correlations.    
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The last time Saturn in Capricorn was in this exact same place was in 1990/91 when he went bankrupt as the Taj 

Mahal Casino he had borrowed 100’s of millions to finance went into receivership. The banks bailed him out…as he 

was too big to fail…but he lost Trump Airlines, his Casino Chain…and his marriage. He also changed his Blue stripes 

for Red ones after a failed political bid as a Democrat. Ah so handy having that Sun Uranus in Gemini feature to 

allow for fickle self-serving change when you need it! 

He was a notoriously hard and ruthless property developer with a trail of debt to his workers as he zapped on to 

his next venture. His 10th House ‘public success’ Sun assures association with equally famous & infamous top shots.   

This time Saturn is joined by Pluto an event he has never experienced before. This is a ‘transform or die’ moment 

in his karmic development as Pluto can liberate the Soul or cause great destruction of old forms both internally and 

externally. 

As I’m putting the finishing touches on my 2020 Report today war drums are beating as Trump threatens Iran with 

retaliation if they retaliate the US drone strike on Jan 2nd when Mars entered Sagittarius! My concern is when Mars 

reaches 21 degrees Sag and triggers the USA Mars in Gemini AND Trump’s Moon in Sag and Sun Uranus in Gemini. 

This is on 3rd & 4th of February. On the same day Jupiter in Capricorn opposes  USA Sun in Cancer and square 

Saturn in Libra. Last time this cycle brought us the beginning of the Global Financial Crisis! Sorry didn’t mean to 

end on negative just sharing the facts! Send all our positive energies for peace and LOVE in our world!!!!!!!  
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Chiron in Aries Chiron is the newest member of our Solar System, discovered in 1977 

and cycling between Saturn and Uranus with a 50-year cycle. When a new planet becomes 

visible to us, it activates a new archetype in our collective psyche that demands recognition as 

an ingredient in our evolutionary process.   

The astronomers named him Chiron (no they don’t ask Astrologers they just use whatever name is next on the list 

of Gods/esses). Then low and behold, the attributes of the mythological God mysteriously correlate with the 

unfolding narrative of our Global process. Big time synchronicity here, as with so many other Astro phenomena! 

In Greek mythology he was held to be the superlative centaur, as he was called as the "wisest and justest of all the 

centaurs". His myth contains rising above the pain of his abandonment and rejection to become a wise healer and 

teacher to many of the great Greek heroes, and mythically the Centaur horseman symbolically unites our mortal 

and immortal nature. The horse is considered to be the bridge between the world of form and the world of the 

unseen. 

His position between the ‘known boundaries’ of Saturn and the higher 

consciousness of Uranus gives rise to his “rainbow bridge” title, and his 

process that brings crisis forcing us to confront our Saturn fears and 

limitations that keep us stuck in our lower nature.  

So he’s the link between our lower and higher nature, which has been 

available to us since his sighting in 1977.  Yes the Uranus Neptune & Pluto 

ingredients have been with us over the last few hundred years paving the 

way for the incoming Age of Aquarius, but it wasn’t until Chiron brought his shaman healing process into the story 

that we’ve been confronted with the reality of our disconnect from nature and wholeness of a healthy world. 

1977 is the year when our Sun began his 72-year passage to align with the Galactic Plane so yes another fascinating 

timing correlation! So Chiron connects us to Galactic Consciousness! (BTW the mid-point of this was 21.12.12 the 

end/beginning date for the Mayan Calendar 26,000 cycle.) 

OK so on with Chiron in Aries. He was last here between May 1968 until May 1977, so we haven’t experienced a 

Chiron in Aries transit since he was discovered, which was in November 1977. Yes, the planets are still there even if 

we don’t know about them, but we experience their magnetisms intuitively or in a non-rational mode. Once they 

are in our objective awareness they become a much more active force. 
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As Aries is the beginning of the Zodiac round….or the ‘World Degree’, our 

wounded healer enters a pioneering period on May 18th 2018 that completes in 

May 2068 after his 50 year cycle passage! So when a major player like Chiron 

triggers this degree it brings about an ‘Initiation’ or new beginning – a 

psychological re-birth that challenges us to transform our concept of reality!  

The Aries process contains our confident ‘healthy will’ so we can be brave and 

courageous and say yes to new adventures into the future. At best, it is the questing spirit in us that dares to risk 

letting go of the familiar, even if this familiar isn’t too great! 

And as recent times on the third rock from the Sun have shown, we have a major issue with this ‘healthy will’ 

business, as the ‘damaged will’ brings us aggression and anger and all the defenses and overcompensations that 

arise when we don’t feel safe or that we have the ‘right to exist’. Thus, Chiron’s job over the next NINE years is to 

reveal this crisis clearly, so we can sort out this primary component in our human makeup! Goddess knows this is 

essential if we are to ever build a peaceful world. 

Functional Aries (and Mars who rules Aries) brings us “healthy assertiveness” where we feel safe enough to assert 

ourselves in the world and communicate to ask for our needs to be met, without fear of retribution or judgement 

or rejection or being made wrong.  The trouble is that most folks aren’t safe enough to do this and are stuck in the 

“passive aggressive split”!  

They either believe they have no power to act OR are over-reactive and defiant with a determination to defeat 

apparent opposition and are unable to co-operate to invite support. 

This can also mean they please and comply and put up with stuff (and seethe) in their attempts to get loved, and 

safe, and to ‘belong’. Then when this doesn’t work, they get aggressive and angry and destructive, and end up with 

the very outcomes they are trying to avoid! Classic stuff. So the SAFE outcome here requires we have a good look 

at our compliance or aggression patterns and make the decision to change them and let go of our defensive 

behaviors.  

If you’re relating to this or have friends/family members who may benefit, here’s your re-programming message. 

“It is safe for me to assert myself – to be authentic – to be brave – to belong – to matter”. Just say this to yourself 

many times a day as you hold your hand over your belly, the seat of our emotions. 
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Aries is about our ‘identity in the world’, so it will be no surprise 

that millions of folks are about to have a little ‘identity 

crisis’…lol.  Who am I? Why am I here?  

And this is not just a superficial matter at this time on planet 

earth as millions of folks spend their day stuck in jobs they don’t 

like, to earn money to stay on the treadmill existence of our 

material world construct. And they aren’t happy!  Which isn’t to 

say this applies to everyone as lots of folks have done the work 

to become authentic and are living meaningful happy lives. But lots more aren’t! 

The outcome once we’ve faced our fear of flying as an independent creative agent is a whole new level of action, 

so over the next 9 years we’re about to experience some fabulous people doing some fabulously brave edgy 

things, daring to be catalysts leading the way for the healing and renewal process on our planet. 

And a final note on Aries as the WARRIOR archetype. Conscious warriors are not impulsive or driven by knee jerk 

reaction. They understand the reality that we need discipline to empower and use our will wisely! 

Enter Saturn in Capricorn, who makes a challenging connection with Chiron in Aries in July, August and  September 

2018, bringing us the classic confrontation between the emerging new consciousness and the old guard resistance 

to allowing innovation and change. I cover this in detail in the Saturn section, when we also bring Uranus into the 

story.  
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Uranus in Taurus 

 
May 2018 until July 2025…for first time in 84 years! 

Time for a New Earth 

When this revolutionary change agent comes calling to each sign 

every seven years we experience an upgrade in the affairs of the 

sign, in this case Taurus, with far reaching implications.  His 

rulership over science and technology, plus human rights 

movements assures us of radical departures from existing conditions across the board.  

As he is the key player in our unfolding revolution, his entrance into Taurus for the first time since 1934 in his 84 

year cycle is hugely significant.  Our Sky God is about to come down to earth to revolutionize our ecological 

systems with a wave of amazing inventions and groups of people who will clean up our world over the next 7 

years.  He’s also about to freshen up, to put it mildly, existing financial values and systems.  

Uranus is the Roman name derived from the Greek god Ouranus, considered “creator 

and guardian of cosmic law” who mated with earth mother Gaia, and became known as 

the original sky father.  So Ouranus is the essential, primal force of creation…his process 

triggers ‘chaos’ that gives birth to the new. 

His discovery in 1781 coincided with the ‘awakening’ of the enlightenment period with 

‘the rights of the individual’ triggering the French and American revolutions AND the 

discovery of electricity that ignited the Industrial revolution.  Hence, his rulership over 

science and technology and the revolutionary impulse that arises as old systems have outlived their time. 

His electric impulse connects us with our higher mind…or the ‘Mind of God’ so we can download ideas and 

inspiration to ignite new possibilities to bring progress into the future. Uranian types are gifted with far reaching 

insight and objectivity as they go about the business of upsetting existing conditions to improve community and 

society. They are the rebels and eccentrics who experience rejection from the status quo, who consider them 

strange! Uranus is the modern ruler of Aquarius. Anyone relating?  

His keywords of liberation, invention, freedom and change are music to my Aquarian ears! So as Uranus enters any 

sign he brings his chaos function along for the ride, to awaken us from the complacency of existing conditions so 

we may enlighten and illuminate the path of humanitarian reform. 

The Uranian archetype also carried into the later myth of Prometheus who stole one of Zeus’ thunderbolts and 

brought fire down to Humanity. The fire is an esoteric symbol of enlightenment thus the 'fires of consciousness' 

could be lit, so here we meet T being connected with illumination and sudden flashes of insight from higher mind. 
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Prometheus was punished severely by Zeus by being chained isolated to a rock 

whilst a great bird flew down daily and tore out his liver, which regenerated 

overnight for eternal suffering. In this myth we see Prometheus' Uranian character, 

serving humanity through inventiveness and daring to bring in new aspects to free 

up narrowed perception.   He was the 'Divine Rebel' made to suffer for his daring 

and creativity.  There’s a happy ending here as Chiron offered himself in place of Prometheus, and Zeus was so 

impressed by this sacrifice that he freed them both! 

The Uranian Process – “When the Uranian archetype becomes active through transit, it 

begins to produce ‘signals’ that portend the future for an individual, nation, or the world. 

These are initially just little flashes that seem totally out of the existing context (Saturn) of 

reality and are rarely understood or heeded. The signals then become more frequent and 

tightly spaced together, and if not heeded the individual or collective is ‘surprised’ when the situation, event, etc. 

‘suddenly happens’: the unexpected or out-of-the-blue phenomena associated with Uranus. Unprepared, the 

individual or collective must rapidly adjust to the new situation or development in order to re-integrate and 

stabilize, lest the situation induce a personal or collective feeling or fear of being out of control”.  (Uranus by Jeff 

Greene).This is why we must always ‘expect the unexpected’ when Uranus comes to town! 

Taurean associations arise from the core principle of VALUES, hence all things to do with 

nature and our earth along with money and wealth distribution. Taurus is the ‘builder’ of 

the Zodiac who uses strength and hard work to create security and safety, which is why 

Taureans are so famous for their stubborn fixed qualities! 

Nature and beauty and pleasure are the fruits of Taurus who revels in the earthly delights of art and wine and 

music and all things sensual…she is Mother Nature expressed through the Nine ‘Muses’ who have inspired artists 

since ancient times. 

So as Uranus comes calling to Taurus over the next seven years he brings his lightning bolt of creative fire to 

innovate and give birth to great changes in our economic and material world.  

Taurus bring up our survival issues and our ability to establish foundations by being aware of and using resources 

effectively. What is needed relative to resources determines what is VALUED. The more self-reliance that exists the 

more survival is guaranteed.  We’re about to experience lots of ‘survival issues’ over the next seven years as 

collective population and environmental pressure will force many into new circumstances, and our IT revolution 

brings the end of old industries and jobs as it also gives birth to lots of new ones.   
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So how can we use Uranus in Taurus to uplift and liberate our lives? 

The freedom and liberation of Uranus allows us to break free from old value systems that restrict or inhibit our 

true individual expression, so we can begin to use our resources in inventive new ways!  

As he’s an ‘unexpected’ trigger guy we must stay very flexible when sudden shifts upset our old systems and 

constructs. Uranus is a smart i.e. intelligent feature so stay alert for sudden flashes of insight or ideas that spin you 

into fab new possibilities that may be right out of the box from your old view of your potential. Then use Saturn in 

Capricorn for a reality check and create a ‘plan’! If we are aware of the need for innovation and change this allows 

‘the Universe’ to support our growth, whereas if we resist this our unconscious mind will create it 

anyway…sometimes in the form of upsetting things whether we like them or not!    

A reminder that this is a 7 year process for our whole world, so you’ll notice the seeds of these features from mid-

2018, but this doesn’t mean it’s going to happen to you immediately OK? It’s also about your personal horoscope 

and where Taurus falls…and Venus…and the whole picture really. So if you’re inquisitive to know more about YOU 

book a session with me. 

I think this fits the bill for Uranus in Taurus very well. Here is your Mantra my 

friends! As Uranus asks us to break free of past conditions our core self-worth 

needs to be in very good condition, so whenever you get a bit wobbly as things 

start morphing in your life or the outer world close your eyes and say “I am safe 

and secure as I grow and change”. “I am prosperous!” 

This will be a fantastic period if we are adaptable and allow the nature of our 

work or source of making a living to become exciting and challenging beyond 

our old expectations! We all need to feel valued so it’s time to make sure you are! 

Historically Uranus in Taurus brings radical progress in the affairs of building new phases in empires and business. 

The 1934-42 period gave rise to the Fascist dictators leading to WWII and the armaments industries flourished as 

technology gave us radar and 1st generation computers. The Glass–Steagall Act separated commercial and private 

banking and was rescinded by Clinton in 1999 allowing the use of private savings for investment by banks. 

Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal’ created massive building projects to re-build the economy after the depression. The FBI 

was founded as commercial TV began creating a whole new industry. And the Dust Bowl period created major 

ecological and agricultural damage.  

Between 1850-1858 was a very turbulent period with the Crimean War that shifted and shook European politics, 

the expansion of British colonization in the Far East sparking the Opium War in China and dissolution of the Mughal 

Empire in India. Gold rushes in California and Australia created massive wealth as petroleum was distilled for the 

first time, the first transpacific telegraph cable laid, and railroads began to be the primary means of transporting 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/initial-session.html
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/initial-session.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glass%E2%80%93Steagall_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dust_Bowl
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goods. And let’s not forget the publishing of ‘The Origin of Species’ by Charles Darwin, which paved the way for a 

whole new revisionist world view.  

Yep in both cases it’s an impressive list of material world developments that went on to form the backbone of 

industry thereafter. I won’t do an in-depth for other earlier cycles except for a mention of 1683 – 1690 and the 

‘Glorious Revolution’ in England which deposed James II, as Louis XIV France  and Tsar Peter the Great were at the 

height of their powers.  The 1767- 1775 period included James Cook claiming Australia for the British and the 

American colonies tea being taxed by England leading to the revolution. 

Uranus has been in Aries since 2011 opening a new 84 year Zodiac cycle, bring an exciting and 

bizarre period full of extremes as radical new technology ushered in a bio-molecular world of 

designer babies; underwater greenhouses; robotics; sustainable energy systems; artificial 

intelligence; metadata; a new space age; the cashless society; and scientific proof that our 

heart/mind does indeed create reality through the power of our thoughts and beliefs.  

Our world is changing so fast it is literally hard to keep up with all the advances, let along the 

implications of how these contain the ingredients for our next Uranus in Taurus phase. So yes we’re up for a 

revolution in industry and commerce…and money!  

Nature and Agriculture     

Our sea creatures are drowning in plastic, our farmers struggle to make a living, our native peoples and their 

innate wisdom for earth management continue to be disregarded, natural ecosystems and our food sources suffer 

ongoing damage from pesticides…the bees are dying…the list is endless. 

Isn’t it ironic that we must now invent new technologies to clean up the 

damage created by technology! The birth of ‘rational thought’ during the 

16thC dispelled the superstitions of earlier times…it was like the Zeitgeist 

shift of the era, but it created a major disconnect with the ‘natural world’ 

and the sacred traditions that honored our relationship to earth and her 

creatures. 

Until we re-connect with the feminine nurture/nature facet of our humanity we don’t stand a chance of healing 

the damage we’ve done along the way. So here’s to Uranus as he brings not only the solutions to clean up our 

world but also the consciousness that will inspire it. This is such a huge subject so can only cover briefly with both 

some positive news, and some areas of concern… 

Biodynamic Farming  Drones are Revolutionizing Agriculture 

Project to Clean Up 50% of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch in 5 Years 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-06/the-curious-world-of-biodynamic-winemaking/8774338
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/601935/six-ways-drones-are-revolutionizing-agriculture/
https://www.theoceancleanup.com/
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Solar energy is now cheaper than traditional fossil fuels. 

Solar and wind is now either the same price or cheaper 

than new fossil fuel capacity in more than 30 countries, 

according to a new report from the World Economic 

Forum. The foundation has described the change as a 

"tipping point" that could make fighting climate change 

into a profitable form of business for energy companies. 

But investors and energy firms are still failing to put money into such green solutions despite the fact that they are 

cheaper than more traditional forms of electricity generation. Renewable Energy Beating Fossil Fuels Growth 

Environmental Pollution is killing more people every year than all the war and violence in the world While there 

has never been an international declaration on pollution, the topic is gaining traction. The World Bank in April 

declared that reducing pollution, in all forms, would now be a global priority. And in December 2017, the United 

Nations will host its’ first-ever conference on the topic of pollution. 

Pesticides and Bees Biologists have found more than 150 different chemical residues in bee pollen, a deadly 

“pesticide cocktail” according to University of California apiculturist Eric Mussen. The chemical companies Bayer, 

Syngenta, BASF, Dow, DuPont and Monsanto shrug their shoulders at the systemic complexity, as if the mystery 

were too complicated. They advocate no change in pesticide policy. After all, selling poisons to the world’s farmers 

is profitable. 

The Paris Agreement of 2015 – Trump has withdrawn the USA from this accord, and after reading this summary I’m 

wondering why they are not even bringing plans into action until 2020? Emissions Trading Schemes – appear to 

offer incentive to business to cut emissions but also contain opportunities for profit as permits can be bought and 

sold! Climate Engineering – has been happening for decades and who knows how much this is contributing to 

increased weather chaos of recent times? We cannot allow the politicians alone to dominate the conversation.  

The “unintended consequences of geoengineering,” have shown that altering the climate in one part of the world 

could have disastrous effects elsewhere! Europe will propose a game-changing Green Deal  

The European Union is gearing up for the world’s most ambitious push against climate change with a radical 
overhaul of its economy. 

Sorry to say Uranus in Taurus may also bring an increase in seismic and natural disasters, as the Sky God activates 

our natural Taurean ecosystems. Mother Nature is so stressed my friends so please send healing thoughts to her 

and do all you can to enhance her! Buy a re-usable take away drink mug, stop using plastic bottles and bags and 

aluminum foil, and eat less meat as not only is it full of antibiotics but requires ongoing land clearing to grow the 

animals. Grow your own vegies and chooks or buy them at local markets to support your community 

growers…there are so many ways we can make a difference and get healthier along the way. 

http://time.com/4662116/renewable-energy-fossil-fuels-growth/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-20/world-pollution-deadlier-than-wars-disasters-hunger/9069776
http://www.greenpeace.org/usa/sustainable-agriculture/save-the-bees/
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-12-09/the-paris-agreement-explained/8107100
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emissions_trading
https://www.activistpost.com/2017/11/climate-engineering-is-a-gateway-to-global-government.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2ef0188edd-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-2ef0188edd-387836513
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/apr/23/international-green-new-deal-climate-change-global-response
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-12-02/europe-set-for-green-deal-that-will-radically-change-its-economy
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-12-02/europe-set-for-green-deal-that-will-radically-change-its-economy
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The Global Economy    

In a nutshell it is well and truly stuffed! I have been on about this for years as I’ve 

observed the mounting debt reaching extraordinary levels to the point where our 

grandchildren will be paying it back!  

The global banking system is very fragile right now as the secret derivatives debt that no-one ever mentions, plus 

the on-going bail outs of sovereign nations and their banks has reached epic proportions.  

Some observers think we are in for another big financial meltdown that will make the 2008 GFC look like a picnic. 

Will this be orchestrated by ‘the deep state powers that be’ to enable the implementation of a global currency? 

Next is the rumor that a whole new model/system has been cooking behind the scenes to replace our current debt 

slavery model, and this will arise or be announced sometime soon!   

Collectively the global political/economic chess game is morphing us into a whole new level between the old guard 

western financial petro dollar system and the new BRICS alliances seeking to break the control of the US$ as the 

global reserve currency.  

Meanwhile western governments have been passing new laws to allow banks to use personal savings for bailouts 

of the ‘banks that are too big to fail’…think Cypress 3 years ago. The really big question is: Is there a force in the 

world that is strong and powerful enough to check-mate and transcend the global domination agenda of the global 

banking cabal? 2018 may begin to answer this one way or the other. 

After decades of the globalization model underpinning our 

economic system it is beyond obvious that not all the world’s 

people…or the earth and her ecosystems for that matter…are 

sharing the benefits! Rampant exploitation of people and 

resources for financial gain has been the norm in our modern 

world, driven by greed and corruption by those who seek 

wealth without regard for the damage created. 

At this pivotal moment in history millions of everyday people are fed up with this model as they either witness or 

experience first-hand the horrible outcomes. Please ‘let it be’ that at this ‘turning of the wheel’ we are finally able 

to use this next seven years to actually do something about this.  

I will leave it to you to weigh up the very basic evidence I have offered, as yes it is such a huge and complex situation. 

One thing is for sure…we are moving into a radical departure from existing global financial systems, especially with 

the re-structuring process on the way from Saturn in Capricorn. Personally, I recommend investing in some Gold & 

Silver bullion, doing some research and buying some cryptos or shares in blockchain tech companies , and keeping 

some cash around the house…just in case the cash machines can’t or won’t give you any! 
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Cryptocurrencies 

The most famous of these is Bitcoin, which arrived on the 

scene in January 2009. What makes these on-line 

currencies different are there is no centralized authority or 

bank controlling the currency or the network. No one 

there to manipulate supply through interest rates, or to 

create more bitcoins out of thin air. Bitcoin achieves this truly decentralized system through blockchain 

technology.  The blockchain is essentially a shared public ledger — a database that every member of the network 

can see and contribute to. Blockchain technology will become the ‘next normal’ in financial transfers in every 

aspect of business in the very near future. 

The whole crypto market is hugely speculative right now as there are massive profits to be made and recently big 

investors are moving money into this market. However, its early days and some analysts say the real value of the 

coins is yet to be tested, as they are not backed by gold or anything else, so if there is a fiscal crisis they would 

quickly lose value as people rush to redeem cash…    

How Will Bitcoin React in a Financial Crisis Like 2008?  Regulating Cryptocurrencies — And Why It Matters 

It is not about bitcoins — it is about a monetary revolution! Once again one thing is for sure, Blockchain and 

cryptos are here to stay so start doing your research to empower your financial world over the years ahead, as 

Uranus in Taurus inspires us all into clever inventive new ways to invest in and use our resources in startling new 

ways! 

The End of Capitalism as We’ve Known it for the Past 500 Years? 

Don't Be Scared About the End-of-Capitalism, Be Excited to Build What Comes Next? 

When have we humans ever accepted the idea that change for the better is a thing of the past? 

These are fast-changing times. Old certainties are collapsing around us and people are scrambling for new ways of 

being in the world. 51% of young people in the United States no longer support the system of capitalism. And a 

solid 55% of Americans of all ages believe that capitalism is fundamentally unfair. 

But question capitalism in public and you're likely to get some angry responses. People immediately assume that 

you want to see socialism or communism instead. They tell you to go and live in Venezuela, the current flogging-

horse for socialism, or they hit you with dreary images of Soviet Russia with all its violence, dysfunction, and grey 

conformity. They don't consider that you might want something beyond caricatures and old dogmas. 

Read on at link above – very interesting & timely article as our ‘global reset’ begins from 2020. 

 

https://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=9473a522a4&e=5046ef2ace
https://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=d85a95eddc&e=5046ef2ace
https://www.fastcompany.com/40454254/dont-be-scared-about-the-end-of-capitalism-be-excited-to-build-what-comes-next?
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List of New and Full Moons for 2020 

 
Mrs. Moon is our  primary source and force so we can connect 

with our higher intuitive nature and source ‘quantum field’ 

energy. 

She is our essential FEMININE essence who is meant to 

NURTURE the creativity of our SUN so we can shine our light in 

the world. 

She is Isis or Quan Yin or Mother Mary or Parvati and so many others in the various cultures. Make sure you have a 

Goddess statue of your preference in your home or altar so you can ask for her nurture and guidance every day!   

We are all driven by the Moon and as she regulates our feelings, moods, and where we are instinctively operating 

on any day.  

So, it’s great to have a Moon calendar on your desk or in the kitchen for everyone so you’re aware of the changing 

phases every 2 days to support your conscious use of your feelings to support you! 

Here’s a list of the New and Full Moons for 2020 so you can set your intentions to do with the affairs of the sign on 

the NEW Moon AND begin ‘reaping’ outcomes on the FULL Moon. 

Jan 10th  Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 20 degrees with Sun in Capricorn & Moon in Cancer – family & career focus 

with possible sudden shifts and openings 

Jan 24th  New Moon @ 4 degrees with Sun and Moon in Aquarius – inventive ideas and engaging with 

groups and folks who motivate or awaken new ingredients 

Feb 11th  Full Moon @ 20 degrees with Sun in Aquarius and Moon in Leo – creative release of brand-new 

original energy – leading groups or assembling a team 

Feb 23rd  New Moon @ 4 degrees with Sun and Moon in Pisces – fertile time for imagination & using 

psychic power as you gestate & prepare for action 

March 9th  Full Moon @ 19 degrees with Sun in Pisces and Moon in Virgo – linking intuitive insights and 

downloads with practical solutions for how to create them 

March 24th  New Moon @ 4 degrees with Sun and Moon in Aries – launching and new beginnings for ‘natural 

year’ – take action be brave & pioneering 

April 8th  Full Moon @ 18 degrees Libra with Sun in Aries and Moon in Libra – major opportunities & 

awesome new ingredients from partnerships 

April 23rd  New Moon @ 3 degrees with Sun and Moon in Taurus – deal with finances to support growth – 

stay very practical grounded 

May 7th  Full Moon @ 17 degrees with Sun in Taurus and Moon in Scorpio – empower your goals by 

inviting other people to support with their resources 
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May 22nd  New Moon @ 2 degrees with Sun and Moon in Gemini – time to think tank & develop IT 

ingredients – short distance travel & flexible thinking 

June 5th  Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 15 degrees with Sun in Gemini and Moon in Sagittarius –  networking and 

connections to expand your influence with ideas & info 

June 21st  New Moon ECLIPSE @ 0 degrees with Sun and Moon in Cancer – focus on home family areas and 

enjoy loving growth – anchor your energy to support goals 

July 5th   Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 13 degrees with Sun in Cancer and Moon in Capricorn – home or career 

moves to free up and expand options – an innovative time 

July 20th  New Moon @28 degrees with Sun and Moon in Cancer – focus on home family areas and enjoy 

loving growth – anchor your energy to support goals 

August 3rd  Full Moon @ 11 degrees with Sun in Leo and Moon in Aquarius – links creative projects with 

group endeavors – great for leading teams 

August 19th New Moon @ 26 degrees with Sun and Moon in Leo – big creative burst with fun and joy and 

passion to motivate your creative mojo – time for parties and fun 

Sept 2nd  Full Moon @ 10 degrees with Sun in Virgo and Moon in Pisces – bringing intuition into play in 

daily work – enjoying your service path 

Sept 17th  New Moon @ 25 degrees with Sun and Moon in Virgo – opens fresh work/service phase – you’re 

in demand and feeling powerful 

Oct 1st   Full Moon @ 9 degrees with Sun in Libra and Moon in Aries – maintaining your independent 

power as you create great alliances and deals involving others 

Oct 16th  New Moon @ 23 degrees with Sun and Moon in Libra – major PR and marketing phase to sell 

your services – brings cool new partners 

Oct 31st  Full Moon @ 8 degrees with Sun in Scorpio & Moon in Taurus –  manage money & investments 

and empower goals with support from others 

Nov 15th  New Moon @ 23 degrees with Sun and Moon in Scorpio - quieter behind the scenes time to 

enhance intimacy and bonding – inner power builds 

Nov 30th  Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 8 degrees with Sun in Sagittarius ad Moon in Gemini – out in the world 

again with vibrant travel and connections to ‘spread your word’ 

Dec 14th  New Moon ECLIPSE @ 23 degrees with Sun and Moon in Sagittarius  – big opportunities to 

expand your world – create your vision board for 2021 

Dec 30th Full Moon @ 8 degrees with Sun in Capricorn & Moon in Cancer - family & career focus with 

possible sudden shifts and openings 
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Maggie Kerr Bio (AAT. APA. Dip. Couns.) is a leading Australian 

Astrologer who has offered her services as a Counsellor, Teacher, 

Author and Presenter for the past 30+ years. She is an accredited 

teacher with the FAA, APA member, past member of the FAA exam 

board and the Australian Vice-President for ISAR. 

Maggie has trained in the fields of Metaphysics, Philosophy, 

Astrology, Humanism, Ancient Teachings, Psychology and Psychotherapy. Her unique blend of these subjects offers 

in-depth understanding of our life purpose and challenges to our empowerment. Maggie has been a pioneer in 

developing tools and techniques to identify and change limiting unconscious patterns, so we may heal and connect 

with our Soul’s purpose. In her ‘spare time’ she researches historical global and cosmic cycles to offer her insights 

as a social commentator in regular articles and blogs at www.universalastrology.com.au where you may also book 

personal sessions and sign up for her free newsletters. 

Her earlier career in Computing, Corporate Marketing, and Tourism, ensures an understanding of business cultures 

and procedures, and has led to her interest in offering concepts and training toward a more 'Conscious and Ethical 

Corporate World'.   

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

Mail maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au or ring 61 755 945959. She lives on the Gold Coast in Australia. 

I am totally excited to invite you to join me for my Universal Astrology E-learning Course! It contains the sum 

total of my 30+ years of knowledge & experience incorporating Astrology & Soul Centered Emotional Healing 

Models…with webinars & lots of recordings. 

 

  

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
mailto:maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/learn-astrology.html
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2020 Horoscopes 
 

Maggie Kerr      AAT APA  61 755 945959 

www.universalastrology.com.au 

www.facebook.com/UniversalAstrology 

https://twitter.com/universalmaggie 
 

Welcome dear reader to your Horoscopes for 2020. Astrology is the ancient science that observes the influence of 

the cycles of the planets in our ‘Solar SYSTEM’, and how these create our personal and global EVOLUTION. It is not 

fortune telling as it does not tell us what will happen!  

Rather we use Astrology for objectively outlining the influences of the planets in their ‘areas of activity’, so we can 

be in the right place at the right time to take advantage of the cycles as they unfold through our lifetimes.  This 

saves us lots of time and energy so we can go with the flow and take advantage of the unfolding influences rather 

than swim against the current. 

I also add some psychological tools to help us use our innate qualities for our highest good, so we get better and 

better at being who we really are as authentic individuals!  

Think of the Solar SYSTEM as an Atom with the Sun in the CENTER 

powering the System and the planets as ELECTRONS. So, our Horoscope 

is our personal ATOM, and our atom is part of the collective system of 

humanity. The more conscious we become of our ATOMIC influence the 

more we can contribute to empowering the collective 

ATOM…HUMANITY. 

Thus, when I mention planets at work in your life they are the ‘magnetic ingredients’ impelling your growth and 

evolution. Each planet has its cycle each year. Here is where they are traveling in 2020. 

• The Sun is the 1 year cycle 

• The Moon has a 28 day cycle and moves through the Zodiac signs month by month 

• Mercury has a 1 year cycle - retrogrades (goes backwards) three times a year 

• Venus has a 1 year cycle – so moves through all 12 signs – retrograde in Gemini this year 

• Mars has a 2 year cycle – moves through 8 signs in 2017 – retrograde in Aries this year 

• Jupiter has a 12 year cycle – currently in Capricorn for a year 

• Saturn has a 28 year cycle – currently in Capricorn until Dec 2020 – then Aquarius 

• Uranus has an 84 year cycle – currently in Taurus 

• Neptune has a 164 year cycle – currently in Pisces 

• Pluto has a 246-year cycle! – currently in Capricorn 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/
http://www.facebook.com/UniversalAstrology
https://twitter.com/universalmaggie
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Here is a visual model of the 12 signs so you can see the SYSTEM and how each sign is an ingredient in each of us. 

These ingredients become highlighted when we have the Sun or Moon or Ascendant sign in any of them. 

So make sure to read your Sun sign AND Moon sign AND Ascendant sign and if you do not know these book a 

session to find out your Moon and Rising sign…and more! 

 

 

 

Once you’ve read your ‘horoscopes’  get set for my “big picture” overview and details of the very significant and 

powerful forces on the way in 2020 as we get set for a major ‘global reset’ not seen since 1518! I have spent ages 

investigating and researching the unfolding global chess game! 

Your 2020 Horoscopes  – Remember you need to also read your Ascendant & Moon signs - if you don’t 

know these book a session! 

  

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
http://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Aries   Horoscope 2020 

Aries Principle  Our capacity for independent action, courage & 

bravery      Keyword     '1 AM'   

A Ruled by       Q Mars  Symbol   THE RAM 

Element is FIRE  Quality is CARDINAL 

Physically Rules  Head Brain Red blood cells       

Permission   “ I am brave and courageous” 

Greetings Aries!  Welcome to your guidance for the epoch changing year of 2020… 

As you kids are the pioneers of the Zodiac your job is to ‘start up’ the engines of 2020 progress as the brave 

entrepreneurs who pioneer new territory as you love and need a challenge. You are the first of the Fire signs the 

others being Leo & Sagittarius, but it’s Aries who ‘make things happen’ in the world so others can then build upon 

your initial impulse. You are also the first of the Cardinal signs, the others being Cancer, Libra & Capricorn who will 

all be front and centre during the ‘Global Reset’ on the way in 2020. 

You are about to have an amazing year that jump starts a completely new phase of your life so get excited and 

start preparing for action stations. Just make sure any new person or idea is true to values that offer results to 

improve our world…not just feather your own nest. Therein lays one of your major life lessons my friends, the 

other involves your opposite sign Libra where you must learn to co-operate with partners so you can co-create 

your projects. Yes, you are an independent being who needs freedom to release your fire into the world, but this 

year you must temper your selfish and impulsive bits and stay steady and practical.  

Successful Career Outcomes… 

As you step into 2020, you have already spent 2 years with both Saturn and Pluto in your brilliant career sector 

overhauling your goals and aspirations, and offering enormous promise for achieving success and bringing home 

the prize you have been working toward for the past 14 years…yes that long. This is when he was back in Cancer 

between 2003-05 and you laid the foundations for a major new phase. 

He is the lad with the 28-year cycle and as he is now at ‘the top’ of the mountain or the mid heaven of your chart, 

you are at a threshold between the past and the future. On the one hand, you will reap rewards for what you have 

sown over the past 14 years so this is an achievement period, whilst it is also a ‘crisis of re-orientation’ as you must 

also start dreaming up your future. 
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Yes, this placement contains a bit of a conundrum, as you kind of have to split your 

awareness between doing the work to achieve within your current framework AND be 

alert for ideas and clues for new options, which you also need to put into place at the 

same time. Saturn in your career zone will certainly help you to achieve authority and 

results if you are willing to practice a bit of good old-fashioned commitment and hard 

work! Promotions and greater responsibility can feature here with the provision to 

make sure you are up for any extra pressure this may involve.  

 

By the way, Saturn has not been in this area of your life since 1989-92 so if you were out and about back then 

check your memories of how your career options changed for clues.  

Saturn can also offer a re-structuring process, and this could apply if your current goals or work situation aren’t 

measuring up to expectations. Sometimes you just need to take a good hard look at what is not working and why, 

and then re-organize your priorities or systems to be more effective. 

BTW these are all Saturn’s favourite words! If you are thoroughly disillusioned or bored with your current gig, then 

again ask a few questions so you can get clearer about who you really are and what you really want to direct your 

enormous energy toward. Our world is programmed to keep most people stuck in ‘limited reality’ doing jobs they 

don’t like with people they don’t enjoy right? Well this does not suit you one little bit!  

As a Ram person you have a natural interest in business areas where your gifts involve opening fresh action and 

stimulating new enterprise. There are so many areas for you to play during 2020 in this edgy changing world where 

old industries are dying, and new ones being born. Never has the time been better for clever spontaneous brave 

you.  Go for it! 

It’s also important to know that this Saturn Cap phase contains a major reality check for all aspects of government 

and corporate systems as pressure builds for greater accountability and the return of old-fashioned values like 

moral integrity…lol in both cases. Yes, we’re in for some shocks as moguls fall and systems are thrown into disarray 

during 2020.  

On January 12th Saturn joins Pluto in Capricorn to begin their new 37-year cycle 

together. This is the pair who are responsible for what has been termed the 

“Global Reset” as they have not met in this sign since 1518! As this falls in your 

career house you are set for a major re-boot from these guys with some added 

support from Jupiter who has also moved into Capricorn where he stays until 

December 2020.   But not only but also… 
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Jupiter Now Joins the Saturn Pluto Team in Capricorn… 

Expansionary Jupiter now ignites his once in 12-year advancement for your 10th house of "career, achievement, 

honour, responsibility & Dharma…or your work in the world", so don’t miss this chance to get your creative 

projects out into the world!  Or you may simply feel excited and highly creative around your career as fresh 

aspiration ignites your goals...and ambition!  Jupiter can bring international opportunities so you may travel to 

share knowledge or reach out to a global audience!  

You may step up to a higher more responsible profile especially when he joins Pluto around March/April, late June 

and 8th to 15th of November.  The combination of Galaxy king Jupiter joining power planet Pluto contains BIG 

business opportunities and launches especially in late March when your ruling planet Mars joins them in Capricorn. 

This is a BIG AMBITION combo containing the need to activate fresh innovative territory to launch you further 

down the path toward the brand-new paradigm or upgrade your existing systems. 

However, the echo of this Jupiter/Pluto in Capricorn cycle takes us back to January 2008 when the wheels began to 

fall off the Global financial bus leading up to the GFC, so we need to be aware that BIG business moves can also 

head south if the various economic and social stresses in play converge. So, stay alert dear Rams and practice some 

Saturn caution over the first few months, so you will know quite what areas to act upon by late March.  

This can be tricky as the temptation with Jupiter is to try to make things too big or take on too much, so be 

selective and stay in alignment with your values when choosing options and accepting invitations. Another little 

word of caution involves Jupiter and his big mouth & strong ambition so make sure your goals are realistic and you 

don’t promise…with Aries bravado…more than you absolutely know you can deliver! 

Jupiter then joins Saturn & Pluto in Cap in December…  

…for a very rare meeting! The last was in 1286 – 730 odd years ago! So yet again, this falls in your career zone and 

my sense of your timings for 2020 is you need to activate new goodies in late March, develop these in late June, 

then really move things along in November/December. So…let’s add the next really important ingredient in your 

unfolding story for 2020…Mars your ruler. 

Mars will Retrograde in Aries your sign in 2020 so spends 6 months here from July until January 2021! 

This is a big deal for Rams as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years ago! When 

the Lord of his own sign is home in that sign, he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to 

initiate and pioneer new frontiers. Good luck trying to hold this one ‘back on the 

farm’ when he urges you toward your bravest nature from June until early 2021. 

He makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in 

Capricorn team, and these are very significant as they will be trigger points for the 

major government & business restructures on the way in 2020. 
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• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an 

optimistic expansive drive toward the future goals  The caution as ever with Mars and especially in Aries 

to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected with unjustified 

optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn still requires we 

keep out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a tad selfish, so 

keep the balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to help take you 

forward. 

• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 

few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 

softly on these timings dear Rams as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid 

dangerous people and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness! 

On that note as Mars is your ruling planet your job is to master your Mars 

by creating ‘healthy assertiveness’ and if you’re still using your anger to 

control people then give it up! Our whole world is angry right now… 

justifiably as the system stinks…but allowing anger and thoughtless 

impulsiveness to drive us is dangerous both psychically and emotionally. 

Your self-therapy here just requires some simple daily re-programming 

self-talk along the lines of “It’s safe to trust my feelings” and then release 

old rage and frustration punching a bag or whatever…not at others obviously! Then you can start using your 

intuition properly as this is one of the gifts on offer once we trust our feelings! 

Busy Times and Big Shifts on the Home Front 

As Jupiter/Saturn & Pluto head through ‘the top of your chart’ in the worldly outcomes and career area they also 

stir up the opposite ‘bottom of your chart point’ ruled by Cancer…the house of home and family.  So, you can sure 
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expect some busy times and possible big shifts on the home front with major moves that take can you to new 

abodes or in some way re-structure things…renovations perhaps?  

And with Mars in Aries from June to end of the year driving you forward at a personal level he also activates the 

opposite sign of Libra ruling your 7th house of relationships. This is so important dear Rams as you need ‘others’ to 

support building your new horizons. Thus, you must use your magnetic charisma to attract fabulous fresh people 

with whom you will work co-operatively to co-create exciting projects. Yes, in some cases this can also mean 

letting go of negative people who are not in alignment with your consciousness!    

Innovative Uranus Continues his Journey Through your ‘Values’ Sector… 

The God of innovation and revolution entered Taurus last year activating your 2nd House of ‘resources, values and 

money’. As he will be here until 2026 you are now in a process of re-aligning your activities with a new set of 

values for what is important to you. As the way-showers of our world it is vital you lead the way here by choosing 

the cool new groove of our time that only works with innovative sustainable enterprise! 

You will also be increasingly attracted to inventive new financial options and it is wise to make sure your finances 

can withstand sudden or unexpected changes coming at you from ‘outside’, so don’t be too rigid and expect things 

to stay the way they have been. If you are conscious of the need for change, this can be a very liberating time 

where you choose to let go of old responsibilities and encumbrances of owning too much stuff!   

Uranus can also bring in fab new resources to help you grow or you may suddenly see a new opportunity to change 

how you earn your money. All very interesting! As this is a long-term transit over the next 7 years there are many 

other factors in your chart that bring timing into greater focus so book a session with me for more in-depth insight. 

Your ruling planet is Mars 

…who is the ‘take action’ guy who loves to be in fire and air signs and not such a mover 

and shaker when he’s in earth and water signs.  

It’s great to know what sign he is activating during 2020 so you know how best to use 

your mojo with conscious intention, especially when you are not meant to do anything!! 

Q Jan 4th to Feb 16th   – Sagittarius – he loves being in Sag to fire up his vision and purpose! Great timing for 

international connections, add new knowledge or share yours, or plan a trip! 

Q Feb 17th to March 30th – Capricorn -  assert toward goals & – stay steady & release projects late March. 

Q Mar 31st to May 14th  – Aquarius – fab for innovative connections & group activity – dare to be different & step 

outside the old conventional box. 

Q May 15th to June 28th  – Pisces – plan time out and withdraw to re-group your energies – excellent for creative 

dreaming & using intuition and higher nature to nurture yourself and your goals 

Q June 29th to Jan 7th 2021 Aries – see the big report in main section!   

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Taurus   Horoscope 2020 

 

Taurus Principle  Our self-worth & values that create prosperity 

consciousness         Keyword     ‘I NEED’  

B Ruled by   P Venus      Symbol  THE BULL 

Element EARTH  Quality FIXED  

Physically Rules  THROAT and NECK    

Permission      “I am valuable and prosperous” 

Greetings dear Bull People as we head into the most important year in simply aeons…2020! 

Yes, the year gets off to a power packed start on January 12th when Saturn…the Lord of structure and form meets 

Pluto…the Lord of transformation in the sign of Capricorn for the first time since 1518 to begin our new global 

reformation! This will trigger the government & economic systems that run our planet to commence implementing 

much needed new reforms…and this is great news as our system is so very broken! 

Taurus is the first of the three earth signs – then comes Virgo and lastly Capricorn, but you kids are the 

quintessential earth children who love nature and gardens and all things that beautify our world…like art & music. 

You are the environmentalists of our world who are meant to nurture and protect nature and build sustainable 

platforms for others to work within. You can also be profoundly stubborn too as Taurus is a ‘fixed’ sign so 

incredibly strong and determined right? This can drive others to distraction of course but is also a very useful 

quality when you need to dig your heels in and go the distance about things you believe in that matter! 

Taurus also rules everything to do with VALUES including money and the correct use of resources, which is why 

you are one of the financial signs…the other being Scorpio your opposite sign.  So yes, you guys & gals are up for a 

tremendously important year as both nature AND financial systems are ready for a radical overhaul and you are 

about to step onto centre stage with the ideas & tools to get this done.  

By the way if your Sun is in Taurus then these features drive your creative expression. If your Moon is in Taurus, 

you are instinctively driven to operate in these areas as this is your Soul memory and thus familiar. 

Your Wealth Lies in your Knowledge  

Saturn in Capricorn has now been up in your 9th house of your chart, traditionally ruling ‘philosophies, ethics & 

beliefs’ for 2 years…with one to go. He has been gradually moving toward Pluto who has been here since 2008 and 

they meet in January.  He’s the builder goal-setting guy who brings a very creative feature by offering a study or 

teaching phase, and a general call to seek and open new territory both mentally and physically.  
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His 29-year cycle means he has not been in this zone of your life since 

1989/92 if you are over 30 and if not, then this is your first time! As Saturn is 

known as the ‘taskmaster’ who helps us build and construct our lives his 

message is you must be prepared to do some work and be a responsible 

“seeker after new horizons” and also review and maybe make some changes 

to your core beliefs if they are too rigid or don’t allow for acceptance and 

tolerance of other peoples’ view of the world. 

But his main job has been to ask you “what is the meaning and purpose of 

my life”. “What is my life philosophy?” Big questions! Once you have a clear purpose then this drives your Taurean 

values and then this drives your creative mojo…and off you go. I have already outlined the core ingredients that 

drive Taurus in the first few paras in case you’re still not quite clear!  

Until January 2021 Saturn also offers a strong call to deliver your knowledge or expertise and step up into your 

‘authority’ in your chosen field. This can have possible international options…think of yourself as ready to export 

yourself and your brilliant new enterprises or invite investment from abroad. Passports and planes figure strongly 

here but not necessarily as a tourist but rather in pursuit of business growth or study or attending seminars…that 

sort of thing. 

So, when ‘ambitious Saturn’ meets empowering Pluto from January this suits you very well as they form easy 

connection from the ‘results achiever sign of Capricorn’…and you are the steady practical Taurean builders. SO set 

your intention on Jan 12th that 2020 will open a wonderful year of success and achievement! 

You Also Have Jupiter in Capricorn Joining the Party! 

Jupiter is known as ‘the lucky planet’ as he opens fresh territory and expands our horizons as he moves through his 

12-year cycle, spending a year in each sign. He is about to become another major ingredient in the global 

restructuring on the way as he drives a new world view beyond the current business models based on abuse & 

misuse of planet and people and animals and resources…classic Taurus territory! Both Jupiter & Saturn underpin 

our social structures and business and financial systems and as they both dance with transformer Pluto all year  

this sets the stage for major success & good fortune. 

So, as the Galaxy King Jupiter strides into this same zone of ‘higher knowledge’ he brings a very positive expansive 

force loaded with fresh ingredients. As the money kids of the Zodiac you need to stay alert to the changing global 

financial landscape so this may be where you grow your expertise through associating with smart progressive 

people & information. Or perhaps you have already been doing your research and it’s time to share your 

innovative ideas and do some teaching to talk up the ‘new economy’ beyond the old broken models?  
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When Jupiter meets Pluto THREE times in 2020 offering powerful release of your vision and forward growth 

toward the future. This begins 1st week of April and then next in late June, and finally the 1st week of November.  

 Innovation is your New Best Word 

The God of revolution and change Uranus has now been in your sign 

since 2018 initiating a major phase of innovation in your world. You 

are now in an amazing progressive period and in years to come you 

will look back and smile at who you used to be compared to who you 

are about to become!  Uranus brings his awakening innovative 

impulse in a number of ways and even though this process happens 

over the next 7 years, you will feel the enhanced vibe during 2020 with events becoming more specific for you 

depending on your birthday over this 7 years period between 2018 and 2026. 

• For those born 21st & 22nd April your new freedom phase is from May 2018 to Jan 2020 

• For those born 23rd to 27th April your new freedom phase is from Aug 2020 to Jan 2022 

• For those born 28th April to May 1st your new freedom phase is from Aug 2021 to Jan 2023 

• For those born May 2nd to 5th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born May 6th to 9th   your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born May 10th to 14th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2023 to Jan 2025 

• For those born May 15th to 19th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2024 to Jan 2026 

• For those born May 20th & 21st your new freedom phase is from June 2025 to March 2026 
As Uranus is the key player in our unfolding revolution, his journey through Taurus for the first time since 1934 in 

his 84-year cycle is hugely significant.  Our Sky God is about to come down to earth to revolutionize our ecological 

systems with a wave of amazing inventions and groups of people who will clean up our world over the next 7 

years. This means YOU!  

He’s also about to freshen up, to put it mildly, existing financial values and systems. His rulership over science and 

technology, plus human rights movements assures us of radical departures from existing conditions across the 

board.  

Taurus also brings up our survival issues and our ability to establish foundations by being aware of and using our 

resources effectively. What is needed relative to resources determines what is VALUED. The more self-reliance 

that exists the more survival is guaranteed.  We are now in the midst of lots of ‘survival issues’ as collective 

population and environmental pressure will force many into new circumstances, and our IT revolution brings the 

end of old industries and jobs as it also gives birth to lots of new ones.   

So how can you use Uranus in Taurus to uplift and liberate your life? 

The freedom and liberation of Uranus allows you to break free from old value systems that restrict or inhibit your 

true individual expression, so you can begin to use our resources in inventive new ways!  
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As he’s an ‘unexpected’ trigger guy, you must stay very flexible when sudden shifts upset your old systems and 

constructs. Uranus is a smart i.e. intelligent feature so stay alert for sudden flashes of insight or ideas that spin you 

into fab new possibilities that may be right out of the box from your old view of your potential. Then you can use 

Saturn in Capricorn for a reality check and create a ‘plan’. If you are aware of the need for innovation and change 

this allows ‘the Universe’ to support your growth, whereas if you resist this your unconscious mind will create it 

anyway…sometimes in the form of upsetting things whether you like them or not!    

A reminder that this is a 7-year process for our whole world, so the seeds of this process began as a murmur in 

2018, with more specific changes depending on your birthday (listed above). It’s also about your personal 

horoscope and where Taurus falls…and Venus…and the whole picture really. So if you’re inquisitive to know more 

about YOU book a session with me. 

I think this fits the bill for Uranus in Taurus very well. Here is your 

Mantra my friends! As Uranus asks us to break free of past conditions 

our core self-worth needs to be in very good condition, so whenever 

you get a bit wobbly as things start morphing in your life or the outer 

world close your eyes and say “I am safe and secure as I grow and 

change”. “I am prosperous!”  

This will be a fantastic period if you are adaptable and allow the 

nature of your work or source of making a living to become exciting 

and challenging beyond our old expectations! We all need to feel 

valued so it’s time to make sure you are! 

Your Ruler Venus is about to have some fun in Gemini… 

Wherever your ruling planet is travelling sets the tone for your creative expression as she travels through the signs 

every month or so. This year your beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase and this time it is 

in the clever quick busy intellectual sign of Gemini bringing a yummy light breath of fresh air into your evolution. 

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 7th August. Collectively this offers much 

needed  conversations containing the ideas that will re-invigorate and inspire the global reform from 2020. For you 

she spends this 4-month period on your 2nd house of values and resources…yes, your natural domain!  

Thus, she brings another splendid ingredient into your unfolding evolution via her connections with brand new 

ideas and people to help grow your story. You will enjoy Venus in Gemini as she is quick and adaptable and loves 

movement and travel so takes you beyond your ‘normal’ more passive tendencies lol. Take note of those words as 

this is what you need to be between April and August…clever quick and adaptable. 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/initial-session.html
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/initial-session.html
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Gemini is also associated with commerce, and as she is in your money house, and Venus brings us partners and 

others with whom we can build co-operative projects, you can use her to do exactly this as you also use your 

innate earthy nature to set goals and build toward practical outcomes. The question from Venus in Gemini is “what 

do you need to say or share and how may you use partnerships plus IT & technology to do this?” Very exciting. 

Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time you are 

working to develop and organize what you have set in motion from 4th April.  As she begins to move forward after 

June 25th, you’ll feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward until August 7th when she exits Gemini 

and heads on into Cancer. Just stop and read this again and jot down the dates ok? 

So, to summarise your goodies on offer from Venus in Gemini. She is in your money house, so you need to get 

smart with fresh ideas and innovations to grow your prosperity and either learn new info or attract partners to 

empower the innovations on the way for 2020 or share and teach them. This backs up my rave about change agent 

Uranus also in this sector right now. I also offer Venus timings for your complete 2020 next… 

Your ruling planet is Venus  

…in her guise of ‘Fertile Prosperous Empress’.  Keeping track of her movement through 

the signs over the year is very helpful to support knowing where to send your ‘desire 

nature’ so you can manifest growth in the affairs of the sign she is passing through! 

Jan 1st to 13th  Aquarius – urge for independence -daring to be different - progressive people & ideas  

Jan 14th to Feb 7th  Pisces - highly imaginative and tapping into intuition big time 

Feb 8th to March 5th  Aries –  feeling confident & relating to others co-operatively without conflict   

March 6th to April 3rd   Taurus – fertile steady development – prosperous finances – work in the garden or art 

April 4th to Aug 7th   Gemini – busy sociable networking with clever people – travel. She retrogrades here so 

refer to insights in previous paras. 

Aug 8th to Sept 6th   Cancer – nurture and value home & family relationships  

Sept 7th to Oct 2nd   Leo – creative spurt – unleash passion – have fun and play 

Oct 3rd  to Oct 28th  Virgo – planning & organizing and perfecting systems – clean up and out 

Oct 29th  to Nov 21st   Libra – open social networks & partnerships – PR & marketing 

Nov 22nd  to Dec 14th   Scorpio – manage investments – invite trust & bonds that support 

Dec 15th to end    Sag – Travel and adventure – writing teaching questing 
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 Gemini    Horoscope 2019 

Gemini Principle  ‘Mind & Mouth’ – how we connect learn & 

share information  Symbol  THE TWINS 

C Ruled by       O Mercury         Keyword     '1 THINK'  

Physically Rules     Shoulders & arms – lungs – nervous system   

Element is AIR  Quality Mutable     

Permission   “I am heard and understood” 

Greetings Twin People Welcome to Your 2020 Guidance System! 

OK so let’s start with the fact that 2020 contains the biggest shift in human affairs in many an era courtesy of a 

convergence of planet cycles not seen since 1518…and before that 1286…yep a very long time ago! So, it’s no 

surprise that current chaotic events in all levels of human & global affairs reflect the crisis that always accompanies 

such major evolutionary ‘moments’ in history. On the upside remember that crises also contain opportunity, 

right?!  

This is where you come into your power during 2020 dear Gemini as the bright lights who shine the path to the 

future by sharing the ideas & information that will re-vitalize our old broken systems. You are the first of the AIR 

signs, the others being Libra & Aquarius and all these signs stimulate the collective narrative with fresh thoughts 

and conversations. But it is you Gemini folks who are the teachers and educators of the Zodiac to inspire and 

motivate others! Knowledge is power right? 

By nature, you are clever and quick and versatile and never happier than when free to move around the planet 

physically and mentally as you are ‘the connectors’ of our world, who gather ‘data’ and share & communicate 

ideas. And you get to do this big time for 4 months in particular in 2020 between April and August when sociable 

Venus does her retrograde thing in your sign! Read on for more details later in this report. 

However, your tendency to overstimulate your mind and mouth and be a tad superficial has been tempered over 

the past few years as you’ve been challenged to go way deeper over the past few years…and here’s why! 

Building Your Mental & Physical Resources 

Since January 2018 good old Saturn stepped into your 8th house until January 2021 doing his thing to help you re-

define and redesign your power structures and the people and their resources that will help you grow from here.  

He’s not an easy guy to spend time with as his tendency to seriousness and constraint doesn’t make for fun and 

frivolity. He can be hard work!  
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But he is the ‘great teacher’ once we get what he’s trying to teach us and his lesson is all about power and the 

classic expressions of power…namely money, sex and control. The money bit means you now get to deal with how 

and where you are tangled up in other people’s finances so you can restructure where necessary. 

Sometimes this involves paying the tax- man or divorce settlements and wrangling over inheritances, and if you 

keep a spirit of karmic debts being fulfilled, this can help manage your urge for retribution if you’ve been 

controlled or manipulated! Don’t forget jail time for murder is a long time…lol.  

Sorry if it sounds like this is all going to be difficult, because it doesn’t have to be! The simple call is it is time for a 

reality check about you and how you manage resources and any old karmas that need to be released. 

Sometimes this plays out as having to be more self-reliant financially and emotionally as other people won’t or 

can’t be there to support you, so this can be a bit of a wake-up call for Gemini as you guys are the ‘eternal youth’ 

of the Zodiac so often resist taking responsibility for things you’d rather not…just saying. 

The key here is all about transformation as you journey deep into your unconscious fears and feelings, so they no 

longer have the power to control you! The result is a re-birth as a very grown up Gemini who is in their power. 

Fabulous.  True power is an inner state that arises from our deepest core once we feel safe and secure! Saturn is 

teaching you to let go of trying to keep everything and everyone under control, because once we stop controlling 

and manipulating, we can invite warmth and closeness with others. Then they will support us, and we’ll feel valued 

and then we’ll feel powerful…got it?   

The other important gift from Saturn offers learning 

how to control and deepen your mind and ideas. 

Traditionally the 8th house is called the house of the 

‘Occult’ which simply means knowledge which is 

hidden or veiled.  

It concerns the true workings of how to use our mind 

to create ‘thought forms’ and then concentrate our 

mind through meditation to attract & magnetize the people and resources needed to bring our initial idea into 

‘form’. This is called “White Magic” and is completely benign or safe…not like the dark stuff…but we can see how 

easily it can be applied negatively. 

So, this is an amazing time to study these matters to empower your mind and mouth way beyond everyday trivial 

matters of gossip and inane nonsense. Indeed, you will notice you are becoming impatient with silly people and 

stupid ideas as you have been growing in ‘seriousness’ for 2 years now…with one more to go. And you have 

another brilliant ingredient popping into this same zone to expand your potential big time during 2020… 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Lucky Jupiter in Capricorn   

The planet of expansion and new horizons is ‘Jupiter King of the Gods’ who spends 12 years travelling through the 

12 signs…thus a year in each sign. He spends 2020 in Capricorn for the first time since 2008 and joins Saturn and 

Pluto in Capricorn as they get set for their fated meeting in December 2020 for the first time since 1286…730 years 

odd ago! Read on for more info on this one historically in the main 2020 Global Report. 

So anyway, he’s about to join your 8th house party to open and expand your conscious use of your mind power to a 

whole new level! He will also trigger some of the ‘shared resources’ stuff previously mentioned…like investments 

and so on, as well as the potential to deepen your bonds with others at an intimate level.  

Also be aware that this zone of your life is a private behind the scenes area, so don’t be dismayed if you are not 

inspired to be out and about in the world as this is a period of ‘preparation’ before you launch into an amazing 

fresh period of activity once both Jupiter and Saturn step into Aquarius in 2021. So…chill our kids and use your 

period of retreat wisely! 

Upgrading Your Psyche Soul Connection 

Another big shift in your evolution since 2018 has been at work courtesy of ‘liberating Uranus’ moving through 

your 12th house of hidden interior spaces…or your psyche and higher spiritual nature. It is the invisible source of 

the imagination; the mysterious realm from which dreams and visions come to us beyond our normal waking 

rational mind. 

Uranus acts like an antenna linking us up to ‘higher or collective mind’ so we can tap into the electrical impulses 

beyond our everyday thinking mind.  He is known as the ‘higher octave’ of your ruling planet Mercury so you love 

him! Sounds exciting and it is, as this feature now opens a whole new phase of how you use your mind, and you’re 

a Gemini right, so mind is your thing.  

One of the revelations from our current spiritual revolution is how easy it is now to learn how to switch on our 

‘right brain intuitive’ essence and use the tools of ancient masters to use our minds as the profound tools they are 

meant to be, as I’ve already highlighted in the previous section. So, if you aren’t up to speed on all this fascinating 

and useful stuff then Uranus will trigger your urge to do so. BTW I do a lot of training in this area so if you’re 

interested please book a session as I love to share this information! 

Your liberation begins to arise when you say yes to connecting with 

your higher intuitive mind Soul to ignite your creative imagination in a 

whole new way. The provision here is that when we say, “I want this 

power,” we must also say yes to joining this spiritual revolution by 

using our power for the good of the whole…not just us. Uranus in this 

zone triggers your Soul to become the calm centre of your power!  

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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And you also get to align with the collective consciousness that unites us beyond the old selfish agendas that have 

brought our world to its knees! When this ‘ego dissolution’ process begins we can experience a sense of losing 

control as our ego seeks to dissolve our personal “I” and you are drawn toward your higher nature so you can unite 

with a transcendental cause that is larger than you. The 12th House is where we tap into the incoming Zeitgeist that 

in time becomes the fresh ingredients of society as we are stimulated by the big ideas that are pulsing in the 

collective unconscious and demanding to be born.  

So with Uranus in Taurus, sign of wealth and values and resources, don’t be surprised when you get zapped by an 

inspiration for an environmental project or get involved in the dynamic new wave of cryptocurrencies, or 

something triggers you to reflect on your values…and realize they are changing.  

Another feature here can be the spontaneous eruption of psychological complexes that you’ve been managing to 

keep under the conscious ‘rug’ for a while, so this is an excellent time for psychotherapies beyond the 

conventional boring models where you talk a lot but don’t change anything…lol.  Having said this stuff about quiet 

time out in your interior spaces I’m about to contradict myself…lol…because in the midst of all this inner growth 

we also have Venus about to do 4 months in your sign during 2020 to bring a very bright fresh dose of air into your 

creative expression… 

Venus Comes Calling for Her Once in 8 Year Retrograde Phase… 

This year beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase and this time it is in 

the clever quick busy intellectual sign of Gemini bringing a yummy light breath of fresh air 

into your evolution. The last time she was retrograde here was mid 2012 so check your 

memory for clues for possible outcomes this time.  

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 7th August. Collectively this offers much 

needed  conversations containing the ideas that will re-invigorate and inspire the global reform from 2020. For you 

she spends this 4-month period on your 1st house of action and confidence to connect with the world.  

Thus, she brings another splendid ingredient into your unfolding evolution via her connections with fabulous ideas 

and people to help grow your story. Venus in Gemini is quick and adaptable and loves movement and travel so 

enhances your natural Gemini goodies. Take note of those words as this is what you need to be between April and 

August…clever quick and adaptable. 

Gemini is also associated with commerce, and Venus brings us partners and others with whom we can build co-

operative projects. The question from Venus in Gemini is “what do you need to say or share and how may you use 

partnerships plus IT & technology to do this?” Very exciting. This 4-month window is also fab for teaching or 

podcasting or generally sharing knowledge, or attending seminars and so on, or just being social. Generally, lots of 

fun on offer from Venus during this period.  
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She also loves trips and outings when in Gemini so if you’ve been thinking about a journey start making bookings 

for a new adventure. Just be aware of the period when your ruling planet Mercury is retrograde from 18th June to 

12th July as plans can change so stay adaptable!   

Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time you are 

working to develop and organize what you have set in motion from 4th April.  As she begins to move forward after 

June 25th, you’ll feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward until August 7th when she exits Gemini 

and heads on into Cancer. Just stop and read this again and jot down the dates ok?  

So, to summarise your goodies on offer from Venus in Gemini. She is in your ‘active in the world’ house so you can 

get out and about with fresh ideas or learn new info to upskill and innovate your projects. You can also attract 

clever bright partners and enhance your networks, and let’s not forget some exciting travel plans! 

Your Ruling Planet is Mercury 

‘The Winged Messenger’ is your best friend and mentor and he’s an extraordinarily clever 

fellow with his quick silver adaptable qualities ensuring you of the constant stimulus you love 

so much. So, his movement through the signs is very important for you each year, especially 

when he does his retrograde three times each year. 

January 1st to 16th  Capricorn - great for planning and being practical with strategies toward your 2020 goals  

Jan 17th to Feb 3rd   Aquarius – great for startling dynamic new ideas and connections. Think out of the box 

Feb 4th to April 11th  Pisces – great for inspiration and tapping into your psychic powers and imagination 

   He is retro here between Feb 17th and March 10th  

April 12th to April 27th  Aries – great for assertive thinking and speaking up with pioneering words and ideas 

April 28th to May 12th   Taurus – great for practical thoughts and financial plans to build steadily toward goals.  

May 13th to May 28th  Gemini -  ultra-busy mode – travel & networking – great for integrating IT features  

May 29th to August 5th  Cancer – you’ll be thinking and talking family matters – time to nurture self & others 

   He is retro here between June 18th  and July 12th  

August 6th  to 20th Leo – this is a very creative time with passion investing your words and ideas 

August 21st to Sept 5th  Virgo – time to review and micromanage plans and systems 

Sept 6th to 27th    Libra – fab for socializing and partnerships and PR and marketing time 

Sept 28th to Dec 1st   Scorpio – great for research & financial planning & deep and intimate conversations 

   He is retro here between Oct 14th and November 3rd 

Dec 2nd to 20th   Sagittarius – big time expanding your connections and publishing or teaching  

Dec 21st to end of year Capricorn – set goals and plans for 2021 
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Cancer    Horoscope 2020 

Cancer Principle   Home & family – emotional safety & 

foundations   Symbol  THE CRAB 

D Ruled by    M Moon    Keyword     '1 NEED'  

Element is WATER Quality is CARDINAL 

Physically Rules  Breasts, Gall Bladder, Womb, Stomach, 

Etheric/feeling body  

Permission        “It’s safe to have feelings and needs” 

Making the Most of the Major Re-structuring Opportunity on the Way in 2020! 

Greetings dear Crabby ones as we head into the hugely transforming goodies on the way as some major planet 

cycles align to tear down and begin re-building our world. Yes, sounds a bit dramatic…and indeed it may be, but 

I’m always optimistic that the growing ‘awoke’ movement of recent years is now set to take us forward into the 

Aquarian Age with a brand-new sustainable consciousness to drive our global evolution! The very essence of our 

‘foundations’ our up for a major re-boot from January 12th  when Saturn joins Pluto in Capricorn to begin their new 

“global Reformation” for the first time since 1518. Yep it’s big! 

So this is where you come into the story as Cancer regulates the ‘foundations’ of our world, as this is the sign that 

sits at the base of the Zodiac System, where we must put down our roots and anchor ourselves, so we feel safe 

enough to continue the challenging journey toward fulfilling our results in the world through Capricorn…the sign at 

the top of the system. So, Cancer nurtures Capricorn…and it’s the Capricorn geo-political & economic systems that 

are now up for complete rebuilding. 

Cancer is the first of the 3 WATER signs, followed by Scorpio and Pisces so you are all ‘the feelers’ of our world 

whose innate relationship to the nourishing and cohesive function is essential to support healthy systems in all the 

other elemental kingdoms of life. But you are also the Cardinal water sign so extra strong as you join Libra, 

Capricorn and Aries as the ‘movers and shakers’ who activate and mobilize worldly affairs.  

This is why you are naturally attracted to commercial & corporate life and often build family businesses, or at least 

work super hard to provide for those you love…be they blood connected or the families you build wherever you 

go!  

So, get set for an amazing year of ‘new foundations’ and stay confident & optimistic that ‘the new life is always 

great than the old’. If you’ve been feeling stale and lacking inspiration for the next phase of your life, then get 

excited as you will be stale no more very soon. 
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Empowering Your Life with Strong Partnerships 

We need to talk about your existing partnerships and relationships as Saturn has now been in your 7th House for 

the past 2 years, with one more to go, bringing this vital feature on the front burner for his once in 28 year visit to 

your opposite sign during this 3 years period.  

Yep this is a long cycle and Saturn is a pretty serious kind of dude who offers great gifts if we’re willing to step up 

into his maturing vibe and take responsibility where we need to, and sometimes let go of some if we are carrying 

other people who won’t take responsibility for their own lives and outcomes. Here are the specific timings for 

Saturn’s timing for this feature depending on your birthday.  

• For those born 22nd June to 1st  July Saturn will oppose your Sun from Jan to mid-December 2018 

• For those born 2nd  to 13th  July Saturn will oppose your Sun from mid-Dec 2018 to late Dec 2019 

• For those born 14th to 22nd July Saturn will oppose your Sun from Jan 2020 to mid-Dec 2021 

The major feature here involves making some decisions about exactly who you need in your life to take forward 

from here. It is wise to take a minute to reflect on your current ‘role’ in all your close associations and check in to 

make sure you are happy in these. If you are that’s great and you will experience a deepening of your commitment 

to make things stronger than ever. 

If you ain’t so happy then it is reality check time, and you’ll begin to feel the urge to either call out partners 

(business and personal) who aren’t pulling their weight, aren’t supporting you or simply constrain your 

endeavours.  Just be aware that sometimes partners and others who appear to block or limit our lives are actually 

offering us a mirror or excuse for why we’re not getting on with being amazing!  

The message here is don’t project your fears onto others and make them the 

problem, and then you may allow them to help and support you with your 

goals. The big evolution here also involves knowing what your needs are 

(write a list) and then believing it is safe for you to ask for your needs to be 

met! If you are too needy and expect others to take care of this then partners 

may be the ones calling you out. 

Another feature here involves you being honest if you are too authoritarian or 

bossy and controlling…who you…never! This creates a pattern where nobody 

ever ‘gets it right’ or lives up to your high expectations so they underperform and drive you even more crazy. 

Shifting this set up requires giving up being ‘the Boss’ and beginning to treat people as competent adults, and then 

hey presto they become exactly this. If you are on the other end of this pattern and have a bossy controlling 

partner, you won’t be willing to play the game much longer! Bullies are no longer tolerated in our society have you 

noticed? 
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As this brings your business life into focus, you’re also set to develop or improve your existing brand or sell up and 

move on if you are over it or have simply outgrown the situation. This is a cycle for both excellent achievement and 

seriously promoting yourself or your brand once you re-negotiate the people you work and share your life with, so 

they are in full support.   

Another big feature here involves PR and marketing your services with a view to longer-term outcomes in about 

seven years. Saturn can bring important alliances and long-term partners, but if you’re in a seriously not good 

relationship then it can be goodbye and good luck time.  

As I said Saturn is a serious force and can feel a tad depressing or simply like hard work so it’s essential to keep 

your sense of humour as you negotiate his process taking you to becoming more authentic in all your one to one 

encounters! To assist this positive growth and help put a smile on your dial over the year ahead it’s time for some 

of the good news! 

Expansive Jupiter now Joins the team in Your Relationship Zone! 

So, I’ve been talking up the more serious territory about re-structuring and 

releasing old relating patterns, and now it’s time to talk up the fabulous fresh 

options on the way as ’lucky Jupiter’ makes his once in 12-year visit to expand 

your options!  

Traditionally Jupiter in your 7th house of relationship is great for marriage and 

alliances so now is the time to magnetize positive successful people into your 

world for mutual growth & prosperity as this is an excellent year to invite 

support from others, rather than go it alone because you believe you are meant 

to ‘nurture others’ and not receive any yourself! Meanwhile if you find you need 

to release old situations that have outlived their time, then Jupiter helps make it 

easier do so with good grace and gratitude for time spent and lessons learnt…got it?  

This opens a prosperous period for growth in all areas of life after 6 years of development so use 2020 for PR & 

marketing or promoting your ideas & knowledge.  Just watch out for his tendency to extremes and the urge to say 

yes to all the offers or opportunities flying in the door.  

Jupiter in this sector is also great timing to invite counsellors and mentors into your life to support your awareness 

of old stuck patterns, and also to train in this area if you’re set for increasing your skill sets. You guys are natural 

nurturers anyway so it’s great to empower your ability to do this with tools and techniques to empower others, 

and not get stuck in their stuff along the way! And lastly his timing here is excellent for legal matters if you need to 

deal with something, as long as you have all angles covered and good representation. 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Mars Paves the Way for A New Career Phase… 

Mars will Retrograde in Aries in 2020 so spends 6 months here from July until January 2021! 

This is a big deal for all of us, and especially for you kids as he’s in your 10th 

House…or top of your chart. The last time he did a long phase like this was 1988 – 

32 years ago! When the Lord of his own sign is home in that sign, he is EXTRA 

powerful in his drive to initiate and pioneer new frontiers.  

So, from mid-year you’ll feel an escalation in your drive and ambition to achieve in 

worldly areas, and indeed you can do some major pioneering in the second half of 

2020. Just be aware that Mars in Aries likes to ‘do his own thing’ as an independent 

agent as isn’t very patient with authority or control from others, so the big warning here is to avoid conflict and 

tread lightly so you don’t arouse opposition form others. This is interesting in light of what I’ve just shared about 

lucky Jupiter bringing in big opportunities to liaise and partner up to support your life…yes? So, your challenge 

here is to unite your entrepreneur drive in a spirit of support and co-operation with others! 

He makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in Capricorn team, and these are very 

significant as they will be trigger points for the major global & personal business restructures on the way in 2020. 

• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an 

optimistic expansive drive toward the future goals  The caution as ever with Mars and especially in Aries 

to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected with unjustified 

optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn requires we keep 

out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a tad selfish, so keep the 

balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to help take you forward. 

• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter, as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 

few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 
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softly on these timings dear Crabs as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid 

dangerous people and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness! 

Stepping Out of Old Boxes 

Revolutionary Uranus in Taurus has now been in your 11th House since 2018 - the 

house of “Hopes & Wishes, Friends, Groups & Organisations, Society, Reform & Change”. 

This has been driving your desire to move beyond existing images and models of 

yourself, as images of the future begin to pull you beyond your old-world view. 

It offers a whole new set of ideas about possible lifestyles and goals you couldn’t even 

dream of when you were thinking more conservatively, as this innovative process calls 

you to step out of old boxes on many levels. You’ll be attracted to stimulating new 

friends and groups and feel rebellious if existing friends expect you to stay the same as you’ve been or to conform 

to the party line. Indeed, this placement stimulates political aspirations or finding a cause that matters to you so 

you can use your Cancer drive to nurture beyond your immediate family! 

 

Your Ruling Planet is Mrs Moon  

She is your ‘muse’ and primary source of connecting to your universe! Make sure you 

have a Goddess statue of your preference in your home or altar so you can ask for her 

nurture and guidance every day!   

She is Isis or Quan Yin or Mother Mary or Parvati and so many others in the various cultures. You are driven by the 

Moon and as she drives our feelings on any day, so this explains why Cancer is often accused of being moody! 

So, it’s great to have a Moon calendar on your desk or in the kitchen for everyone so you’re aware of the changing 

phases every 2 days to support your conscious use of your feelings! 

Here’s a list of the New and Full Moons for 2020 so you can set your intentions to do with the affairs of the sign on 

the NEW Moon AND begin ‘reaping’ outcomes on the FULL Moon. 

Jan 10th  Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 20 degrees with Sun in Capricorn & Moon in Cancer – family & career focus 

with possible sudden shifts and openings 

Jan 24th  New Moon @ 4 degrees with Sun and Moon in Aquarius – inventive ideas and engaging with 

groups and folks who motivate or awaken new ingredients 

Feb 11th  Full Moon @ 20 degrees with Sun in Aquarius and Moon in Leo – creative release of brand-new 

original energy – leading groups or assembling a team 

Feb 23th  New Moon @ 4 degrees with Sun and Moon in Pisces – fertile time for imagination & using 

psychic power as you gestate & prepare for action 
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March 9th  Full Moon @ 19 degrees with Sun in Pisces and Moon in Virgo – linking intuitive insights and 

downloads with practical solutions for how to create them 

March 24th  New Moon @ 4 degrees with Sun and Moon in Aries – launching and new beginnings for ‘natural 

year’ – take action be brave & pioneering 

April 8th  Full Moon @ 18 degrees Libra with Sun in Aries and Moon in Libra – major opportunities & 

awesome new ingredients from partnerships 

April 23th  New Moon @ 3 degrees with Sun and Moon in Taurus – deal with finances to support growth – 

stay very practical grounded 

May 7th  Full Moon @ 17 degrees with Sun in Taurus and Moon in Scorpio – empower your goals by 

inviting other people to support with their resources 

May 22nd  New Moon @ 2 degrees with Sun and Moon in Gemini – time to think tank & develop IT 

ingredients – short distance travel & flexible thinking 

June 5th  Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 15 degrees with Sun in Gemini and Moon in Sagittarius –  networking and 

connections to expand your influence with ideas & info 

June 21st  New Moon ECLIPSE @ 0 degrees with Sun and Moon in Cancer – focus on home family areas and 

enjoy loving growth – anchor your energy to support goals 

July 5th   Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 13 degrees with Sun in Cancer and Moon in Capricorn – home or career 

moves to free up and expand options – an innovative time 

July 20th  New Moon @28 degrees with Sun and Moon in Cancer – focus on home family areas and enjoy 

loving growth – anchor your energy to support goals 

August 3rd  Full Moon @ 11 degrees with Sun in Leo and Moon in Aquarius – links creative projects with 

group endeavours – great for leading teams 

August 19th New Moon @ 26 degrees with Sun and Moon in Leo – big creative burst with fun and joy and 

passion to motivate your creative mojo – time for parties and fun 

Sept 2nd  Full Moon @ 10 degrees with Sun in Virgo and Moon in Pisces – bringing intuition into play in 

daily work – enjoying your service path 

Sept 17th  New Moon @ 25 degrees with Sun and Moon in Virgo – opens fresh work/service phase – you’re 

in demand and feeling powerful 

Oct 1st   Full Moon @ 9 degrees with Sun in Libra and Moon in Aries – maintaining your independent 

power as you create great alliances and deals involving others 

Oct 16th  New Moon @ 23 degrees with Sun and Moon in Libra – major PR and marketing phase to sell 

your services – brings cool new partners 

Oct 31st  Full Moon @ 8 degrees with Sun in Scorpio & Moon in Taurus –  manage money & investments 

and empower goals with support from others 
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Nov 15th  New Moon @ 23 degrees with Sun and Moon in Scorpio - quieter behind the scenes time to 

enhance intimacy and bonding – inner power builds 

Nov 30th  Full Moon ECLIPSE @ 8 degrees with Sun in Sagittarius ad Moon in Gemini – out in the world 

again with vibrant travel and connections to ‘spread your word’ 

Dec 14th  New Moon ECLIPSE @ 23 degrees with Sun and Moon in Sagittarius  – big opportunities to 

expand your world – create your vision board for 2021 

Dec 30th Full Moon @ 8 degrees with Sun in Capricorn & Moon in Cancer - family & career focus with 

possible sudden shifts and openings 

 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 
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Leo    Horoscope 2019 

Leo Principle  Our creativity, leadership & motivation, passion 

& joy       Symbol  THE LION 

E Ruled by N Sun     Keyword     '1 CREATE'  

Element is FIRE  Quality is FIXED 

Physically Rules  Heart & Back & Spine     

Permission    “I am passionate and creative” 

Greetings  Lion Kings & Queens welcome to a Year of Prosperous Growth on the Work Scene  

Yes, my friends you’ll be happy to know you finally have some fresh goodies on the way to support all the hard 

work of recent years, plus a major burst of dynamic energy to help you do some pioneering as you head into the 

second half of 2020. All that and more to share to inspire your positive expectation for 2020 as you read on.  

Leo is the second of the FIRE signs, and along with your mates Aries and Sagittarius you are the energy 

kings/queens of the Zodiac who motivate and drive the world with your passion and creativity in your chosen field. 

You are also a FIXED sign (the others are Taurus, Scorpio and Aquarius) and this provides your tenacity and 

endurance…and stubbornness for that matter lol. Thus, you need Taurean healthy self-worth, Scorpio safe power 

and Aquarian inventiveness all working together to realise the best of your potential as the leaders of our world.  

From January our global systems will begin a huge transformational process as a number of planet cycles converge. 

I have christened this new beginning as our ‘next great reformation’ as the meeting of Saturn with Pluto in 

Capricorn has not happened since 1518, when the ‘world turned’ and a new religion was born and the geo-political 

power structures morphed into a new phase. 

Needless to say, this is where your leadership skills are about to come into play! The news is the old brand of 

leadership has become obsolete in the face of the rising tide of public disillusionment with the corrupt dudes who 

currently run the broken system, and the expectation for ‘conscious governance’ that drives co-operation to solve 

the many issues of our time.  So, get excited Leo you are about to shine and radiate your strength & power to light 

the way into our new era! 

Staying Committed to Building Your Daily Work Base 

Mr Achiever Saturn has now been in your 6th “house of daily work, service and health” since January 2018, which 

explains why you have been working your butt off building new structures to support your forward motion into 

2021. Saturn’s job is to develop our life as he moves through each zone over a 3-year period so this can offer a 

period of major growth and achievement.  
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He also makes you get very real about whether your current work is delivering and fulfilling your creative mojo and 

joy, and if not, what are you going to do about it? If you’re feeling stale and that you have outgrown your current 

role then innovate Uranus moving through your 10th House of Career may be about to show you a completely new 

set of possibilities…more on this in a minute. 

Generally this period can help re-orient and improve how you do 

your everyday work so you can step into your authority over 

these 3 years, so maybe it’s time to outsource skills to support 

your systems if you are self-employed or re-quest this in your 

work place. Saturn brings us practical planning and strategic 

insight as his gift and yes, increased responsibility can come 

along with Saturn’s package so it’s ok to say no if you do not want this. Indeed, sometimes folks decide to retire or 

cut back on duties and working so damn hard lol. 

If you are up for a very significant growth process, then say yes and go for it if you’re prepared to put in some hard 

work with a serious commitment to build your potential without necessarily receiving the praise about how 

fabulous you are just yet. This will begin to come in after 2021 when Saturn enters Aquarius and you step into 

public recognition. (More on Saturn in Aquarius further on…)  

This is also why you really need to care for your health during his phase, so you don’t burn out because you’re 

taking things way too seriously. Yes, you are in a responsible phase but hey, Leo remember to enjoy the process 

and have some fun along the way, or you stress out your heart and nervous system ok? Lots of sleep, good food & 

friends, and rest when possible in between bursts of fabulous growth.  

When things feel ho-hum and that peddling the bike is a bit wearisome you need to get your jollies by reminding 

yourself that all your efforts will be totally worthwhile as you are setting up useful new structures and systems to 

underpin your outcomes for many years to come! It is time to give up the belief that “life is hard” and that you 

must push relentlessly, and begin to tap into your higher intuitive nature that allows you to relax and flow beyond 

worry and fret and still get lots done along the way! 

Lucky Jupiter Now Brings his Prosperous Rays 

OK so now I’ve told you about the hard work & commitment from Saturn toward your daily work I’m delighted to 

inform you a great big green light is about to shine on this same zone!! Once every 12 years the Galaxy King Jupiter 

comes calling to each of our 12 life sectors, and he spends 2020 hanging out with Saturn to reward you for hanging 

in there!! His positive optimistic spirit is set to expand and increase "daily routine, work, service, health and order" 

so you can afford to really step up and forward toward your potential as fresh opportunities come your way 

through 2020.  
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This can be a promotion or improvement in your working conditions, and generally this is a pleasant phase where 

you enjoy your daily routine feeling quite optimistic. Jupiter’s opportunity can arrive as simply learning to enjoy 

being practical and adding organizational systems to your world. 

Promotions or heading off to training courses to enhance your work-related goals are on the cards as powerful 

new info and ideas are a major feature of your growth through 2018. Jupiter is the God of writing/teaching/ 

publishing as he loves to share and disseminate his message to inspire others so 2020 may be your year to get your 

message out there!   

If you aren’t in love with your work this is a great time to check in with your higher self/Soul and ask for inspiration 

for “how can I serve” and as signals arise allow yourself to think about the practical steps you need to take to 

create the meaningful service for your life! This is a great cycle for good health and/or improving it!  Once again, 

this is a learning curve so do your research about which diets suit you best for wellness and understanding of the 

origins of your psycho/emotional health, which for you Lion kids means expressing your feelings in a healthy way 

and not bottling them up!   

A Little Touch of Saturn in Aquarius 

One of the really exciting features for 2020 is when Saturn makes a brief visit into Aquarius to give us a taste of 

what he has in store from 2021 when he moves in to stay. He enters on 23rd March right on the Equinox when our 

new natural year begins, so this becomes a feature that will underpin collective activity. He heads up to 2 degrees 

and stops then retrogrades back into Capricorn on July 2nd to complete his run through Capricorn until December, 

when he heads into Aquarius WITH Jupiter as they begin their new 20-year cycle. So, we have a 13 weeks window.  

As this is your opposite sign it becomes super important as it contains ‘your shadow’ qualities & features that must 

be integrated so you can function at your best. Aquarius is the AIR sign containing the impulse to innovation & 

original ideas that dare to be different from the conventional as they stimulate fresh change. 

Aquarius also governs the ‘universal consciousness’ that ‘we are all one’ amidst an 

interconnected system of creation. Spot on, right?! Hence Aquarius is the sign of 

humanitarianism where Leo must send its’ creative impulse to uplift and improve 

community and society. Lovely. This is your true purpose dear lion-hearted ones as the 

leaders of society. This is why Aquarius is associated with ‘Politics’ and Leo the political 

leaders, and why we will see a whole new type of leader emerge over coming years. 

So, Saturn heading into Aquarius will launch a new phase of reform and change 

collectively, with an increase in ‘civil disobedience’ and activism in response to the growing right-wing nationalism 

and authoritarianism. We have already seen the beginning of this during 2019 in Hong Kong and Lebanon and so 

many other countries as people are fed up with the greedy corrupt systems. 
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For Leo this falls in your 7th House of personal and business partnerships, and all things to do with PR & marketing 

so you can promote your brand or service. It marks a 14 year ‘release into the world’ of all your efforts since he 

was in Leo way back in 2005. Super important right? It also brings your relationships into focus as you begin to sort 

out who you are meant to take forward, who to release, and who to invite in!!  

So, between March 23rd and July 2nd you get a little taste of all of the above, then head back into productive mode 

for the rest of the year. Then off you go into an exciting new level of ‘being in the world’ from January 2021.   

Innovating Your Career Zone 

Uranus the revolutionary change agent stepped into your 10th house of ‘Career and Worldly Outcomes’ in 2019 to 

tweak your awareness that you are ready for an innovation phase,  and he will be here for the next six years until 

2026. His awakening rebellious force assures you it is soon time to start doing something differently…or at least 

thinking about it as you are being drawn toward future creative visions. 

• For those born July 23rd to 25th your new freedom phase is from May 2018 to Jan 2020 

• For those born July 26th to 30th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2020 to Jan 2022 

• For those born July 31st July to Aug 3rd your new freedom phase is from Aug 2021 to Jan 2023 

• For those born Aug 4th to 7th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born Aug 8th to 11th  your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born Aug 12th to 15th  your new freedom phase is from Aug 2023 to Jan 2025 

• For those born Aug 16th to 20th  your new freedom phase is from Aug 2024 to Jan 2026 

• For those born Aug 21st to 23rd  your new freedom phase is from June 2025 to March 2026 
The key process here involves your need to be free to strike out into fresh territory beyond the old ways you’ve 

been operating in the world. Uranus is an independent thinking eclectic guy who drives us to seek the path less 

travelled and embrace radical new ideas and worldviews, and goodness knows he’s about to do this for our whole 

collective from 2020. 

So, it is wise to stay alert for incoming signals or opportunities offering greater independence in your career areas 

as Uranus offers you the chance to break free of your old paradigm. He is the rebel of the zodiac so you may find 

you’re up for breaking a few rules and confronting authority positions and traditions, so you can lead the way by 

contributing exciting new ingredients to your vocational field. 

Uranus likes working as a free agent so it may be time to start your own business 

or go freelance, so if you are ready to fly with your Lion courage then go for it. But 

of course, this isn’t for everyone so just be aware that your creative process is up 

for an upgrade so you can let your originality shine! 

There is an irony here as Uranus in this area also offers greater involvement in 

teams and groups where you can work with other independent freethinking 

people and ideas toward progressive outcomes.  
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And just remember if we are grumbling that we don’t like our job it should come as no surprise if we suddenly lose 

it, as our psyche sets these things up if we aren’t willing to make the change ourselves! 

This is where his positive connection with Saturn in your daily work zone can come into play as the practical 

strategic planning feature previously mentioned.  This great alignment allows for constructive change with a 

creative balance between the old and the new in your life and offers a sense of stability and wisdom; kind of like 

you’ve finally mastered your creative process and there doesn’t have to be drama and struggle anymore. Saturn 

and Uranus connect positively right through to 2021 making ideal timing for implementing major changes. 

Mars in Aries Brings Confidence & Courage 

Mars will Retrograde in Aries spending 6 months in your fellow Fire sign from July until January 2021! 

This is a big deal for is all as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years ago! When 

the Lord of his own sign is home in that sign, he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to 

initiate and pioneer new frontiers. 

Mars in the fire sign of Aries suits you very well dear Lions as he’s the action 

planet who loves fresh challenges to take us beyond the tried and safe of life. And 

as he will spend the second half of 2020 in your 9th House of ‘higher learning, 

writing, teaching, travel and adventure’ then whoopee for you!!   

He will amplify your urge for getting out and about into the world plus activate your innate leadership profile in 

your chosen field, possibly internationally. Just be careful to keep the drama and ego bits of your Leonine qualities 

in check, as the call here is to join the group of conscious people whose job it is to lead us into a new wave of      

co-operative sustainable groups to take radical action as ‘The Global Re-set’ gets under way in 2020!  

He makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in Capricorn team, and these are very 

significant as they will be trigger points for the major personal & business restructures on the way in 2020, and for 

you personally the dates below can be used for strategic timings to confidently pioneer into new territory.  

• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an 

optimistic expansive drive toward the future goals.  The caution as ever with Mars and especially in Aries 

to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected with unjustified 

optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn still requires we 

keep out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a tad selfish, so 

keep the balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to help take you 

forward. 
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• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 

few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 

softly on these timings dear Lions as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid dangerous 

people and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness! 

Your ruling Planet is The Sun – and BTW he’s not a planet he’s a SUN! The King of the Jungle. 

Thus, keeping track of the Sun’s passage through the signs each month is essential for you to 

take advantage of your creative force in 12 different phases over the months. 

N in Capricorn  from Jan 1st to Jan 20th – steady work towards goals – serious focus 

N in Aquarius  from Jan 21st  to Feb 19th – new ideas – building teams - innovation 

N in Pisces  from Feb 20th to March 20th – gestating & preparation – time out 

N in Aries  from March 21st to April 19th – activate plans – launch new projects 

N in Taurus  from April 20th  to May 20th  – practical steady work – deal with finances 

N in Gemini  from May 21st  to June 20th  – networking - short trips technology 

N in Cancer  from June 21st  to July 22nd  – home & family time and set foundations 

N in Leo  from July 23rd  to August 22nd  – creative energy & passion – fun time 

N in Virgo  from August 23rd  to Sept 22nd  – planning & details for systems - health 

N in Libra  from Sept 23rd  to Oct 22nd  – PR & marketing – partnerships - socializing 

N in Scorpio  from Oct 23rd  to Nov 21st  – research & behind scenes growth 

N in Sagittarius  from Nov 22nd  to Dec 21st – travel adventure writing teaching 

N in Capricorn  from Dec 22nd to Dec 31st – complete work areas – achievement time 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Virgo    Horoscope 2020 

Virgo Principle  Daily systems & routines, health & work, how 

we serve      Symbol  THE MAIDEN 

F Ruled by  O Mercury   Keyword     '1 SERVE'  

Element is EARTH   Quality is MUTABLE 

Physically Rules    Small Intestines & digestion   

Permission   “I am organized and love to serve” 

Virgo I have Exciting News…you are a Major Player in the 2020 ‘Global Reset’ on the Way! 

We are about to step into the most significant year in modern history as three heavyweight planet cycles are about 

to converge to announce a reformation in global geo-political affairs, thus the tensions are palpable as our old 

world order is breaking down so a new one can be born! As structural Saturn meets transformer Pluto in Capricorn 

in January the bell will ring on this new era of reform of the existing order for the first time since 1518! Then 

expansive  Jupiter joins them in December for the first time since 1286 – yep that long, hence why it is a big deal! 

Capricorn brings us all forms of ‘governance’ of business and political structures, hence the radical overhaul of 

these on the way from 2020. Capricorn is your fellow EARTH sign along with Taurus who drives the resources and 

financial department. So good old low-key Virgo drives the systems that underpin the structures, as you kids are 

the strategic planners  and organizers who run them! 

Yes, you are in for a very interesting year as these 3 big players are busy stimulating your ‘creativity zone’ plus your 

ruling planet Mercury is about to have lots of fun stimulating your career sector. SO off we go with your full report 

for how to make the best of this fabulous year of growth on the way, and how you may contribute to the vital 

need for the practical systems needed to underpin the systems of our world. 

Empowering your Creative Strength 

Once every 29 years Taskmaster Saturn comes to visit each zone of our chart to help us develop and build our 

lives. He has now been in  your 5th House of creativity, children, friends and fun, since January 2018 with one more 

year to go…so hang in there it’s all about to be worth all the hard yards of the past 2 years.  

If you’ve been on the planet long enough to be able to check back to 1989/92 for clues for what’s on offer this 

time, then please do so…and if not, then welcome to your first encounter with Saturn in your creativity zone as he 

is about to help you face your fear of being amazing!  

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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His process brings up any old issues that have been holding us back because we think we’re not creative enough or 

didn’t get safe messages when we were kids that supported our healthy ego…you know acknowledgement, 

approval and all that stuff. 

This is why the 5th House is the realm of children, both our physical kids and our inner kid…who may not have had 

the chance to play and be a kid and has been waiting for permission to enjoy life. So “life is fun” is your mantra to 

your ‘inner child’ over this three years to help build the confidence and joy that allows passion to be the source of 

your creativity. 

Every time your Virgo mind starts to run the show by over-thinking things and being picky and critical of yourself 

then stop it! If you are hard and demanding on yourself during this period, you will miss the gift of it as you will be 

much more productive with a light touch rather than the “voice of authority”. 

Your creativity is actually triggered by ideas and solutions for models and systems 

that run Capricorn business and corporate type stuff and you thrive when 

contributing to important projects that improve existing situations. You are also 

the designers and creators of engineering and building models as you are the bees 

knees when it comes to precision and detailed processes. 

And if you are the health services type of Virgo then you will have been developing 

your skills plus applying them in a more committed manner than ever before. 

Whatever your field Saturn has been bringing you an increased level of authority or the opportunity to create 

models/systems to enhance your profession and get over any fear you may have about being a successful 

individual! 

So, from January when Saturn joins power planet Pluto you’ll feel the rising urge to step into your power to make 

sure 2020 is the most useful productive year of your life!  

Saturn’s passage here also brings your kids into focus and you’ll notice an increased sense of duty or karmas to 

your small people between 2018 and 2020. Sometimes they simply need more support than usual through 

circumstances, and you help out. Or perhaps they need your best parenting to help them face their own fears of 

leaving the nest and individuating. So, giving them lots of approval and “I have faith in you” messages are essential 

and not being a hard or authoritarian parent. Your job is to motivate them to believe it is safe for them to grow up 

and be fabulous. 

Windfalls and Opportunities on the Way 

Now let’s add the next and very exciting ingredient into your 2020 story as Jupiter is also journeying through 

Capricorn to bring a much-needed fresh drive to all the proceedings mentioned in the Saturn section above.  
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His 12-year cycle around the Sun brings him to each zone of our lives for a year, and having just spent the past year 

expanding and enhancing your home and family focus it’s now time to have some fun and enjoy yourself as when 

he passes through the 5th house we get to play and party and go to the theatre and free up our ‘inner child’ to 

release spontaneous joy!  His job is to expand and grow our lives and his frequency amplifies and enlarges 

whatever he touches…after all he is the biggest dude in the solar system.  

This is a naturally spontaneous position for you with great opportunities to grow 

your confidence and dare to be authentically you. He will be here until December 

19th 2020. You will feel a fresh sense of excitement and ready for adventure as it’s 

time to let your inner child out to play, and of course this is also a fab time to enjoy 

your kids and for some there may be a small addition on the way. We all need 

healthy recognition and approval for our inner child to develop confidence, so you 

aren’t getting it in your current situations then you must learn to give it to yourself!   

This is also a great phase for group/team developments & zaps you into an inspiring year of ideas for reinvention, 

with a general call to make your impression felt in community activities. As Jupiter’s main connection is with Pluto 

during 2020 you need to step into your power and own your innate gifts as ‘the systems thinker’ of the Zodiac who 

is ready to make your impression felt!  

This zone is also known as the ‘house of speculation’ so is traditionally very lucky for windfalls and is one of the few 

periods when you can trust that your risk taking is supported by the Universe! It’s also fab for launching creative 

projects when Jupiter joins Pluto especially in early April to get things rolling. Then be prepared to work on your 

project or goal in late June while they are retrograde as this is the time we revise and improve, then a final burst of 

powerful growth and opportunity between 8th to 13th November. Excellent timing for fortunate outcomes for you 

this year Virgo! 

And let’s not forget this is also the ‘house of love affairs’, so accept invitations to play socially and also keep the 

antennae up in your workplace as Capricorn brings business liaisons into the mix. Indeed, a big feature for your 

overall growth involves business colleagues with whom you can build some excellent co-operative outcomes. 

Wildcard Uranus has been Re-inventing Your Ideas  

Progressive Uranus zapped into your 9th House of “higher mind, philosophies and beliefs” in 2019 triggering fresh 

adventures involving the need to open your mind and ideas beyond your comfortable assumptions about how the 

world works and how you may be effective within it. Society is changing at breakneck speed and we must be both 

adaptable to this, and also get very pragmatic that the old systems are in crisis and in urgent need of responsible 

new solutions. 
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Uranus in Taurus is bringing his revolutionary force as the ideas and inventions that will heal our ecosystems and 

fundamentally shift our attitudes to over consumption of resources. As the systems people of the Zodiac with an 

inherent appreciation of ‘natural systems’ you have so much opportunity here to make a contribution.  

Typically, as an earth sign you are conservative by nature and tend to conform to the prevailing worldview but not 

for much longer. Uranus is the enemy of rigid views and demands we become ‘enlightened’ by the fresh Zeitgeist 

that is sweeping the planet so don’t be surprised when you hear or read a new and stimulating ways of thinking 

that changes your current perspective.  Your ideals and beliefs are morphing to join the new era and initially this 

will challenge you, but very quickly will inspire you to become a ‘practical rebel’ with a cause. 

Venus Comes Calling for Her Once in 8 Year Retrograde Phase… 

This year beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase and this time it is in the clever quick busy 

intellectual sign of Gemini bringing a yummy light breath of fresh air into your evolution. Gemini is your fellow 

‘mental sign’ as it is through Gemini, we bring in new ideas and then through Virgo we organize them and make 

them useful. The last time she was retrograde here was mid 2012 so check your memory for clues for possible 

outcomes this time.  

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 7th August. Collectively this offers much 

needed  conversations containing the ideas that will re-invigorate and inspire the global reform from 2020. For you 

she spends this 4-month period on your 10th  house of career and worldly results.  

Thus, she brings another splendid ingredient into your unfolding 

evolution via her connections with fabulous ideas and people to help 

grow your career ambition. Venus in Gemini is quick and adaptable 

and loves movement and travel so enhances your natural Virgo 

goodies. Take note of those words as this is what you need to be 

between April and August…clever quick and adaptable. 

Gemini is also associated with commerce, and Venus brings us 

partners and others with whom we can build co-operative projects. The question from Venus in Gemini is “what do 

you need to say or share and how may you use partnerships plus IT & technology to do this?” Very exciting. This 4-

month window is also fab for teaching or podcasting or generally sharing knowledge, or attending seminars and so 

on, or just being social. Generally, lots of fun on offer from Venus during this period.  

She also loves trips and outings when in Gemini so if you’ve been thinking about a journey start making bookings 

for a new adventure. Just be aware of the period when your ruling planet Mercury is retrograde from 18th June to 

12th July as plans can change so stay adaptable!   
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Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time you are 

working to develop and organize what you have set in motion from 4th April.  As she begins to move forward after 

June 25th, you’ll feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward until August 7th when she exits Gemini 

and heads on into Cancer. Just stop and read this again and jot down the dates ok? 

So, to summarise your goodies on offer from Venus in Gemini. She is in your ‘career and ambition’ house so you 

can stimulate here with fresh ideas or learn new info to upskill and innovate your projects. You can also attract 

clever bright partners and enhance your networks, and let’s not forget some exciting travel plans that may be 

connected with your work! 

 

Your Ruling Planet is Mercury 

‘The Winged Messenger’ is your best friend and mentor and he’s an extraordinarily clever 

fellow with his quick silver adaptable qualities ensuring you of the constant stimulus you 

love so much. Ah an idea for you…find a little statue of him and keep him on your altar 

and ask him for guidance each day! So, his movement through the signs is very important 

for you each year, especially when he does his retrograde three times each year. 

January 1st to 16th   Capricorn - great for planning with practical strategies toward your 2020 goals  

Jan 17th to Feb 3rd    Aquarius – great for startling dynamic new ideas and connections. Think out of the box 

Feb 4th to April 11th  Pisces – great for inspiration and tapping into your psychic powers and imagination 

    He is retro here between Feb 17th and March 10th  

April 12th to April 27th  Aries – great for assertive thinking and speaking up with pioneering words and ideas 

April 28th to May 12th   Taurus – great for practical thoughts and financial plans to build steadily toward goals.  

May 13th to May 28th   Gemini -  ultra-busy mode – travel & networking – great for integrating IT features  

May 29th to August 5th   Cancer – you’ll be thinking and talking family matters – time to nurture self & others 

    He is retro here between June 18th  and July 12th  

August 6th  to 20th  Leo – this is a very creative time with passion investing your words and ideas 

August 21st to Sept 5th  Virgo – time to review and micromanage plans and systems 

Sept 6th to 27th    Libra – fab for socializing and partnerships and PR and marketing time 

Sept 28th to Dec 1st   Scorpio – great for research & financial planning & deep and intimate conversations 

    He is retro here between Oct 14th and November 3rd 

Dec 2nd to 20th   Sagittarius – big time expanding your connections and publishing or teaching  

Dec 21st to end of year  Capricorn – set goals and plans for 2021 
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Libra    Horoscope 2020 

Libra Principle  Relationships, social justice, PR & marketing   

Symbol   G  THE SCALES OF JUSTICE 

Ruled by  P Venus  Keyword     '1 RELATE'  

Element is AIR  Quality is CARDINAL      

Physically Rules  Kidneys, Urethra, Skin tone & quality  

Permission “I create healthy co-operative and supportive 

relationships & partnerships” 

Hello Lovely Libra Welcome to a Powerful Year of Home-based Prosperity 

As we step into 2020 the very foundations of our world are about to rock’nroll as the combined forces of three 

major planetary cycles converge to toss out the old systems and commence the process of re-building based on a 

conscious world view that honours the ‘interconnectedness’ of all people and our relationship to our planet. This is 

why the global scene became ever more confronting during 2019 as the many issues that confront our ‘broken 

models’ have been brought into sharp relief in these ‘extreme times’. 

The big shifts on the way begin in January when structural Saturn meets transformer Pluto in Capricorn to begin 

their new cycle, and they have not met here since 1518. This was the beginning of the ‘Reformation’ as the geo-

political  chess game of the Renaissance world gave birth to the material world model that has driven our culture 

ever since.  

So, as we step into our fresh Reformation era it’s important to get clear about quite how you are meant to 

contribute to re-shaping our world, and how your 2020 story is setting the foundation for forward motion in your 

life from 2021. As one of the Cardinal signs…the others being Capricorn, Aries & Cancer you are particularly in the 

spotlight from the challenging but also exciting re-shaping planets, so remember you are stronger than you may 

believe and more than up to the process of growth on the way. 

You are the second of the AIR signs and along with your fellow air people Gemini and Aquarius you are the ideas 

people who stimulate  and connect us to share and communicate the information that drives our lives. Your 

particular skill in this AIR system involves social relationship and the bringing together of people and their 

contrasting views.  

This is why you are called the ‘peacemakers’ of the Zodiac and your fields of expertise bring us the diplomats and 

deal makers, along with the business function or PR and marketing. You are great at selling things if you believe in 

them, right? So on with the low down on what’s happening in your world in 2020! 
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Home and Family Continues to be a Priority – with a Positive Boost on the Way 

In the into I mentioned ‘responsible’ Saturn as being a big player in the 2020 story as he begins his accountability 

process for current global governance. So, he’s extra strong this year and in your story, he has been gradually 

moving through your 4th House of “home and family” for the first time in 29 years! If you’re old enough to 

remember back to 1989/92 you’ll get the message that this period brought major developments to your family 

systems, no matter how old you were. 

Before we go on a quick reminder that Saturn has just spent 2015 through 2017 in your communications sector 

helping you grow up and become much stronger about expressing your-self and your ideas, which isn’t necessarily 

easy to do for you as you would rather keep the peace and shut up…up until now! 

I hope you get the take out from this as you see the implications of the great process of growth and improvement 

that Saturn brings us, so since 2018 you have been developing this new maturing process by stepping up into your 

authority as a source of strength in your family group. In current jargon we could say you’ve been ‘putting on your 

big boy or girl’ pants lol. 

Saturn highlights responsibility themes, so this may have you having to go the extra 

yards to support family members, so if things have felt heavy or tedious just remember 

‘this too will pass grasshopper’, as you are holding a steady force for your family group.  

Re-structuring both your physical and emotional foundations is the key here, so there’s 

the obvious possibility of changes of residence, or building and renovation options also 

apply. Sometimes it’s about downscaling as your needs change or building a self-

contained flat for ‘the mother-in-law’ or to rent space and make some extra money. 

Part of the family re-structuring may also involve allowing others to take responsibility for their own lives when 

they need to…i.e. beyond the age of 24! If you’ve still got adult kids at home, it can be very empowering for you all 

by giving them the ‘4 Permissions’ from Family Therapy…they are great for us all as sometimes it is us who needs 

to leave home! 

1. You can go  2. We have faith in you  3. We’ll miss you  4. But we’ll be OK!  

Sometimes we need to say these to ourselves! I can go. I have faith in me. I’ll miss them & they’ll be OK. 

When Saturn is at the base of our chart, we are deep in personal territory and worldly outcomes are not our 

primary focus.  So the most important outcome from this once in 28-year phase is your chance to create new ‘safe 

inner foundations’ upon which you can build future goals and dreams to be reaped in 14 years when he arrives at 

the top of your chart…your career outcomes. And finally. It will help you enormously to re-program any old issues 

you may have that you don’t deserve support from others! So, your mantra is “It is safe for me to now find the 

balance between giving support and being supported”. 
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So Now it’s Time for Prosperous Growth After the Hard Yards of the Past 2 Years 

Every 12 years Jupiter, planet of positive expansion and growth comes calling to each zone of our life and he now 

joins Saturn & Pluto to spend 2020 also in Capricorn, and in your 4th house of foundations highlighting  “home, 

family, emotional safety, nourishment and love”.  

This is a once in 12-year foundation phase as his purpose is to enhance your sense of inner security and belonging 

so you feel emotionally safe so you can build your life over the next six years toward the big success and results 

when he enters your 10th house in 2026!  

So, he’s right at the bottom of your chart now, which explains why you’ll feel extra feeling nesty and inspired for 

home improvements. This also makes sense of why you may not be inspired by worldly goals right now, although 

career areas can also grow if you decide to as we have seen from other indicators.  

This is a wonderful year to spend your energies motivating and inspiring your home and 

family or using your home base for new creative activities. Jupiter is such a positive 

dude who brings his optimistic vision as a welcome relief from good old Saturn’s ‘hard 

yards’ process of the past 2 years!  

So, his urge for expansion and growth can up the ante on your need or desire to 

renovate or change residence even internationally, purchase investment real estate, or 

you may invite exotic new and interesting people into your home. Jupiter reminds us 

that sometimes our family is not connected by blood but are the friends we call family, so please welcome people 

into your home who are in need of your generosity! 

Just a reminder that his journey through this foundational zone of your life may also keep you ‘down on the farm’ 

without a push for outer world career ambition, so if this is how you are inclined that’s cool, although career areas 

can also grow if you decide to take advantage of Saturn in good form enhancing your ambitions & goals. Typically, 

you wave goodbye to kids who are ready to fly and welcome new bubs when Jupiter transits this zone of your life.  

Mars is Set for Fresh Action from July… 

…as he will Retrograde in Aries your OPPOSITE sign so spends 6 months here from July until January 2021! This is 

big news for you dear ones as Mr Mars is about to bring a very dynamic feature into your story from the second 

half of the year. Mars  is your male counterpart the ‘God of War’ to your ‘Goddess of Peace’ so get set to show the 

world how to be a model for ‘peaceful action’…without conflict!!!!!!!!!! 

This is a big deal for us all as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years ago! When the Lord of his own sign is home 

in that sign, he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to initiate and pioneer new frontiers. He will be front and centre in 

your ‘relationship zone’ for the second half of the year, and he will stimulate…to say the least…your need for 
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freeing up old stale relating patterns…and partners for that matter! At best he offers 

action for PR & marketing of your goals and projects as he brings confidence and 

enthusiasm to drive you forward into fresh territory.  

He makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in Capricorn 

team, and these are very significant as they will be trigger points for the major 

personal & business restructures on the way in 2020. 

• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an 

optimistic expansive drive toward the future goals  The caution as ever with Mars and especially in Aries 

to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected with unjustified 

optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn still requires we 

keep out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a tad ruthless, so 

keep the balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to help take you 

forward. 

• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter, as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 

few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 

softly on these timings dear Libra as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid dangerous 

people and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness! 

OK so let’s talk about the magic word ‘assertive’ in light of your natural inclination to please others and keep the 

peace. When we are ‘too nice’ and using our energy to hold back our true feelings and needs we can unconsciously 

create what is known as ‘passive rage’ as nice people don’t get angry right? Once we are stuck in this pattern we 

then ‘attract’ (Libra rules the Law of Attraction after all) other people who are ‘so angry what’s their problem - I am 

not angry but they are so they have a problem’.  What these angry or aggressive people are actually doing for us is 

playing out our disowned frustrations and anger for us! This is called ‘dreaming up our shadow’ or parts I don’t 

own… in others lol. It’s amusing when you read it so simply but not so amusing when it’s at work in our lives! 
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So Mars in your zone of ‘partners & others’  offers a splendid opportunity 

to deal with this old pattern and move into ‘healthy assertiveness’ so you 

can take action with confidence and courage, and stop unconsciously 

inviting others to appear to use their energy to limit you!  

Our whole world is angry right now…justifiably as the system stinks…but allowing anger and thoughtless 

impulsiveness to drive us is dangerous both psychically and emotionally, and not owning our feelings if we ARE 

angry is equally unhealthy as it does indeed affect our health! So, make like pro-active co-operative fair minded 

Libran so you can take advantage of the fantastic urge to step beyond co-dependant relationships, and own your 

individual self-expression! 

Your self-therapy here just requires some simple daily re-programming self-talk along the lines of “It’s safe to trust 

my feelings” and then release old rage and frustration punching a bag or whatever…not at others obviously! Then 

you can start using your intuition properly as this is one of the gifts on offer once we trust our feelings! The other 

permission here is “I now take action with confidence and courage”. If you’d like to learn more about any of your 

‘unconscious patterns’ then why not book in for a session? 

A Quick Word from revolutionary Uranus  

Another of the really big 2020 players also set to bring you a fresh evolutionary wave is Uranus in Taurus, who 

zapped into your 8th House of “power, money, sex, birth & death” until 2026. Uranus is known as the Sky God who 

gives birth to brand new elements in our awareness to take us from a lower to a higher state of consciousness and 

along the way free up past patterns that still hold us in fear and limitation. He can be a chaotic agent in his quest to 

disrupt old pathways so we can step onto the road less travelled and dare to shine in our true individual light.  

So, when things get a tad unstable along the way over these years while he switches on your power and quest for 

freedom to be more authentic, just stay cool and in full trust that the new life is always greater than the old. This 

isn’t an overnight sensation although Uranus is famous for sudden unexpected events that spin you into a new 

framework financially or emotionally.  

As a Libran many of you tend to reply on others to provide for you, and yet your 

shadow or opposite sign is Aries containing your ‘balance’ as the independent 

pioneer who uses your personal power and courage whenever you like, not just 

in response to someone else. This is what Uranus is about to teach you and you 

will notice your growing urge for freedom from the control of others…once again 

financially or emotionally. 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Uranus makes a wonderful connection with Saturn back in your 4th house over this next two years bringing a time 

of stability and creative balance between the old and the new in your life. Stay alert for ‘unusual’ or progressive 

ideas and ingredients for your finances and home-based plans.  

Maybe you decide to begin a business from home, or an event frees up old stale stuff and gets things moving. It’s 

like you finally get what you need to let go of and where you need to invite innovation.  

…and Finally, Your Ruler Venus is about to have some fun in Gemini… 

Wherever your ruling planet is travelling sets the tone for your creative expression as she travels through the signs 

every month or so. This year your beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase and this time it is 

in the clever quick busy intellectual sign of Gemini bringing a yummy light breath of fresh air into your evolution. 

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 7th August. Collectively this offers much 

needed  conversations containing the ideas that will re-invigorate and inspire the global reform from 2020. For you 

she spends this 4-month period on your 9th House of ‘higher learning, adventures and travel’!  

Thus, she brings another splendid ingredient into your unfolding evolution via her connections with brand new 

ideas and people to help grow your story. You will enjoy Venus in Gemini as she is quick and adaptable and loves 

movement and travel so takes you beyond your ‘normal’ more passive tendencies lol. Take note of those words as 

this is what you need to be between April and August…clever quick and adaptable. 

Gemini is also associated with communications and teaching, and Venus brings us partners and others with whom 

we can build co-operative projects, you can use her to invite fab new people and knowledge to expand your 

horizons, or you are ready to share yours. Gemini also governs social media and IT territory, so maybe it’s time for 

that blog you’ve been thinking of starting, or you are podcasting big time to stimulate new ideas.  The question 

from Venus in Gemini is “what do you need to say or share and how may you use partnerships plus IT & 

technology to do this?” Very exciting. 

Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time you are 

working to develop and organize what you have set in motion from 4th April.  As she begins to move forward after 

June 25th, you’ll feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward until August 7th when she exits Gemini 

and heads on into Cancer. Just stop and read this again and jot down the dates ok? 

So, to summarise your goodies on offer from Venus in Gemini. She is in your travel and adventure zone, so you 

need to get smart with fresh ideas and innovations to grow your life and either learn new info or attract partners 

to empower the innovations on the way for 2020 or share and teach them. I also offer Venus timings for your 

complete 2020 next… 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Your ruling planet is Venus  

…in her guise of ‘Goddess of Love and Attraction’.  Keeping track of her 

movement through the signs over the year is very helpful to support 

knowing where to send your social skills so you can manifest growth in the 

affairs of the sign she is passing through! 

Jan 1st to 13th  Aquarius – urge for independence -daring to be different - progressive people & ideas  

Jan 14th to Feb 7th  Pisces - highly imaginative and tapping into intuition big time 

Feb 8th to March 5th  Aries –  feeling confident & relating to others co-operatively without conflict   

March 6th to April 3rd   Taurus – fertile steady development – prosperous finances – work in the garden or art 

April 4th to Aug 7th   Gemini – busy sociable networking with clever people – travel. She retrogrades here so 

refer to insights in previous paras. 

Aug 8th to Sept 6th   Cancer – nurture and value home & family relationships  

Sept 7th to Oct 2nd   Leo – creative spurt – unleash passion – have fun and play 

Oct 3rd  to Oct 28th  Virgo – planning & organizing and perfecting systems – clean up and out 

Oct 29th  to Nov 21st   Libra – open social networks & partnerships – PR & marketing 

Nov 22nd  to Dec 14th   Scorpio – manage investments – invite trust & bonds that support 

Dec 15th to end    Sag – Travel and adventure – writing teaching questing 
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Scorpio    Horoscope 2019 

Scorpio Principle Our power, shared resources, hidden depths, 

secrets, intimacy & closeness  

Symbol    THE SCORPION & EAGLE 

H Ruled by       V  Pluto (& Mars)   Keyword     '1 DESIRE'  

Element is WATER Quality is FIXED      

Physically Rules  Large Intestine & Bowel, Reproductive organs   

Permission        “It’s safe for me to be powerful” 

Greetings dear Eagles it’s Transformation Time…are you Ready? 

You are considered the ‘deepest’ of the feeling essence WATER signs and your ruling planet is Pluto Lord of the 

Underworld. This explains why you kids are the penetrating detectives of our world, who love nothing better than 

digging around in ‘mysteries’ and finding out what’s really going on behind the scenes of life. It also explains why 

your essential process involves the correct use of ‘power’ and by extension when we apply the Scorpio process 

collectively, then the power forces that run our world via the tools of money and control of resources.  

During the last three months of 2019 a number of planets were hanging out in Scorpio, having a fine time digging 

up all manner of secrets and misdemeanours lurking in the underworld of society, and the thing all scandals reveal 

is people who are mis-using power in some way right?  

So, as we head into 2020 and powerful Pluto is joined by ‘accountable Saturn’ in Capricorn I am excited to say that 

this is exactly what’s on the way for the power brokers of our world!  Our whole global system is cracking up and 

the abuse and corruption considered ‘normal’ up until now is about to begin to be brought to accountability! Yay. 

The last time they met in Capricorn was way back in 1518, when the geo-political and religious world began a 

‘Reformation’ that changed the shape of culture from then until now.   

So back to what does this mean about you in these transformational times, and how are you meant to use your 

power to contribute to the dynamic challenges on the way as the global chess game makes a huge new move.  

The Power of Your Mind and Your Mouth 

Since January 2018 Saturn in Capricorn has been travelling through your ‘mind & mouth’ sector, and he remains 

here during 2020 as he meets Pluto from January. So ‘The Lord of Structure & Form’ has been bringing you a 

marvellous opportunity to refine and develop both of these strategic bits of who you are by learning some cool 

new tools for understanding how to use the power of your ‘mind & mouth’ to create your reality.  
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Start with giving up old negative self-talk and repetitive unhelpful 

thoughts and words. I mean it’s obvious that if we say the word 

‘worry’ a lot we’re going to be anxious…right? So, whenever an 

old self-limiting thought pops us close your eyes and send a 

positive supportive message to this sub-personality as you rub 

your belly and say…“you are safe all is well”. 

In terms of your old unconscious patterns you’ll be very aware of 

your ‘inner critic’ doing overtime as Saturn brings up our fears of 

not being ‘clever or bright enough’ or ‘I am not heard and understood’’. As this zone of your life is associated with 

communication this is another upgrade process on offer. The re-programming for this one is obvious “I am now 

heard & understood”! Say this several times each day.  

Yes, you tend to be very private people at the best of times with your calm and private façade that keeps people 

guessing, so are not prone to idle chatter or gossip. Totally cool here. However, this can also hold you back from 

speaking up when you have something important to say and need to be heard!   

As I mentioned in my intro you are the ‘deep thinkers’ and researchers of the Zodiac team, so a major upside from 

Saturn joining Pluto during 2020 is where we make the connection with the revelation of hidden secrets and 

exposing important information that needs to be brought into the light. Perhaps this is where you get to do your 

‘powerful transformer’ job as part of the process of exposing the corrupt people and businesses who continue to 

control & manipulate the old broken systems.  

Then you must speak or write about your findings and dare to be heard…and believed! Not so easy for you kids 

who normally prefer to hide out and not be seen lol. Saturn is also amazing for building your strength & authority 

in your chosen field and getting very clear about your ‘intention’ to set goals and achieve them.   So, this is where 

you use your mind power to receive insights via your imagination and visualize your goals every day, and only using 

positive words about yourself and others. It’s easy really…it just takes daily ‘mindfulness’ for life changing 

outcomes. 

The other biggie here for you Scorp concerns the other area associated with hidden knowledge known as the 

‘mystery teachings’ or Occult sciences. This is along the lines of what I mentioned in the last para where we learn 

how to use our mind to: 

1. Receive insights via our higher mind or Soul or intuition or whatever you want to call it. Close your eyes 

and throw your energy up to your Higher Self and ask for ‘the idea’ you need to expand your growth 

2. Once you get the ‘idea’ or insight visualize placing it in a ‘thought form bubble’ & concentrate your energy 

on this bubble each morning. Ask “is this idea in alignment with my true nature and purpose?” 
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3. Because we are ‘magnetic’ we can then invite the people and resources we need to start bringing the idea 

into manifestation. If this doesn’t start happening or you get the vibe that it may not actually be what you 

are meant to do then it’s cool to let it go and start again. You can also have a few bubbles on the go at any 

time! 

This is just a very simple version of what is obviously a much more complex set of teachings, but hope you get the 

idea and start implementing it!  

As this is also a three-year study or writing phase, perhaps you are ready to do some deeper learning in this area or 

just generally in either a school setting or through self- learning as this is a once in 29-year phase for a knowledge 

upgrade. Saturn wants to get his teeth into something important and will really apply himself to achieve a result 

once you set a goal, and as this is a three-year period you can sure get some letters after your name if you want or 

need to, or get your manuscript to the publisher! 

The other connection here involves using Saturn to create important social network connections with people and 

groups who are aligned with your objectives. This is on the way big time as Uranus has also arrived on the scene to 

bring you rad new people and ideas and solutions to support your growth, with a fab alignment allowing easy 

supportive change to finally resolve areas where you may have felt stuck or frustrated. Uranus opens us to seek 

eclectic and innovative knowledge to free us from old conditioning and to welcome change.  

So, if you have been working to develop a new bizz idea or been toiling away at a writing project or creating new 

networks, pay day and forward motion is on the way in 2020, especially since expansive Jupiter is on the way to 

bring new opportunities as he heads through Capricorn also in 2020. 

Your local neighbourhood also comes into focus during this period so welcome the opportunity to get involved in 

community activities where you can help make a difference. 

Now Let’s Add Expansive Jupiter to This Story! 

Jupiter is the guy who expands our possibilities and helps us grow in confidence 

so we can strike forward into fresh territory. He has a 12-year cycle around the 

Sun, which brings him to each area of our lives every 12 years and he’s now 

heading into your ‘mind & mouth’ sector to join the big guns Saturn & Pluto I’ve 

just been talking up! So, think back to 2008 for echoes on this cycle. What was 

happening then for you? How did your expand your worldview or what new 

areas did you begin to learn about?   

So, his supercharged energy will bring a busy stimulating year with a very good chance that you’ll be either 

learning or teaching or writing or publishing. You spent most of 2019 learning new approaches for growing your 
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financial base whilst he was in your ‘money house’. Now it is time for fresh motivation and ingredients to enhance 

your networks…and to make sure your words and ideas carry your highest meaning and purpose.  

Jupiter is known as ‘the lucky planet’ and his fortunate rays bestow positive optimistic spirit, much needed after 

this past two years managing serious Saturn who is prone to darker thoughts! He brings opportunities for travel 

and adventure in this sector so make sure that passport is up to date, and overnight bag is ready for quick outings 

and visits and with expanding learning to grow your future, you’re in seminar junkie territory!  

Downside Jupiter is a bit of a ‘know it all’ and tends to want to share his views and beliefs with gusto, although as I 

pointed out in the previous section your natural reserve will hopefully spare you from the more antagonistic 

potential of Jupiter in full rant!  

The other thing he does is ‘promise more than he can deliver’ by taking on too many of the opportunities on offer, 

so watch out for this one and be careful to check the details of new people and goodies they may offer before 

committing to things. Jupiter can make you feel like ‘nothing can go wrong’ so wow I’m cool let’s go, only to 

discover you have over-reached yourself or taken on more than you can manage.  

Remember you are also dealing with Saturn in anything on offer in these new horizons and he is nothing if not 

pragmatic…which is great. Meanwhile Jupiter absolutely love BIG ideas and interesting people and networks so 

stay nimble and alert for incoming fab connections! 

Jupiter makes three connections with power planet Pluto in 2020, signalling major expansion moments to share or 

publish or travel to grow your world. The first ‘pass’ happens during the first week of April – then the retrograde 

pass is in the last week of June, when you are wise to iron out details and continue building your plans or project. 

Then the final blast is between 8th and 13th of November when it’s all systems go for launching projects just prior to 

2021, when we all move into a whole fresh paradigm as Jupiter joins Saturn in Aquarius and the revolution well 

and truly begins!  

Pioneering Mars Heads into Your Daily Work Sector  

There are two Planets who ‘rule’ Scorpio – the first being Pluto known as the modern ruler, and then Mars who is 

the traditional ruler. So, it’s super important to track his movement through your chart each year, and 2020 brings 

him for a long stay in the sign of Aries. This will trigger your 6th House of ‘daily work & service’ from July right 

through the end of December. 

This is a big deal for us all as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years ago! When the Lord of his own sign is home 

in that sign, he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to initiate and pioneer new frontiers. Good luck trying to hold this 

one ‘back on the farm’ when he activates your need for fresh systems at work from July until early 2021. Mars likes 

to do his own thing as an independent agent and loves a challenge! 
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He makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in 

Capricorn team, and these are very significant as they will be trigger points for 

the major personal & business restructures on the way in 2020. 

• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early 

August and then mid-October. This is an ‘adventurous explorer’ visionary 

combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an optimistic 

expansive drive toward the future goals.  The caution as ever with Mars and 

especially in Aries to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected 

with unjustified optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn 

still requires we keep out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a 

tad selfish, so keep the balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to 

help take you forward. 

• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 

few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 

softly on these timings dear Scorp as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid 

dangerous people and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness! 

Freedom in all Your Relationships 

It’s time to take a closer look at the possible scenarios on the way as our change agent maverick freedom God who 

zinged his was into your 7th House of “partnerships” in 2019.  Our Sky God has the big 84-year cycle, spending 7 

years in each sign and as he moves through each sector, we are re-vitalized or awakened or generally disrupted in 

some way so the ‘new’ can arrive in our lives. 

Typically, under this influence we begin to get antsy for more freedom in our daily partnerships…both personally 

and professionally. We call this the ‘urge to individuation’! So, if you start feeling like you’re a bit too controlled by 

others…or begin to be accused of being too controlling…then the game is up my friends. 
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Uranus demands freedom to be” free to be me” as an authentic individual. So, if you’ve been allowing others to 

dictate terms over how you ‘are you’ this may start becoming very uncomfortable. And again, if your partners let 

you know they need more space to individuate then give them a hug and tell them you understand! 

Scorps control when they don’t feel safe so needless to say it’s time to stop relying on others to keep you safe. 

Only we can do that for ourselves. Once we do, we are free to attract other ‘safe’ individuals to share time and 

energy with. Welcome to the true power of Scorpio! What a relief. You can give up possessiveness and jealousy 

and all that crap. This is the liberation on offer from Uranus passing through your 7th House over coming years. 

BTW these dynamic highly original people who are about to enter your life will bring such excitement, especially 

when we consider your fab Jupiter timing opening this new 12-year cycle! 

You will notice the triggers for this process in 2018 but it is not until 2019 that Uranus finally settles in the sigh of 

Taurus and gets down to business. So, here’s a list of your birthdays over this next 7 years so you know when you 

will be directly impacted by this big new freedom phase. 

• For those born 23rd to 26th Oct your new freedom phase is from May 2018 to Jan 2020 

• For those born 27th to 30th Oct your new freedom phase is from Aug 2020 to Jan 2022 

• For those born 31st Oct to Nov 3rd your new freedom phase is from Aug 2021 to Jan 2023 

• For those born Nov 4th to 7th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born Nov 8th to 11th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born Nov 12th to 15th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2023 to Jan 2025 

• For those born Nov 16th to 19th your new freedom phase is from Aug 2024 to Jan 2026 

• For those born Nov 20th & 22nd your new freedom phase is from June 2025 to March 2026 

 

Your Ruling Planets are Pluto and Mars 

…Lord of the Underworld. He is the planet of transformation, regeneration and 

birth /death and has a 246-year cycle around the Sun. He’s been in Capricorn since 

2008 and leaves in 2024. 

Pluto is the ‘modern ruler’ of Scorpio as he was only discovered in 1930 and after observing his cycle Astrologers 

decided his birth/death/transformational force sure did go with Scorpio. 

Pluto moves very slowly through the signs over his 240-year cycle. He only travels 2 degrees per year so not much 

action in that sense. He’s been in Capricorn since 2008 breaking down and revealing the rot in the corporate and 

government systems that run our planet. 

Bottom line here is your urge for expanding your power beyond past limitations so the powerful messages & 

knowledge you have to share are welcomed and received. 
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He only moves a few degrees each year and his territory in 2020 is between 22 degrees and 24 degrees of 

Capricorn. He is joined by Saturn on January 12th to open their new cycle. I mentioned this in the main section. His 

main aspect this year is:  

Jupiter conjunct Pluto  Jupiter makes three conjunctions with power planet Pluto in 2020, signalling 

major expansion moments to share or publish or travel to grow your world. The first ‘pass’ happens during the first 

week of April – then the retrograde pass is in the last week of June, when you are wise to iron out details and 

continue building your plans or project. Then the final blast is between 8th and 13th of November when it’s all 

systems go for launching projects just prior to 2021, when we all move into a whole fresh paradigm as Jupiter joins 

Saturn in Aquarius and the revolution well and truly begins!  

 

And Mars 

…who is the traditional ruler. He is the ‘take action’ guy who loves to be in fire and 

air signs and not such a mover and shaker when he’s in earth and water signs.  

It’s great to know what sign he is activating during the year, so you know how best to 

use your mojo with conscious intention, especially when you are not meant to do 

anything!! 

Q  Jan 4th to Feb 16th   – Sagittarius – he loves being in Sag to fire up his vision and purpose! Great timing for 

international connections, add new knowledge or share yours, or plan a trip! 

Q  Feb 17th to March 30th  – Capricorn -  assert toward goals & – stay steady & release projects late March. 

Q  Mar 31st to May 14th  – Aquarius – fab for innovative connections & group activity – dare to be different & 

step outside the old conventional box. 

Q  May 15th to June 28th  – Pisces – plan time out and withdraw to re-group your energies – excellent for 

creative dreaming & using intuition and higher nature to nurture yourself and your goals 

Q  June 29th to Jan 7th 2021 - Aries – see the big report in main section!  

 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Sagittarius   Horoscope 2020 

Sag Principle  Ideals & beliefs, quests, higher learning, 

teaching & writing, adventure & travel            

Symbol   THE ARCHER 

I Ruled by       R Jupiter     Keyword     '1 SEEK'  

Element is FIRE  Quality is MUTABLE 

Physically Rules  Liver, Hips & thighs    

Permission   “My life has purpose - I am tolerant & wise” 

Welcome to 2020 dear Archers are you Ready to Inspire the Vision for our Global Shift?   

Your ruler Jupiter has just spent 2019 zapping his way through your sign doing a fine job of revealing the truth 

about the extreme issues of our time and just how polarized our society has become. Yes, the ‘big guy’ is not 

known for his subtly and yet his rays are considered lucky as he opens doors to fresh horizons where we are free to 

write a new script for our future. 

And this is what we are challenged to do in 2020, as expansive Jupiter now heads into Capricorn to join responsible 

Saturn & transformer Pluto by December. This will be the first time they have all met since 1284 when the Feudal 

times gave way to the Nation States who invented Capitalism. Read on for all about this in my 2020 Global Report, 

but just get that never has it been more important for our Archers to be ready to be part of the global financial re-

structuring on the way! 

You are the last of the three FIRE signs – first comes Aries who activate new energy, then we have Leo who 

creatively drives the energy,  and then you guys distribute the energy out into the world. This why you are the 

‘disseminators’ who blow the seeds of fresh life into the sky, and whose innate urge to travel and explore the 

horizons of the mind and the world takes you far and wide in your quest for understanding.  

By nature, you are optimistic and enthusiastic in this quest for life’s meaning and you are the teachers and ethical 

leaders who must display moral courage and always be tolerant and wise in all your dealings. You are the story 

tellers who tend do things to extremes as you love the big picture, and no matter how close to the edge you push 

things you know that because you were born under a ‘lucky star’ all will be well.   

So, on that note let’s move on to explore just how your 2020 offers your brand-new script.  

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Re-shaping your Values 

Saturn has been a major player in the unfolding global story since he stepped into Capricorn in January 2018…his 

own sign where he resides until December 2020, which has huge implications for the whole socio/economic 

systems globally. Historically this cycle brought us the 1929/32 depression era with recessions in 1959/62 and 

1989/92 that demanded huge reality checks after periods of unbridled spending sprees.  

So yes, he is a serious dude who is about to join his mate Pluto to begin the process of re-shaping and re-defining 

the values that underpin our commercial systems. And this becomes personal for you especially, as he is in your 2nd 

House of “money, resources and values” giving you the heads up that it is time to re-shape and re-define all of the 

above so you can make sure you are in good shape if things get tight ‘out there’. 

Traditionally Saturn here is considered a restrictive force, purely in the sense that he makes us very pragmatic and 

brings reality checks as to how prosperous we believe we have the right to be. This process is meant to offer us a 

chance to re-fine and re-structure existing earning sources, clean up debt and live within our means.  

This is actually a general call for our whole global financial system, which is tenuous to say the least. The other 

feature is pragmatic investment of resources toward the development of your goals so if you need to invest in 

equipment or added resources then do so. The caution is not to buy into risky speculative get rich quick 

schemes…because you won’t. So, make like a clever archer and you’ll be sitting pretty! 

He offers another major gift here so you can re-structure and 

re-program any old unconscious beliefs that are blocking your 

‘prosperity consciousness’. Who would you be if you were 

financially prosperous? Your re-programming on this one is 

“It’s safe for me to be successful and prosperous”. 

Or if you already have this sorted and you’re very prosperous 

then what are you meant to do with your wealth? How do you 

use your resources to uplift and transform your world in some 

way? Successful Saggies are the Philanthropists of the Zodiac! 

Saturn in your money house can also be a 3-year period where you are consolidating toward successfully achieving 

your financial goals. His positive connection with revolutionary Uranus in Taurus (the money sign) over these years 

can show you where you need to innovate or let go of an old investment or financial mindset so you can change it. 

The other big theme here involves the words ‘security’ and ‘values’ so Saturn may bring up your survival issues and 

show you how to establish healthy foundations by being aware of and using resources effectively. What is needed 

relative to resources determines what is VALUED. The more self-reliance that exists the more survival is 

guaranteed and the more you value your SELF! 
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So, your goal now is to explore this by getting clear about what you really need and what you don’t. I mean we live 

in an era of ‘instant gratification’ with the assumption that if we can’t afford something, we just borrow money 

and have it! Excessive consumption is killing our planet and destroying the values of our collective world and this 

must stop…yes? 

This is where you archers may come into your own in this process. As the writers and teachers of the Zodiac, you 

can spread this message as you personally experience the re-valuation in your own life! Also, your busy Saggie 

knowledge seeking self will be well served from study and researching the current state of ‘money’ on our planet 

so you can upgrade your own security ideas and share your knowledge on the way. 

This the key message in the 2020 story. It’s time for a whole new set of values…or perhaps the return to values 

that honour the correct use of resources to support everyone…not just those who make huge profit at the expense 

of people and planet. Sorry…I’m on a rave! Let’s move on to the very good news about this whole money and 

resources thing! 

Fortunate Jupiter…your Ruler…now Joins the Party 

So, you’ve just done 2019 with Jupiter in your sign opening a new 12-year cycle in your life, hence the urge to 

expand your horizons and move into fresh territory. I hope you got to do some traveling or at least felt inspired to 

step forward and invite new opportunities.  

So now he heads into the next zone of your life and once again this is your 2nd House of money and resources and 

values…all the stuff I have been talking up in the Saturn section just covered. So, after spending the past 2 years re-

evaluating and re-vising and working hard to grow your material world and inner worth Jupiter brings a huge dose 

of positive goodies into proceedings! 

The classic reading for Jupiter here is lucky stars around money…good 

fortune…winning things and all that stuff… yay. But even if you don’t win 

the lottery stay alert to incoming ideas and info that make you smarter 

about money in general and what to do to help your material world grow 

from here.  

Jupiter also asks you to get clear about what matters to you i.e. your values, so you know where to direct your 

prosperous intentions. Meanwhile your Saturn continues to urge caution and staying practical so make sure you 

listen to him!!  

As Jupiter brings luck and good fortune, then generally financial areas will grow with a word of caution that Jupiter 

likes to spend big and not necessarily wisely…so take note… and if opportunities arrive for big profits that seem too 

good to be true, then then they no doubt are! Sometimes we need to invest in our projects and spend a few bucks 
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for future outcomes in 4 years’ time, so this is fine as long as you are not too over the top and waste funds. See if 

you save some instead!!  

As Jupiter is your ruling planet dear Sag wherever he is travelling over any year becomes super important, and as 

he visits each zone of our lives every 12 years here’s another reminder that it’s time to write or teach or travel to 

share your knowledge about things financial or environmental this year! 

As he is one of the big players in the ‘2020 Global Reset’ his timing is extra significant especially when the super 

powerful success combo Jupiter meets Pluto for the first of 3 passes in late March into early April…starting from 

the New Aries Moon. The next pass is late June and finally in the 2nd week of November. Together they forge new 

empires personally & globally to expand our old outmoded world views…very exciting stuff. 

Here is your once in a lifetime opportunity (yes because he will never be here with Pluto and Saturn again!) for a 

big green light for releasing visionary ventures. Your timings here: you need to activate new goodies in late March, 

develop these in late June, then really move things along in November/December.  

More Good News from Mars…a Planet you Like a Lot! 

Mars will Retrograde in Aries in 2020 so spends 6 months here from July until January 2021! 

This is a big deal for us all as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years ago! When 

the Lord of his own sign is home in that sign, he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to 

initiate and pioneer new frontiers.  

This is excellent news for you as Mars in Aries will zap into your 5th House of 

‘creativity, kids, passion, joy and excitement’ for the second half of 2020. This is 

a fab alignment for your Saggie fire sign with fiery Mars in his natural fire sign of 

Aries. Whoosh sounds fiery…and it is!   

The combination of your natural Saggie exuberance plus Mars in fully confident mode offers a wonderful creative 

burst of activity, plus the chance to step up into a leadership role in your field. Mars likes to be independent so be 

aware you will feel driven to do things in your own pioneering way, with the obvious cation to manage impatience 

with others and play nicely in the sand pit. 

He makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in Capricorn team, and these are very 

significant as they will be trigger points for the major personal & business restructures on the way in 2020. 

• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an 

optimistic expansive drive toward the future goals  The caution as ever with Mars and especially in Aries 

to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected with unjustified 
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optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn still requires we 

keep out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a tad selfish, so 

keep the balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to help take you 

forward. 

• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 

few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 

softly on these timings dear Archers as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid 

dangerous people and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness! 

And Venus is on the Way to Freshen up Your Partnerships! 

This year beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase and this 

time it is in the clever quick busy intellectual sign of Gemini bringing a yummy light 

breath of fresh air into your evolution. The last time she was retrograde here was 

mid 2012 so check your memory for clues for possible outcomes this time.  

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 7th August. 

Collectively this offers much needed  conversations containing the ideas that will 

re-invigorate and inspire the global reform from 2020. For you she spends this 4-month period on your 7th House 

of ‘partners, social justice, PR and marketing’.  

Thus, she brings another splendid ingredient into your unfolding evolution via her connections with fabulous ideas 

and people to help grow your story. Venus in Gemini is quick and adaptable and loves movement and travel so 

enhances your natural Sagittarian goodies. Take note of those words as this is what you need to be between April 

and August…clever quick and adaptable. 

Gemini is also associated with commerce, and Venus…especially in the 7th House…brings us partners and others 

with whom we can build co-operative projects. Just be aware she will be attracted to ‘intelligent clever’ people and 

is not at all interested in deep and serious commitments here. Indeed, she can tend to be a bit flighty and 

unpredictable as she pops from one fab new person to the next in her quest for stimulus to feed your mind.   
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The question from Venus in Gemini is “what do you need to say or share and how may you use partnerships plus IT 

& technology to do this?” Very exciting. This 4-month window is also fab for teaching or podcasting or generally 

sharing knowledge, or attending seminars and so on, or just being social. Generally, lots of fun on offer from Venus 

during this period.  

This is also an excellent PR and marketing period so don’t miss this opportunity to network and sell, promote or 

network your brand or services as Venus is uber charming and attractive over these 4 months!  

She also loves trips and outings when in Gemini so if you’ve been thinking about a journey start making bookings 

for a new adventure. Just be aware of the period when her ruling planet Mercury is retrograde from 18th June to 

12th July as plans can change so stay adaptable!   

Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time you are 

working to develop and organize what you have set in motion from 4th April.  As she begins to move forward after 

June 25th, you’ll feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward until August 7th when she exits Gemini 

and heads on into Cancer. Just stop and read this again and jot down the dates ok? 

So, to summarise your goodies on offer from Venus in Gemini. She is in your ‘partnership’ house so you can attract 

clever bright new people partners and enhance your networks or learn new info to upskill and promote your 

projects…and let’s not forget some exciting travel plans! 

Innovation is the Key for your Daily Work Areas 

The final major ingredient in your evolving Astro-scape is Mr Freedom Uranus who has now been in your “daily 

work, service and health” zone since 2019, where he remains until 2026. He is the big slow ‘evolutionary lord’ who 

is inspiring you into new directions over this 7-year period. He urges you to free-up old routines that have become 

stagnant or where you’re just not free to enjoy you creative mojo, so changes of job are an obvious outcome or 

altering your existing situation. 

Uranus can operate as a rebellious guy who drives us to sudden shifts without due consideration for the larger 

implications so watch out here. He is best used to learn new techniques and as he is the lord of technology and 

invention you may be about to do your mad professor thing! 

Your Ruling Planet is Jupiter 

…the King of The Gods! This big guy is also known as one of the Lords of 

Karma – the other being Saturn. Jupiter’s vibration impels us to risk the 

safe and sound and he Heroic in our quest to keep growing and becoming 

more of who we are! He has a 12-year cycle so spends 1 year in each sign 

and is currently in Capricorn – details in the main section.  
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Capricorn   Horoscope 2020 

Cap Principle  Goals & ambitions, self-responsibility, 

achievement & results    Symbol THE GOAT 

J Ruled by  S Saturn    Keyword     '1 ACHIEVE'  

Element is EARTH Quality is CARDINAL       

Physically Rules  Skeletal system, bones & knees  

Permission        “I am responsible - I set goals and work to 

achieve them” 

Heads up dear Goats 2020 has Your Name all Over it!  

As the Lords of Evolution gather in your sign from January to announce the arrival of a new epoch in global affairs, 

our world is poised between the past and the future, where we must re-vision the values that drive our 

unconscious material world view. Sorry if it all sounds a tad serious folks but it is! And yet it is also incredibly 

fortunate as we simply have to do things differently and the combined force of Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in 

Capricorn are just the dudes to begin to make this happen! 

We have 2 major cycles coming together in 2020 the first as Saturn meets Pluto in January for the first time since 

1518, when the reformation of that era birthed the 500 years we have lived since. Then comes December when 

Jupiter joins them for the first time since 1284, so this stuff is rare and amazing in terms of evolutionary shifts! And 

not before time I hear you say! 

This is where you kids come into the story as you are the sign playing host to this new ‘reformation’ of our world 

and the systems that run it. Capricorn is the sign of political & economic ‘governance’ sitting at the ‘top’ of the 

Zodiac system thus driving the people who hold responsibility for the models that create worldly outcomes.  

This is why you are naturally business orientated & attracted to holding positions of responsibility. You know how 

to set goals and build structures and will work really hard to achieve outcomes, with great strength and endurance 

when times are tough…the tough get going right? So, 2020 offers you an amazing opportunity to be part of 

formulating the new conscious co-operative world view that must drive our new world about to be born! 

With fortunate Jupiter in your sign for the year you are set for wonderful progress and success if you have been 

paying attention to Saturn in your sign for the past few years. Let’s go a big deeper and add the rest of the 2020 

ingredients. Such an exciting year ahead for you Cap. 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Your Grand New Beginning 

Ok dear Goats Lucky Jupiter charges through your sign during 2020…and what 

a year it will be. So your new best friend is a guy called Jupiter! Get a picture of 

him, put it on the fridge or desk, and pay homage every day, as he’s the guy 

who is about to upgrade you to a completely new plateau of optimism and 

enthusiasm for life no matter how weird things are ‘out there’. 

We each get a turn at playing in Fortuna’s garden every 12 years, so please 

enjoy his gifts as you open a major new 12-year expansive growth cycle in your life. Think back to 2008 for insight 

into what’s on offer PLUS you are 12 years older and wiser this time with lots of growth under your belt.  

You will literally feel a growing sense of optimism and enthusiasm to move forward once more, after a year just 

spent letting go of the past and gestating your next phase. This is a birth point in your life so think in terms of a 

new baby who isn’t quite ready to run yet as there are a few more processes to develop over the next 6 years 

before you get to start reaping what you are about to sew this year. So, as this is year one of your new 12-year 

cycle give yourself heaps of positive nurture over the next year to really start believing that you deserve the 

fabulous future opening now. 

Jupiter is the guy who expands our possibilities and helps us grow in confidence and courage so we can strike 

forward beyond the past. So now it’s time to go for it right through until December 20th  this year. Your urge to 

grow can feel really intense so this is a time for learning and gaining experience and discovering who you really are 

as an individual. The question becomes what drives your goals and ambitions from here and how can you expand 

your possibilities? 

What gets you motivated and matters most to you asks Jupiter as he inspires us to our purpose and meaning for 

life? As Jupiter is a horizon expanding force this can arrive both physically and mentally as travels to foreign shores 

and as it’s Capricorn this may be work related as well.  Or it’s time to expand your world view with learning & study 

to increase your skills, or this can also be you ready to share or teach in your chosen field. 

As he is one of the big players in the ‘2020 Global Reset’ his timing is extra significant especially when the super 

powerful success combo Jupiter meets Pluto for the first of 3 passes in late March into early April…starting from 

the New Aries Moon. The next pass is late June and finally in the 2nd week of November. Together they forge new 

empires personally & globally to expand our old outmoded world views…very exciting stuff. 

Here is your once in a lifetime opportunity (yes because he will never be here with Pluto and Saturn again!) for a 

big green light for releasing visionary ventures. Your timings here: you need to activate new goodies in late March, 

develop these in late June, then really move things along in November/December. As ever there is a caution here 
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as the big guy tends to ‘do things big’ and he can be a bit over the top so take care not to say yes to everything that 

comes your way as opportunities will be abundant!  

Meanwhile we need to chat about Saturn… 

Your ruling planet is Saturn who has now been travelling through your 

sign since December 2017 with one more year to go before moving on 

into Aquarius…but that’s another story you can check out in the main 

global report.  

Saturn’s cycle of 28 to 29 years around the Sun means he only visits 

rarely and when he does, he opens a huge new cycle for your life. Here 

are your timings depending on your birthday… 

• Dec 21st to 31st – your re-structuring re-birth process happens from Jan to Dec 2018 

• Jan 1st to 11th -     your re-structuring re-birth process happens from late Dec 2018 to late Dec 2019 

• Jan 12th to 20th -  your re-structuring re-birth process happens Jan to mid Dec 2020 

Regardless of your birthday timing the general call from Saturn offers an intense period of personal growth to 

allow you to set new goals for the future and take stock of what and whom you wish to take forward with you. So, 

don’t be surprised if you decide to cull some old relationships if they are holding you back so you can invite more 

positive ones. 

Our Sun is the centre of our universe providing our vital life force and sense of identity…who I am as a unique 

individual and how am I meant to use my creative impulse? Thus, when Saturn unites his force with our Sun, he 

asks us to examine who we think we are up until now, so we can see what areas we have outgrown.  

He brings up our fears and limiting beliefs so we can re-program these and ‘give birth’ to a new improved model of 

who we are. Hence the really positive spin on Saturn as our teacher, and if we embrace him, he brings the gift of 

maturing into a more conscious individual. If we deny him, he brings us lessons of a very karmic nature (I mean he 

one of the Lords of Karma) so we can put our big girl/boy pants on and grow up…whether we like it or not lol.  

Either way he’s not an easy energy to have around as he can feel heavy and sludgy so it’s a tad challenging to stay 

positive and upbeat. Mind you this feeling will abate heaps as positive Jupiter comes into play in 2020 with his 

adventurous optimistic spirit. 

So back to classic Capricorn territory! Someone wrote the word responsibility on your birth certificate when you 

signed up as a Capricorn and this sure has its place in your natural tendencies BUT there comes a time when 

stepping away from ‘I’m responsible for every bloody thing/person’ must be replaced with ‘Let them sink or swim 

it’s not my business’. Which is not to say you don’t keep being the practical responsible being who you are, but it’s 

time to let go of ‘Life is hard, and I have to be a rigid control freak’…ha!  
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So if you’re relating to this one you will find the universe conspires to present you with situations where you can 

see where you are doing ‘over responsible’ personally or professionally so you can allow other people to step into 

their power and let you off the hook!  

You do this by giving up being in the “Parent ego state” where 

you are the ‘strong’ person who attracts people in the “Child 

ego state” who need you to be responsible for them. They 

then underperform or are too needy and you get the shits as 

they don’t support or appreciate you. This is a classic 

Capricorn behaviour cycle! Once you operate from the “Adult 

ego state” (ruled by the Sun) you are free to have functional 

relationships with other ‘adult’ individuals who are in their 

power! 

The other biggie arises here for you guys as your ‘shadow’ sign of Cancer where you block your own sensitive 

needs and feelings and act tough…once again by living primarily in the “Parent ego state”.  Making the decision 

that it’s OK to be soft and this is not weakness is a huge evolutionary moment here my friends. Then you can be 

strong but not tough and your psychological wholeness can happen. You can then invite the support you‘ve 

believed you don’t deserve…without working hard for it! 

Another favourite core belief for Capricorn is simply that “life is hard, and nothing comes easy”. So, your                

re-programming self-talk here to your inner child is simply “Life is easy for me and I invite support with ease”! 

Just a re-cap before we move on…  

2020 offers you kids a major period of growth and successful outcomes. You may be 

offered many opportunities for achievement this year and Saturn provides the 

structure and discipline to any task or project you set yourself. 

You also need to identify any areas that aren’t working so you can re-structure or 

release because they have outlived their usefulness! 

And with your freshly re-programmed beliefs you can embrace it all with a sense of 

excitement knowing you are contributing toward the ‘Global Re-set’ on the way. 

Remember our 2020 catchcry is “Respect is the Rule” – spread it far and wide! 
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Meanwhile Back on the Home Front… 

Mars will Retrograde in Aries in 2020 so spends 6 months here from late June until January 2021! 

This is a big deal for all of us, as when the Lord of his own sign is home in that sign, 

he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to initiate and pioneer new frontiers. 

This Mars period is especially important for you kids as he’s in your 4th  House of 

‘home and family’…at the base your chart…so it’s all about ‘foundations’. 

The last time he did a long phase like this was 1988 – 32 years ago!  

So, from July until the end of 2020 it’s action stations on the home scene. If you 

are old enough to think back 32 years this will also have been a period of new foundations in your world, and if you 

are a younger goat then be aware, you’re about to activate a major new foundational phase of your life.  

At best Mars brings energy & activity where you live so you can work hard around the home and get heaps 

accomplished. Or you may be on the move into a new home completely. But as Mars likes to do things his way you 

may be challenged to manage family members who resist your agenda, or they may have theirs and you aren’t too 

pleased about it. So, watch out for conflict with nearest & dearest, indeed you may want to ditch the lot of them 

and swan off on your own for 6 months lol. 

Take note that this feeling of conflict or resistance may also translate into professional areas, so if you feel people 

or events are conspiring to thwart your forward motion , take a breath and back off especially in September. This is 

also a fab opportunity to clear old feelings and frustrated energies in your emotional body, as Goats tend to be 

strong and internalize feelings, which others then play out for you! 

Mars makes three major ‘challenging’ aspects to the Jupiter + Saturn + Pluto in Capricorn team, and these are very 

significant as they will be trigger points for major personal & personal business restructures on the way in 2020. 

• First we have Mars in Aries square Jupiter in Cap twice – in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an 

optimistic expansive drive toward the future goals  The caution as ever with Mars and especially in Aries 

to act impulsively without taking all factors into consideration. Just don’t get infected with unjustified 

optimism that ‘everything will turn to gold’. Yes this is a ‘lucky’ transit but in Capricorn requires we keep 

out feet on the ground and be careful of your ego drive as Mars plus Aries can be a tad selfish, so keep the 

balance of other people’s needs in your consideration, and the need for others to help take you forward. 

• Next comes Mars in Aries square Saturn in Cap twice – in late August through to late September so a 

month in total on this one. This Mars/Saturn combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with 

Jupiter, as Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this 
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few weeks as attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. This can be an irritating and 

frustrating period where authority figures block us, or if you are an authority figure resist the urge to be 

hard and unbending. Fear is a factor here – fear of failure – fear of not being up to task. So just feel the 

fear and breathe through it until mid-October when Jupiter kicks back in! 

• Finally, we have Mars in Aries square Pluto twice – mid August and then 8th to 11th October. At best this 

is a powerfully transforming force energizing you at a very deep level in your ambitions and desire to get 

ahead – at worst a time of fierce power struggles and disagreements so can be very destructive. So, tread 

softly on these timings dear Crabs as underhanded tactics will backfire badly on this one!  Avoid 

dangerous people and places as you work toward your goals with determination and clean assertiveness! 

 

Your Ruling Planet is Saturn 

…Lord of Time. He is ‘the ring pass not’ that keeps us limited by our fears and 

insecurities. Once we confront our fears, he becomes our best friend, as we begin 

to use his diligence and commitment as essential qualities so we can express our 

highest purpose! 

He has a 28/29-year cycle around the Sun so spends around 3 years in each sign – allowing for retrogrades. He has 

been in Capricorn in December 2017 until December 2020.  As he is joined by Pluto and Jupiter in 2020, they are 

the team who will begin the major re-structure of corporate and political governance on our planet. 

Saturn conjunct Pluto in Capricorn   January 12th  - they only meet once at 22 

degrees Capricorn paving the way for the ‘Global Re-set’ that will unfold as the year progresses. They have not met 

here since 1518 so this launches their ‘reformation’ process. 

Saturn conjunct Pluto and Jupiter in Capricorn November & December - they only converge once between 

23 and 29 degrees of Capricorn over this 2-month period. They have not joined up in this ‘triple conjunction’ since 

1284!  

Saturn conjunct Jupiter in Aquarius  December 20th  - they also only meet once at zero 

degrees of Aquarius. This is the beginning of their new 20-year cycle (they meet every 20 years), however have not 

met in Aquarius since 1226!!!! Thus from 2021, the very nature of our primary collective focus will begin to shift to 

a completely new set of values, urges and drives. Whereas we’ve been driven by insecurity and ownership of 

resources over the past 240 years, the Air principles of sharing knowledge and ideas, inventiveness, people’s rights, 

originality, fairness and equality take us to a whole new level of human evolution…and not before time! 
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Aquarius   Horoscope 2019 

Aqua Principle Connection to humanity, change & re-invention     

Symbol    THE WATER BEARER (waters of Knowledge) 

K Ruled by      T Uranus (& Saturn)    

Keyword      '1 UNDERSTAND'  

Element is AIR   Quality is FIXED       

Physically Rules   Electrical nervous system, ankles  

Permission “I belong in society which welcomes my  

inventive ideas” 

 

Hang in There Aquarius One More Year to go & Then Comes Freedom! 

So my friends as we head into 2020 I need to remind us (yes I am an Aquarian!) that this feeling of endless 

patience we have had to manage over the past few years will soon bear fruit, once both Jupiter and Saturn step 

into our sign to launch us forward from 2021. 

SO, keep the faith my friends as we continue to be called to remain ‘behind the scenes’ building our inner strength 

and tools to empower our consciousness in preparation for bold new adventures in 2021…more on this shortly. 

2020 is a game changer in every sense as the convergence of planets set to meet up in Capricorn during the year 

will create ‘the crisis we need to have’ so we can finally demand that our political and business systems start doing 

things differently!   The widespread activism on the rise during 2019 is set to increase, especially in the second half 

of the year as the forces of evolution demand revolution for evolution against the repressive control of an old 

system that is doing all it can to stay in control…but not for much longer. 

I mention this of course as we Aqua people are indeed the ‘revolutionaries’ of the Zodiac family who carry the 

seeds of change to upset outdated models and bring the progressive ideas to re-invent them! Aquarius is the last 

of the three AIR signs where we meet the highest potential of AIR by tapping into ‘higher mind’ to download  fresh 

stimulus and pour this out into humanity…hence the Water Carrier…the waters of knowledge.  

Aquarius is also a FIXED sign along with our Leo, Taurus and Scorpio friends. Between us we offer the qualities of 

tenacity and power as we where we must earn to use the POWER of the EGO for something greater than just 

ourselves and release the confining lower nature where we desire to possess and control. Quite the tall order my 

friends. So, here is to our work in humanitarian service as we lead to the way for people to learn this lesson! 
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 A Time for Completion and Winding Down 

One of our ruling planets is dear old ‘Saturn the Lord of Karma and Time’, which makes sense of why we do take 

life/things rather seriously! He is the traditional ruler from ancient times, and when they discovered Uranus in 

1781 and his archetype was revealed as a ‘change agent’, he was given the title of the modern ruler of Aquarius. 

Thus, we are always dealing with finding the path between traditional and progressive perspectives aren’t we my 

fellow Aquas?  

Saturn has the 28/9-year major life cycle that underpins the steady development of aspects of our nature as he 

passes through the 12 signs and houses of our chart every 3 years or so. He has been in his own sign of Capricorn 

since 2018, which falls in the zone known as the 12th House of inner psychic spaces and connection to our higher 

spiritual nature so we can ‘commune’ with our intuitional guidance. He completes his time here by December 

20th…yahoo!! 

Thus, on one level our journey over this three years has taken us ‘off the boil’ from major worldly outcomes, as this 

12th house three year period marks the completion of a cycle that began way back in 1991/2/3. Did you begin 

something important then? And are you feeling you are almost ready for something big and new soon?  

So, the 12h House is a gestational period where we are releasing the past and gestating new goodies for our re-

birth from 2021. It is also known as the house of ‘seclusion, spirituality, inner psychic spaces, and inspiration’. 

Without a proper relationship with our intuitive guidance systems, 

meditative practices and mind-management we cannot be a whole person.  

So, this is about getting in touch with our inner guru and reading up & 

studying ‘energy psychology’ so you can empower yourself through greater 

self-awareness and mindfulness. 

This beautiful period offers us the chance for ‘inner work’ to learn how to 

master your mind and anxieties and generally become a calmer more useful 

‘seed planter’ as you seek insight and inspiration for your future direction.  

This is a time for clearing away the past and completing projects in readiness for a new start so important 

elements of your life may begin to pass away and activities that used to work well  may no longer do so. So, don’t 

freak out as this process unfolds as this is a ‘gap’ period between the old and the new. The ‘gap’ can be very 

uncomfortable if we are attached to being in control and in the world with gusto.  

Use this time to reflect on what you have achieved and forgive yourself for apparent failures. My silly joke here is 

that ‘you are pregnant with yourself’ and in confinement so cherish this preparation time as things will spring into 

fresh freedom to express yourself as ‘a change agent’ in the outer world in 2021. 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance…  

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Sometimes it can feel like you have to change everything but are not sure how, as things can feel hazy and 

confusing when we are in the quiet of the 12th House. So, this is why it is now very important to use Saturn 

correctly by realizing that you are building inner resources to ultimately empower your life. The goal here is to 

learn how to link our practical mind with our intuitive mind so we can vitalize our creative potential where we’re 

empowered to achieve the balance or synthesis that is the goal of the new consciousness. You could call this an 

artistic/spiritual renaissance period! 

We create our reality from the inside out. So, here is the formula! Connect to Higher Self-intuition and ask for 

guidance for direction and ideas for future progress. As ideas pop in use visualization tools to create images and 

use your psychic power to attract the people and ingredients you need to bring them into manifestation.  

Remember Saturn brings a gradual process over these three years, and it won’t be all dull my friends especially 

once Venus heads into Gemini and your 5th House of creative stimulating fun between April and August. And then 

Mars charges into Aries from July to year’s end for a major charge of energy to your 3rd House communication & 

network sector. Lots of goodies on the way so stay tuned. 

So, Let’s Talk About Lucky Jupiter 

Every 12 years the Lord of positive karmas, growth and expansion visits each sign and sector of our chart, and he 

now spends 2020 in Capricorn for the first time since 2008. So, he is about to join the Saturn & Pluto team to 

amplify the whole “2020 Global Re-set” process on the way. This has massive implications in the outer world as we 

have both a 500 year AND 730-year cycle point, so this is not small change in terms of global evolutionary phases. 

Check the main Global Report for lots more on this one! 

So, my friends as Karmic Lord Jupiter is also spending the year in your ‘12th House inner Spiritual world’ with his 

mate Karmic Lord Saturn you are indeed triggering these huge cycles at a Soul level…wow. Isn’t that interesting! 

Jupiter is the expanding principle and he is the seeker after knowledge, wisdom and truth whose job it is to share 

this with the world to enlighten the ‘collective mindset’. 

You have spent this past two years with Saturn 

teaching you how to discipline your ‘inner realm’ so 

you can synthesize left brain intuition with right brain 

logic and learn to work with ‘the still small inner voice’ 

of your higher nature as a source of calm in the midst 

of outer global turmoil. This is the point my friends as 

we are ‘the objective observers’ who must hold a 

steady force in the midst of fear and confusion. 
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So as lucky Jupiter comes calling  in 2020, he brings a fantastic fresh wave of positive force to our inner psyche, 

which can also include increased psychism and connection to ‘divine source’ or galactical consciousness.  

Also fab for artistic imaginative work and periods of retreat in spiritual ashram type places with cool teachers. As 

Jupiter’s urge is to expand our horizons then we also have a fab year to study mind/body health modalities, or 

Psychotherapy . How about with me in my Universal Astrology e-Course?    

Meanwhile as I’m talking about time ‘behind the scenes’ and inner growth and all that stuff, Jupiter in Capricorn 

will also stimulate your 6th House of ‘daily work and service’ so between periods of rest and time out, you will be 

quite busy taking advantage of growth opportunities in your everyday work areas, and as you have been in hard 

work mode for the past few years and things may indeed be about to pay off.  

A Little Touch of Saturn in Aquarius 

One of the really exciting features for 2020 is when Saturn makes a brief visit into Aquarius to give us a taste of 

what he has in store from 2021 when he moves in to stay. He enters on 23rd March right on the Equinox when our 

new natural year begins, so this becomes a feature that will underpin collective activity.  

He moves to 2 degrees and stops - then retrogrades back into Cap on July 2nd to complete his run until December, 

when he heads into Aquarius WITH Jupiter as they begin their new 20-year cycle. So, we have a 13 weeks window 

to give us a taste of Saturn about to demand we take responsibility for our planet in a whole new way! 

Aquarius is the AIR sign containing the impulse to innovation & original ideas that dare to be different from the 

conventional as they stimulate fresh change. Aquarius also governs the ‘universal consciousness’ that ‘we are all 

one’ amidst an interconnected system of creation. Spot on, right?! Hence Aquarius is the sign of humanitarianism 

and is associated with ‘Politics’ and the opposite sign Leo brings us political leaders we will see a whole new type 

of leader emerge over coming years. 

So, Saturn heading into Aquarius will launch a new phase of reform 

and change collectively, with an increase in ‘civil disobedience’ and 

activism in response to the growing right-wing nationalism and 

authoritarianism. We have already seen the beginning of this 

during 2019 in Hong Kong and Lebanon and so many other 

countries as people are fed up with the greedy corrupt systems. 

So, between March 23rd and July 2nd you get a little taste of all of the above, then head back into ‘preparation 

mode’ for the rest of the year. Then off you go into an exciting new level of ‘being in the world’ from January 2021.   

 

 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/learn-astrology.html
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Mars Activates your Communication Zone from Mid-year 

This is interesting in light of my previous mention of ‘activism’ as Mars does his Retrograde in Aries in 2020 so 

spends 6 months in your 3rd House of ‘communication, networking, and ideas’ from July until January 2021! This is 

a big deal for us all as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years ago!  When the Lord of his own sign is home in that 

sign, he is EXTRA powerful in his drive to initiate and pioneer new frontiers.  

So obviously from mid to end of year you are set to do some pioneering brave 

wordsmithing in your quest to get some action happening about the many vital 

issues of our times.  

At best Mars offers you assertive confident communication, but downside is a tad 

too full on or even aggressive so watch out for this one, and also it won’t be a 

surprise if you attract other people’s anger, to which you will not buy into right? 

I.e. don’t get caught up in social media conflict streams! 

As this is also the zone of ‘short distance journeys’ you’ll be out and about quite spontaneously to share your 

message or just have a holiday, but as its Mars doing the tripping around take care when driving, as he can be a bit 

accident prone! In early August and then mid-October he connects with Jupiter making for an ‘adventurous 

explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an optimistic expansive drive. 

In September he meets Saturn and this combo is the exact opposite to the goodies described with Jupiter, as 

Saturn brings in constraint and limitation to our energy and drives, so just chill during over this few weeks as 

attempts to strike forward will be met with resistance. 

Beautiful Venus Spends FOUR Months in your Creativity Zone!  

This year beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase and this 

time it is in the clever quick busy intellectual sign of Gemini bringing a yummy light 

breath of fresh air into your evolution. The last time she was retrograde here was 

mid 2012 so check your memory for clues for possible outcomes this time.  

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 7th August.  

 

Collectively this offers much needed  conversations containing the ideas that will re-invigorate and inspire the 

global reform from 2020. For you she spends this 4-month period on your 5th House of ‘creativity, leadership, 

children, love affairs, fun and joy’. Yahoo! 

As Venus is the ‘attracting’ force you will have a great time with her in your fellow AIR sign of Gemini, and 

especially in this fun and creative zone of your life. Thus, she brings another splendid ingredient into your 

unfolding evolution via her connections with fabulous ideas and people to help grow your story.  
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Venus in Gemini is quick and adaptable and loves movement and travel so enhances your natural Aquarian 

goodies. Take note of those words as this is what you need to be between April and August…clever quick and 

adaptable. 

Gemini is also associated with commerce, and Venus brings us partners and others with whom we can build co-

operative projects. The question from Venus in Gemini is “what do you need to say or share and how may you use 

partnerships plus IT & technology to do this?” Very exciting. This 4 month window is also fab for teaching or 

podcasting or generally sharing knowledge, or attending seminars and so on, or just being social. Generally, lots of 

fun on offer from Venus during this period.  

She also loves trips and outings when in Gemini so if you’ve been thinking about a journey start making bookings 

for a new adventure. Just be aware of the period when your ruling planet Mercury is retrograde from 18th June to 

12th July as plans can change so stay adaptable!   

Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time you are 

working to develop and organize what you have set in motion from 4th April.  As she begins to move forward after 

June 25th, you’ll feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward until August 7th when she exits Gemini 

and heads on into Cancer. Just stop and read this again and jot down the dates ok? 

Changing Conditions on the Home Front 

Another big player in your world between 2019 and 2026 is our ruling planet Uranus 

travelling through the earthy sign of Taurus. Uranus is the Lord of all things eccentric 

and progressive…which is why we Aquarians are lol!  

He is currently stimulating the fresh Zeitgeist with ideas and models of the future as 

he also goes about the business of upsetting the damaged global systems – both 

ecological and financial. 

Since 2019 he has begun to drive the revolutionary technologies to create the renaissance in financial models and 

environmental solutions over the next 7 years. This has huge implications so check out the Uranus in Taurus 

section in the Global Report section.  

For us this next revolutionary phase involves our 4th House of “home and family and foundations”. So begins a long 

period meant to free up existing conditions around our home base and family members.  

You will have noticed the hints of this process from May 2018 when he dipped his toe into Taurus for a brief 

preview, then in 2019 he settled into Taurus and started getting down to business. Here’s a list of your birthdays 

over this 7 years so you know when you will be directly impacted by this urge to re-invent your foundations. 
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• For those born 21st to 23rd Jan your new freedom phase is from May 2018 to Jan 2020 

• For those born 24th to 26th Jan your new freedom phase is from Aug 2020 to Jan 2022 

• For those born 27th to 30th Jan your new freedom phase is from Aug 2021 to Jan 2023 

• For those born 1st to 5th Feb your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born 6th to 9th Feb your new freedom phase is from Aug 2022 to Jan 2024 

• For those born 10th to 13th Feb your new freedom phase is from Aug 2023 to Jan 2025 

• For those born 14th to 17th Feb your new freedom phase is from Aug 2024 to Jan 2026 

• For those born 18th & 19th Feb your new freedom phase is from June 2025 to March 2026 

The general call here involves your growing need to free-up old family systems and patterns to create room for 

more freedom for everyone to be authentic! Popular press astrology tells us that Aquarians are freedom machines 

who love change, but this is not necessarily the case as our traditional ruler Saturn actually likes stability and 

routines and can be quite attached to home and hearth as a means of feeling safe. 

So as sudden shifts and events begin to come into play with parents and kids and your extended family stay cool 

and accept that your own psyche is ready for change and evolution into fresh territory. This cycle is about the 

‘roots and foundations’ of our life so it can feel unsettling as Uranus starts doing his thing but also very 

exhilarating! If you’ve been putting up with things and people, then move to a new house or go live overseas for a 

while or generally find new solutions to improve your situation.  

Your Ruling Planets are Uranus  

Uranus is the modern ruler as his discovery in 1781 coincided with the French and 

American revolutions and the birth of the technological age. He has an 84-year cycle 

and spends 7 years in each sign. He has been in Taurus since 2019 through to 2026.  

and Saturn 

Saturn is the traditional ‘Lord’ from ancient times…Lord of Time. He is ‘the ring pass 

not’ that keeps us limited by our fears and insecurities. Once we confront our fears, 

he becomes our friend, as we begin to use his diligence and commitment as 

essential qualities so we can express our highest purpose! 

He has a 28/29-year cycle around the Sun so spends around 3 years in each sign – allowing for retrogrades. He has 

been in Capricorn since 2018 with one more year to go in 2020. His role is to re-structure corporate and political 

governance on our planet. He is one of the major 2020 players! 

Saturn conjunct Pluto in Capricorn  January 12th - they only meet once at 22 degrees Capricorn 

paving the way for the ‘Global Re-set’ that will unfold as the year progresses. They have not met here since 1518 

so this launches their ‘reformation’ process. 
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Saturn conjunct Pluto and Jupiter in Capricorn Nov & Dec- they only converge once between 23 and 29 

degrees of Capricorn over this 2-month period. They have not joined up in this ‘triple conjunction’ since 1284!  

Saturn conjunct Jupiter in Aquarius December 20th - they also only meet once at zero degrees of 

Aquarius. This is the beginning of their new 20-year cycle (they meet every 20 years), however have not met in 

Aquarius since 1226!!!! Thus from 2021, the very nature of our primary collective focus will begin to shift to a 

completely new set of values, urges and drives. Whereas we’ve been driven by insecurity and ownership of 

resources over the past 240 years, the Air principles of sharing knowledge and ideas, inventiveness, people’s rights, 

originality, fairness and equality take us to a whole new level of human evolution…and not before time! 
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Pisces   Horoscope 2020 

Pisces Principle Psycho/Spiritual Self, intuition & imagination, 

compassion    

Keyword     '1 UNDERSTAND'  

L Ruled by      U Neptune      Symbol   THE FISH 

Element is WATER Quality is MUTABLE 

Physically Rules Auto immune & Lymphatic Systems, The Feet  

Permission        “I trust my Intuition & Soul to guide me” 

 

Greetings Dear Fish as we Head into Our New Epoch on Planet Earth! 

Well my friends as 2020 dawns we have a gathering of the planet family all set to launch us forward into a new 

decade…and a new world. You see between the combined forces of structural Saturn with expansionary Jupiter 

and powerful Pluto all meeting this year, the very fabric of our society is set to morph into a 500-year reformation! 

This is not just about the outer world & politics & economies, although we’ll see plenty of action in all these areas, 

it is also about the growing Spiritual revolution that has been underway since 2012 when your ruling planet 

transcendental Neptune entered your sign. This is an outpouring of the desire within all humans for the return of a 

more compassionate society beyond the endless drive for outer world success at the expense of people & planet.  

So this spiritual shift is also due for another burst of upliftment from 2020, as the last time Saturn & Pluto met in 

Capricorn (which they do in January 2020) was in 1518, the exact year when the Protestant Reformation began and 

the Catholic worldview that had been in power for 1000 years was challenged. Astrology cycles are so amazing for 

seeing the themes of the time to come as we just look back at what happened last time!  

OK so how does this all apply to you? Well as you are the ’highest expression’ of the feeling-based WATER signs 

you are the  ‘spiritual’ leaders of the Zodiac. Your job is to embody and walk the talk of the many areas associated 

with ‘wholeness & wellness’, whether this be as a carer for the physically ill or working in the psyche/mind areas to 

heal & restore mental health, or just as a person who uses compassion & gratitude as your daily guide.  

In the midst of such a focus on the hard-nosed sign of Capricorn this year, you will be much needed ‘softening 

agents’ who strive to keep the conversation alive about the rights and needs of the vulnerable in our world.  

There’s also a blast from Mars to help you move financial areas forward into new territory, and Venus heading into 

your family areas to brighten things up with some pleasure and fun. But first let’s talk about Saturn who has been 

an important growth feature for you since 2018, and then lucky Jupiter about to join him.  
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Fulfilling your Place in Society 

As you tend to be rather solitary people who prefer your own company rather than waste time and energy in 

superficial chit chat, the arrival of Saturn into your 11th House of “group consciousness and community affairs” 

since 2018 has been bringing fresh purpose to your social world and some important new people onto the scene. 

Saturn entered his own sign of Capricorn in January 2018 until December 2020, and as his 28-year cycle underpins 

our major structural growth, so wherever he is active we are developing that territory. He’s the Karmic Lord who 

confronts us with our fears and limitations so we may transcend them and achieve true liberation by learning how 

to use his masterful essence to build meaningful structures…in this case how you realistically fit into society. 

It’s time to take responsibility for your role in the world as a serious player in 

group dynamics by stepping into your power at a very practical level. Your energy 

can magnetize people to work together for the revolutionary changes currently 

unfolding as you teach and lead groups for the awakening into new levels of 

conscious energy manifestation!   

There’s a good chance you will be attracted to a ‘cause’ or inspiring group whose 

work triggers fresh inspiration, as you also notice yourself pulling out from old 

situations you have outgrown. Your mantra is “I am free to be an individual AND be part of society.”  

There’s an irony here as we are meant to become ‘group conscious’ in this process hence my mention of teaching 

or leading them, however it’s can also tricky to work with others as sometimes co-workers and friends can feel like 

they are getting in the way of a desire for freedom to do things your way. So just watch out for this one – therein 

lies a Saturn lesson as you also have to take responsibility for being a ‘strong centre’ for others at this time. So 

perhaps your ‘cause’ could involve refugees or abandoned people or animals or some such…get the idea? 

As the 11th House is also associated with Aquarian ‘brilliant and inventive ideas’, you will also begin to get seriously 

interested in new techno territory and solutions for improving our collective outcomes over coming years…and 

goodness knows we sure need plenty of this! 

Traditionally the 11th is the house of ‘hopes and wishes fulfilled & your ideals and objectives in life’. Saturn’s 3-year 

sojourn here offers the reality of whether you have worked effectively to attain these ideals, and if you have 

stayed true to them and prepared the ground well then you will bring them to fruition during this period. However, 

if you find your expectations fall short & you feel disappointed with yourself then maybe it’s time to review your 

hopes and dreams and plant some new ones. 

To assist this fulfillment potential then I have some great news as lucky Jupiter is about to join Saturn to get things 

moving into much more positive spaces. 

I welcome you to join me for a Personal Horoscope Session for your 2020 Insight & Guidance… 

https://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Your Social World Takes Off 

OK so here’s the best news in your 2020 story in the form of expansive, horizon widening Jupiter is also in 

Capricorn this year doing his once in 12-year visit to this same zone of your life. Yes, I know you kids are the 

dreamers and can get a bit vague about things but it’s well worth checking your memory back to 2008 to reflect on 

themes and insights for this time. 

‘Lucky’ Jupiter’s job is to expand, and open new territory and he loves being in the 11th House of “humanitarian 

activity, groups and society, hopes and wishes”. You are now free to socialize to your heart’s content, meeting 

splendid new people and in some cases taking up a whole new role in your community.  

Accept invitations and open your heart my friends, as this is a fun transit and as Jupiter loves to travel you may also 

be called to book in for some kind of cool group to study spiritual or healing goodies, or if you are an arty fish then 

it’s time to paint or make a film. The only caution here being to just watch any tendency to take on too many 

projects or new people and over commit yourself…then have to figure out how to say no lol. 

Obviously, this favours working in teams or groups toward a common goal and as Jupiter is a teacher/mentor guy, 

put your hand up if you can offer guidance or your skills to a community project or social cause, or perhaps this can 

play out in your work place. As the 11th house also triggers the need to immerse yourself with innovative inventive 

ideas and cutting-edge knowledge this can be an extraordinary time to break through into a whole new world 

view. Very exciting my friends.  

So, the time is finally right to activate a series of innovations or launch your new life. 

You’ll be amazed and delighted by generous offers of friendship and invitations to be 

part of ‘humanitarian’ projects where you can use your skills to bring reform and 

improvement. 

You won’t be interested in the same old scenarios and people stuck in old paradigm 

scripts. In fact, you’ll be impatient with them and may find you need to let go of some 

people, which you will with good grace and best wishes! In this fabulous phase stay 

very fluid and open to all kinds of options as they present themselves right through to 

December . Jupiter then enters Aquarius and your 12th House and you spend 2021 decompressing and preparing 

for your new be-birth in 2022 when Jupiter enters Pisces. So, make the most of fun stuff this year! 

As Jupiter is one of the big players in the ‘2020 Global Reset’ his timing is extra significant especially when the 

super powerful success combo Jupiter meets Pluto for the first of 3 passes in late March into early April…starting 

from the New Aries Moon. The next pass is late June and finally in the 2nd week of November. Together they forge 

new empires personally & globally to expand our old outmoded world views…very exciting stuff. 
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Here is your once in a lifetime opportunity (yes because he will never be here with Pluto and Saturn again!) for a 

big green light for releasing visionary ventures. Your timings here: you need to activate new goodies in late March, 

develop these in late June, then really move things along in November/December. As ever there is a caution here 

as the big guy tends to ‘do things big’ and he can be a bit over the top so take care not to say yes to everything that 

comes your way as opportunities will be abundant!  

Creating Financial Freedom 

What you value and how you spend and invest your money come onto the 

front burner from July when pioneering Mars in Aries zooms into your 2nd 

House of “money”! He spends an extended time here due to his retrograde 

phase this year, thus you have from July right through to the end of the year 

to take advantage of his impulse to start doing things differently.  

Mars in Aries is a big deal for us all as has not happened since 1988 – 32 years 

ago! When the Lord of his own sign is home in that sign, he is EXTRA powerful 

in his drive to initiate and pioneer new frontiers. 

This is an excellent time to give up old attachments to things you own and possess, be these people or things 

especially if these are the source of why you believe you are valuable! You’ll be enthusiastic about setting fresh 

goals that liberate your financial world. The question here is obviously “what are my values and how do these drive 

my actions?”  

So, the general call is you’ll be fired up and ready to take action of some kind to generate a new financial direction 

or goals from July. This may be based on your own choices or perhaps the outer world financial scene may require 

you go in a new financial direction, and this can be a great time if you are confident and assertive. The caution here 

is Mars can be impulsive and go for something new without due diligence from the practical Capricorn planets. So 

do your homework and then off you go starting a new business or venture.  

Mars here can also get fired up about earthy matters like the environment and the many casualties of our warming 

world, so this is great if you are motivated to take action or join an environmental group or whatever. 

Timings for positive moves are when Mars meets Jupiter in early August and then mid-October. This is an 

‘adventurous explorer’ visionary combo containing loads of successful energetic activity, with an optimistic 

expansive drive toward the future goals.  

During September Mars meets Saturn so this can be a time of frustration and delays around income or bring 

sudden outgoings, so just stay cool and consider whether this is actually a message that the new balls aren’t all 

lined up just yet. Delays clear and you are free to move forward with new plans from mid-October.   
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Busy Times on the Home Front 

This year beautiful Venus does her once in 18-month retrograde phase in the clever 

quick busy intellectual sign of Gemini bringing a yummy light breath of fresh air into 

our evolution. The last time she was retrograde here was mid 2012 so check your 

memory for clues for possible outcomes this time.  

She heads into Gemini on April 4th and remains there for 4 months until 7th August. 

Collectively this offers much needed  conversations containing the ideas that will 

re-invigorate and inspire the global reform from 2020.  

For you she spends this 4-month period on your 4th House of ‘home & family, roots & foundations’. So you are in 

for a treat over these months as harmonious Venus (who loves Pisceans at the best of times) really brings a yummy 

period on the home scene, whether you are part of a family group or are alone, as this is a great time to entertain 

guests. Mind you she is a busy girl when in Gemini so get set for much coming and going at the ranch as people fly 

in and out, sometimes at a moment’s notice! 

Venus also loves to decorate so watch out for spontaneous trips to the paint shop for a quick redecoration project, 

and as Venus likes things beautiful and with a touch of opulence just watch the budget! So, if you’ve been 

procrastinating about some home beautiful projects then April to August is your timing.  

Venus in Gemini also brings lively conversations with your nearest & dearest (be these family or friends) so 

excellent for sharing ideas…indeed you won’t be able to shut them up! Venus in Gemini is quick and adaptable and 

loves movement and travel so take note of those words as this is what you need to be between April and 

August…clever quick and adaptable. 

Good to take note of her retrograde timings. You can move ahead with all of the above from 4th April when she 

enters Gemini. She then stops and begins her retrograde on 13th May until the 25th June, during which time you are 

working to develop and organize what you have set in motion from 4th April.  As she begins to move forward after 

June 25th, you’ll feel the release into fresh energy and movement forward until August 7th when she exits Gemini 

and heads on into Cancer. Just stop and read this again and jot down the dates ok? 

Liberating Your Mind 

Let’s add another life changing planet to your story that involves a big upgrade in your 3rd House of 

“communications, networks and data gathering” as revolutionary Uranus has now come to play and electrify your 

mind and mouth since 2019 – right through to 2026! Heavens above…even more inventive ideas on the way! 

Uranus is one of the “great Evolutionary Lords” who switches on new circuits to connect us to “the Mind of God” 

or the great computer in the sky…lol. He has a very slow 84-year cycle so spends 7 years in each area of our lives to 
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wake up fresh ingredients. SO yes, this is a long transit to take you through until 2026, but you will notice the urge 

for greater freedom of movement this year and a change in your mental attitudes so you can look at life in a new 

way! Uranus frees up old constructs and old thought habits to bring freedom for new neural pathways and new 

interests like yoga, astrology and the occult so lots of stimulating fun learning adventures on the way here.  

Little details will contain the seed of change that may 

revolutionize your consciousness and disrupt existing models and 

ways of communicating. But, as ever you fish are flexible 

creatures who know how to flow with the changing tides so I 

trust you will enjoy heading into a brand-new ocean. 

AS you are ‘the intuitive thinkers’ of the Zodiac be aware that 

this process is being majorly enhanced during this period. You 

are now free to tap into the ‘stream of consciousness’ or 

quantum field of source creative stimulus, so you can download insights and ideas at a whole new level! 

 

Your Ruling Planets are Neptune 

God of the Sea. He governs and all things hidden & invisible - like our intuition and 

imagination. He inspires our innate urge to transcend our lower nature and enter the 

ecstatic ‘unified field’ where there is no separation.  

He has a 164-year cycle around the Sun and has been in Pisces since 2012 and leaves in 2026. He only covers a few 

degrees each year so doesn’t make or receive many triggers in 2020. 

And Jupiter 

…the King of The Gods! This big guy is also known as one of the Lords of Karma – 

the other being Saturn. Jupiter’s vibration impels us to risk the safe and sound 

and he Heroic in our quest to keep growing and becoming more of who we are! 

He has a 12-year cycle so spends 1 year in each sign and is currently in Capricorn.  
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A General Note to all re Mercury Retrograde Periods 2020 – put 

them in your diary!  

Mercury retrogrades (apparently goes backward) three times 

each year. As this is the planet whose magnetisms affect all forms 

of communication and our thought processes these periods are 

when IT and gizmos don’t work properly, and messages/mail gets 

lost…you get the idea.  

So, don’t buy new appliances, be aware that travel plans may change, avoid signing contracts etc. as details are 

often incorrect. Mind you some folks don’t experience these problems because of their horoscope makeup, so 

check your chart with a good Astrologer to work with planning your year on all levels…saves so much time and 

mess!  So book a session or ring me 61 755 945959  

2020 Mercury retro periods are in WATER signs again (as they were in 2019) thus our MENTAL and VERBAL focus 

is driven by feeling and intuition, so here is to a whole new level of compassion in our global dialogue and personal 

interactions. So, it would seem our collective needs 2 years’ worth of Mercury retro in water so we can get this 

lesson! 

The retro periods are opportunities to re-do, re-evaluate, re-organize, research, review and plan. 

Pisces 17th Feb to March 10th @ 12 deg Pisces – goes back to 28 deg Aquarius (this is first hint of 2021 when 

retro periods will be in Air Signs) - but not until 30th March for full steam ahead 

On the upside Pisces brings a beautiful opportunity to commune with our higher nature to work with our intuition 

and imagination to incubate further growth…very artistic with a tendency to escapism from worldly concerns. Very 

important to rest and reflect & trust your Soul to guide you even if things are not clear. Downside brings confusion 

and lack of clarity with uncertainty about best next moves! 

Cancer 18th June @ 14 deg Cancer back to 5 deg Cancer on 12th July - then 26th July for full steam ahead 

Cancer brings our thoughts and conversations to family matters over this 6-week period, and it’s great to focus on 

‘anchoring your emotional energy’ so you can work toward your goals for the rest of 2020.   On the upside we can 

open our ability to talk about our feelings and needs in a healthy nurturing way, and on the downside, we need to 

resist the impulse to speak when we are driven by deep instinctive feelings that may hurt others. Best to ‘sleep on 

it’ then have the conversation! 

Scorpio   14th October to 3rd Nov @ 11 deg Scorpio  - 20th November for full steam ahead 

In Scorpio Mercury becomes “Mr. deep thinker” offering us the chance to examine our how our unconscious 

thought patterns might be limiting us. This is a great period for research and investigation, and we may hear of 

secrets revealed in our mainstream world. Resist his inclination to thinking dark thoughts and being caught in 

other people’s paranoia lol. Upside offers us a yummy connection with others to share our vulnerability and invite 

loving support.   

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/consultation.htm
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Maggie Kerr (AAT. APA. Dip. Couns.) is a leading Australian 

Astrologer who has offered her services as a Counsellor, Teacher, 

Author and Presenter for the past 30+ years. She is an accredited 

teacher with the FAA, APA member, past member of the FAA exam 

board and the Australian Vice-President for ISAR. 

Maggie has trained in the fields of Metaphysics, Philosophy, 

Astrology, Humanism, Ancient Teachings, Psychology and 

Psychotherapy. Her unique blend of these subjects offers in-depth understanding of our life purpose and 

challenges to our empowerment. Maggie has been a pioneer in developing tools and techniques to identify and 

change limiting unconscious patterns, so we may heal and connect with our Soul’s purpose. In her ‘spare time’ she 

researches historical global and cosmic cycles to offer her insights as a social commentator in regular articles and 

blogs at www.universalastrology.com.au where you may also book personal sessions and sign up for her free 

newsletters. 

Her earlier career in Computing, Corporate Marketing, and Tourism, ensures an understanding of business cultures 

and procedures, and has led to her interest in offering concepts and training toward a more 'Conscious and Ethical 

Corporate World'. 

Mail maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au or ring 61755 945959. She lives on the Gold Coast in Australia. 

I am excited to invite you to join me for my Universal Astrology E-learning Course! It contains the sum 

total of my 30+ years of knowledge incorporating Astrology & Soul Centred Emotional Healing 

Models…with webinars & lots of recordings. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.universalastrology.com.au/
mailto:maggiekerr@universalastrology.com.au
https://www.universalastrology.com.au/learn-astrology.html
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The Great Invocation 
 

 


